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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is the first of 12 quarterlyA r orts due over the next
three years., As readers tread among numerous studies in myriad
details that follow, they must be ever mindful of this

4"; evaluation's intent, the emerging themes from the data already
collectdd and the weight of the evidence bearing on the themes.

-Urhe evaluation of the human dimensions of the New Manniug
System (NMS) speaks to two broad questions: (a) What are the
effects of COHORT on soldiers and their units? and (b) What are
the effects of COHORT on soldier families and communities?
These are the vital questions the research addresses directly.
Other issues are specific applications or variations: the effect4- of COHORT on battalion rotation; battalion reconstitution; uni,
climate and spouse adjustment; and the establishment of light
infantry divisions. <--

This report deals almost exclusively with the larger
issizes. The specific applicatious are Just getting underway, and
will provide the interpretive context for the survey and
interview data that address the main two questions.

IMPACT OF COHORT ON SOLDIERS AND THEIR UNITS

With respect to soldiers and their units, the NMS seems to
achieve greater soldier will and horizonLal bonding than
conventionally organized units. To say this Is a bit like
forecasting the outcome of a presidential election on the basis
of a few early returns, but the signs all point in this
direction. The early interview and survey data from USAREUR
companies/batteries, a 20% sample of all battalions included in
the refocused NMS, and a reconnaissance in the 7th Infantry
Division (Light) all show consistent differences in soldier will
and bonding in favor of COHORT.

The survey results are not simple to interpret. The
questionnaire includes seven dimensions of soldier will: (a)
company combat confidence (b) senior command confidence, (c)
small-unit command confidencu, (d) concerned leadership, (e)
sense of pride, (f) unit social climate, aud (s) unit teamwork.

C Not all COHORT units surpass conventional contr3ls on all
dimensions, but the generol trend is toward the superiority of
COHORT uinits.

*In the past, the possibility of even measuring soldier will
was challenged by many. Despite the high correlaLion of:

_ questionnaire measures and combat performax-ce in World War II, as

:- 'well as subsequent work 'in both the israeli Defense Force and the
U.S. Army, skepticism was defensible~ Proper payc'hom~etric
studies of reliability and validity had not beetn done.
Skepticism is no longer warranted. The questio-inaire instrkimants
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now meet conventional psychometric tests of reliability and
validity. The consistent differences between COHORT and
nonCOHORT units cannot be. ascribed to an uncalibrated measuring
stick. Those who wish to further challenge the reliability or
validity of questionnaires must now debate philosophy of
measurement.

The more important question now is whether the measures
developed are useful for anything save differentiating COHORT
from nonCOHORT units. The key here will be the Army's ability to

~ develop reliable and valid "hard" measures of unit training
performance. Future reports will take up this issue.

4 IMPACT OF COHORT ON SOLDIER FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

'C The effect of COHORT on soldier families is also clear, but
less consistent in the data at hand. COHORT provides
extraordinary potential to develop strong positive emotional
bonds among families and between families and units. This
potential is often not realized, primarily because unit leaders
view their units in terms of discrete training/inspection events
rather than in unit life-cycle terms which enable building ever
stronger relationships throughout the life-cycle.

Another limit-to-potential has been the difficulty in
providing adequate staff and resources at the installation/
community level to absorb units when they arrive an masse. This
has been especially critical in USAREUR. Simply dumping an
entire company or battalion on housing and other community
support agencies that are resourced to handle only handfuls of

daily arrivals leads to frustration and anger, a finding that
seems hardly surprising. A closely related limit-to-potential
has been some of the early special treatment of COHORT arrivals
OCONUS. Issues of perceived fairneos and equity on the part of
nonCOHORT soldiers and their families always evoke frustration
and anger, another finding that is not surprising.

• The surprise is the variability among the seven dimensions
of soldier will, and the variability among units with respect to

families. The data at hand, preliminary as it may be, suggest
only one explanation: leadership at the company/battery level.

LEADERSHIF AT THE COMPANY/BATTERY AND BATTALION LEVELS

Interviews and observations summariznd in this report
repeatedly come back to company/battery policies and practices
which either enhance or inhibit the poteu•tials of COHORT. The
COHORT process cannot substitute for good leadership but may, to
a limited degree, compensate for leadership deficiencies. There

is no question that gifted company/battery leadership can achieve
higher levels of soldier will and family-unit identification and
bonding in a COIPORT unit. The question is why all COHORT
commanders cannot better capitalize on the considerable assets

1%)i provided.
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One possibility is battalion commanders and the leadership
climate and context which they set. Cohesion is a battery/company phenomenon enacted on a stage set by battalion. The
respective contributions of battalion and battery/company
commanders to soldier will must be a principal focus of future
research.

A second possibility is that senior leaders fear COHORT
units. The strong horizontal bonding among lower ranking
soldiers challenges the established ways of leadership. Divide
and conquer techniques will not work because COHORT soldiers
respond as one. Leaders, therefore, have to be be consistent,

- say what they mean, and mean what they say. The accretive"training potential of COHORT units places increased demands ondemands that many find threatening to their own sense of
"competence. Soldiers who know each other well seem to expect

their leaders to know them well, too. Leaders who fear knowing
"and being known find COHORT units an .upecially difficult
challenge.

Still another possibility, especially with respect to
families, is that leaders simply do not have the skillsrequired. They have been trained to plan and issue directives,
and are at a loss when the organizational context requiresdifferent responses. The best example is superb logistical
planning in rotating units to Europe, but the notable absence ofinvolvement of key family members in the planning and movement
process. Family members are not members of the unit staff. They
have to be organized and led as a voluntary association of equals
rather than a work hierarchy. Leaders may never have thought ofthe differences in leadership required. Since they have no
military training in .ending associations, they ignore thisdimension of COHORT potntLial aud confine theumplves to doing the
things for which they have been tuaAined an, with which they feel
comfortable.

With respeCt. Lo the faMi].3- isaues, the 7th Li'faritry Divisic-i
(Light) seems to e-perience all 01: the problems noted iii other
unit s With ruspact to soldiers, COH{ORT in :he 'Lth ID(LY sLets"
to realize 411. that wa- promD•1sd and more. The d-.ta are"prelimina•-y and impressi onistac, but the leadership c!i ahr, .• Q i ti
the division seems rewmarkably differeut. from other locattons.This may bo, the result of sampling e.'cor (caimmandera anod un•io r
4NCO. in the combat armvs are over'-represented)e leader se!ect iun(handpicked foir battaijon •oonma:i.), a halo efi ec:L, or th1' re ult u
of conscious leadership deciuto,&i *;hr-ughout, t.he ' u-iC -anizat.iuo .
The 7th ID(L) merits care£-jl a.tei'tion in future evaluation
research.

In any caJe., the data at. nand 1joi i. to leadership au Lhe
"pvriocipa) moderator -)f COk'JH T pot. ,•tial Why 0u11 how arequeftL'ji' j subsequaut. :ovk will explore.
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Chapter I

O VER VIEW
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report on tLhe~ COHORT Company Rotat tun
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Chapter I.

OVERVIEW

1. Background

a. In 1981 the U.S. Army instituted the New Manning System
(UMS). The primary objective of this program io to increase
combat effectiveness through the reduction of personnel

turbulence. By creating more stable units, the Army hopes to:
(1) enhance unit training, (2) promote iuterpersonal bonding
among soldiers as well as between soldiers and their leaders, (3)
increase the soldier's commitment to Lhe unit's mission, and (4)
develop a greater sense of esprit de corps among unit members.

b. The NMS program is composed of two independent sub-
systems: the U.S. Army Regimental System and the COHORT
(Cohesion, Operational Readiness, and Training) Unit Movement
System. WRAIR's NMS research activities target on the COHORT
Unit Movement System. The human dimensions involved in the
implementation of this system are the focus of this report.

2. The COHORT Unit Movement System

a. This system is designed to keep soldiers and their
leaders together in the same units for longer periods of time.
At first, the focus was exclusively on company-sized units.
Yirst term soldiers who had their initial Army training
experience as a group, called One Station Unit Training (or
OSUT), were watched with a cadre of officers and NCOs to form a
new unit aL a FORSCOM installation. These COHORT units had a
three-year life cycle geared to the first-term soldier's
enlistment. In the majority of cases, the unit was deployed
OCONUS for a part of the unit's life cycle (18 months USAREUR or
12 months Korea).

b. lit FY8ý HQDA decided to reorganize a number of combat

battalions under the COHORT Unit Movement System. Eight
Luattalionu were formed under a modified COHORT model. These
.un,.L' are scheduled to rotate to atid from USAREUR during the
sumner of FY86 (four unitu in CONUS will switch with four units
Lu ISAI.EUR of the same type conubat aras) There are also four
COILORT battaliois wh ch were formed (with traditional COHORT
compani3s/bahtteries ) as part of the 7th Infantry Division
(Light). These battalious are not currently scheduled to rotate
OCONUS.

c, WRAIR was involved in the IIQDA NMS 14'old Evaluation from
the beginning. During FY84 and FY85 WRAIR studied a set. of
USAREUR based units (COHORT and matched nonCO11ORT companies/
batteries). This research involved interview and survey data
collection in the vame units across multiple points in tihie. A
summary of this research is included in this report (Chapter
III).

1-2
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d Also during FY84 ana FY85, WRAIR conducted an in-depth -

field study of family and commuaity issues related to the
formation and rotation to USAREUR of a single COHORT company.
Information from this study is included in Chapter VI.

e. In FY84, under the sponsorship of Army Community Service
(TAGO), WRAIR began a three-year panel study using surveys and
interviews of the wives of soldiers asaigned to 14 selected

A• COHORT companies/batteries. The first report on this study was
provided to HQDA-ODCSPER in August 1985. Information from this
study haL also been integrated into this report. The second
report will. be completed during the second quarter of FY86.

3. The HQDA NMS Refocused Field Evaluation

a. WRAIR's participation in the refocused evaluation
involves sever&l distinct research activities:

(1) Soldier survey. WRAIR, through TCATA and their
BDM on-stat..on data collection agents, is conducting self-
administered attitudinal surveys among members (80% or more) of
selected COHORT and nonCOHORT battalions and companies/batteries
both in CONUS and USAREUR. This survey involves five iterations
over three years. The primary objectives of this effort are:
(a) to develop reliable and valid survey measures of "soldier
will" (the various human dimensions thought to be associated with
individual combat readiness and psychological sustainability in
combat); and (b) to compare COHORT and nonCOHORT units on these
dimensions of soldier will. Results from the initial efforts to
develop the soldier-will measures, as well as some initial
COHORT-nonCOHORT comparisons, are included in this report
(Chapter V).

(2) Spouse survey. In October 1985, WRAIR will begin
AI a panel study of a sample of wives of COHORT and nonCOHORT

soldiers. This study will build on previous WRAIR Family Unit
research and will investigate the relationship between family
life issues and soldier-unit performance. Data collection will
involve three iterations of a self-administered mailed survey
over an 18--month period.

(3) Battalton rotation, family-unit-community study.
This descriptive study, wbich began in October 1985, involves an
indepth look at battalion rotation planning and implementation.
The study's purpose is to describe the impact of the rotation
process on the rotating families, other community residents, and
the community.

(4) Unit interviews. In October 1985, WRAIR
scientists began a series of unit visits designed to provide
additional qualitLitative information in support of the COHORT-
nonCOHORT comparisons. Three times over an 18-month period,
extensive individual and group interviews will be conducted with
selected battalion commanders and their staffs, company/battery

1-3
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!•I ~commanders and their cadre, and selected groups o rat-tr

soldiers. These in depth interviews are designed enhance the
interpretation of the survey data, and to allow WRAIR scientists
the opportunity to explore emerging issues in ways not possible

A. with sole reliance on a structured survey instrument.

(5) Battalion reconstitution, morale and cohesion.
Under the NMS, rotating battalions have stabilized personnel
assignments with augmentations made only at 18-month intervals.
"Packages" of mostly first-term soldiers will be added to the
battalion at these points; these packages will be squads,
platoons, and even companies. Many of these soldiers will have
trained together and will arrive at the unit in cohesive groups
with the expectation of remaining together. Most of these groups
will be split up to meet the replacement needs of the
battalion. At the same time, the battalion will have trained as
a group, will have been together for at least 18 months, and will
be fairly cohesive. The implications for morale and cohesion of
integrating a new soldier package into an already existing and
cohesive group are not known. The purpose of this project is to
describe the reconstitution and socialization process, and to
learn how they affect morale and cohesion.

(6) Unit climate and spouse adjustment. The
relationship between soldier adjustment and family or spouse
adjustment has been demonstrated in several studies. As
intuition would suggest, soldiers who are experiencing family
difficulty or turmoil are more likely to have job-related
problemis as well. On the other hand, spouse adjustment problems
seem also in part to depend upon attributes of the soldier's
unit. Such attributes include unit cohesion and command climate.

(a) There are several studies which suggest a
relationship betweev unit climate and spouse adjustment. The
purpose of this research is to examine the nature and strength of
this relationship. Such a relationship would demonstrate how
effective small unit leadership might ensure family commitment to
the mission.

(b) leaders must not only attend to building
cohesion among their soldiers, but must attend as well to the

. impact of unit policies and practices on families. Thus, if poor
command climate leading to family problems is in turn reflected
in lost training time due to family problems, lower reenlistments
and extensions, and increased health visits by family members,
then the Army has a vested readiness interest in the impact of
unit leadership on the well-being of families.

(c) In addition, results of this study will
provide unique data concerning the mechanisms through which
workplace attributes such as unit climate affect family coping
and adjustment. The kinds of information that are shared between
soldier and spouse, how they are communicated, and attitudes the
soldier conveys to the spouse surely play a key role. However,

p 1-4
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what these communications are, and how they are filtered and
altered, are worth special study.

(7) A study of the 7th Infantry Division (Light). An
associated NMS research effort is an extensive investigation of
the establishment of the Army's first light infantry division.
The research activities at Fort Ord involve: (a) interview-
observational study over time of one COHORT battalion, (b) a
study of leadership issues across a number of COHORT units, and
"(c) a study of family-unit-community issuei. related to the
establishment and operation of a light infantry division. The
reconnaissance phase of the study is completed, and initial
impressions ire included in this report (Chapter VII).

(8) The establishment of a human dimensions study
advisory group (SAG). In the second quarter of FY86, WRAIR will
establish a SAG composed of distinguished retired military
leaders and emineut civilian scholars. These individuals, along
with key representatives of HQDA (DAPE-PSB), Training and
Doctrine Command, Soldier Support Center, and WRAIR will evaluatte
the results of WRAIR's Human Dimensions analyses and develop
further research issues as well as policy and program
recommendations. WRAIR recommends that the study advisory group
process be carefully monitored and, if effective, that is becomes .

a model for a similar study group at HQDA. The HQDA SAG then
could review and analyze the entire spectrum of NMS evaluation
activities and the development of policy recommendations for the
DCSPER, VCSA and CSA.
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SUMMARY THEMES AND FORECASTS
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Chapter II
SUMMARY THEMES AND k-ORECASTS

1. In 1979, wheni the idea of deliberately creating collusive

m~ilitary sociology, said: "Teqeto snth how to cmreate
cohesion. Araiies have knolwn how for centuries. The question is
why the Ametican Army doesn't want cohesive unit~s." The truth of
this penetratiag observation is the primary ,theme of this report..

2. From the beginning :-,e American people have been auspicious,

of armies; the more spirited the army the greater the reason to
fear 4.t. President Thomas Jefferson epitomized American
but he signed the legialation establishing the Uti.Ued States
Military Academy With grave misgivings that in time the soldiors
would become more loyal to their rugimen~ts Lhan to Lho Rupublic.

3. Dr. Marlowe takes up this thaern in the nexL chapter (Chapter:
III). He reviews the importance of small-unit cohesion
(recognized since ancient times), and details how the Aweric/An
Army has come to accept it as a desirable by-pvoduct, rather thanr
a central axiom iL' military organizatiotial design aud ~raLtice.
He also discusses how modurn tactics, technology, doctrine, and]
weaponry make small group bonding especially critical for
survival on the modern battlefield.

4. Marlowe notes Lhat the COHORT experimient with companies and
the subsequent move to COHIORT battLaliotns as part of the New
Manning System (NMS) had two--n nyto-upss The fiLst.
was to create military unt hrcerized by high levels (it

trust, self-confidence, compeLernce, and C u Iv i o i Lha 11dLWoUld.

enable them to survive the )'irat 'JaLt1a. The second purpose was
to increase training proficl ency by reducing ;persounnel turbulenice
and, thereby, facilitate cumulatLive rather thail repetitiive'

K training cycles.
5. The two expectations for the NMS marl L continuous ernphaijo

Abecause they are often confusud In the Ame~rican wisoh fori a iai
A bullet hat will lay to rest vexing problems like leaniliatLmerti

rates, SQT scores, P2T scores, and soldier bitching about the
Army. The NMS never promised anything more thani boetter trained
soldiers who were more confident. in each otheLr and more likely to
stand and fight in the first battle.

6. Another source of confusion about the NMS hati been
-, unwarranted expectations r~ancerning the quality of inLarpersondll

bonding. Marlowe is car.,-ful to note that military unxit Cohlestoil
is not a fuzzy, warm feelling among the pjrLvates that sendts them
ma .chirrg off to war humming regiment~al dittieli. Mti i t a ry tnil
cotiesion represent~s bondings of soldiers of equal ratik asi wel a. as



biatwedo, raniks, Cowmil tnent of all ranks to Lhe ir.ilit.ary -nii.sioii
-~ *and the af firmation )f special properitibi of their grouji, toam,

crew, covipiany, or battery that will keep themn alive in combat.
The bonding oft~en gets excpressed in fuzzy teriub like lovQa,
family, anid brohthirhoud, buL theusu Sentimentu are rooted in
confidence of o thur unit nunburm' compe Lence tO insu L~
survival . All thu good feelings iv~ the world will notL turn ~aa
onemy assault, but sharply hollad military Wkillj in th0 huI(J Ot
soldiers who believe in their laadars slid who trust each~ ot~hr au
brothers will.

T7 7. lit the ancothr uhapeteK Marlowe surnwsrizes his observat ions of

initiial COHORT couipat~i~us in Wl-trope (Chiapter IV)-. QuUentitatitVQ
quest blilanal r data, interviews, aud obsurvat bus inl the fieLd
luntd him toj conc Iudo Lthat k#Aepiui I 1 rNt L w rif so IdieiurL toý;a Lha
after one-sataion-~iait-Lriainiug (0SUT) procedurust had aliioved

greutur ho ri zonta cohesioni LhSin thatL AcI eved in convant ionally
organlizad units. tDeepita ch~argow of elitistm and favuiti~i-m,
duspito repeatedly tilowitig oft to vtsitors, duspite hostility

r-OI wulao S rme seior leAdQV?1 and GiLj iis, tia mmosL

ikejpt ic.ca conmmundvro conifideod to MarIowe , "Thay a rua ' L jeUrLCt
but themy louk damuned good iin the I IsId , battLer Llhan i uiOiL of myI

C u otveant Liuionall1y o r g i it Lf.Ld cou it 1)a ii I mw

Ha Mrl1ovwe i J w it Li Liad tv u 1 proub11eavi howe LAr, in roalizing thd
4jJ u&l objectives Loward which COHORT was kiL rOCLUU The LivL wias
exLvewe variabi~lity in tha *JegreeA to w~i ''th COL1OR' units werki
VIArtLiC All1y bW 1 ded. TI1U USUT WKpur~ieica-e 'teed to weld Ole loWet
r antk in g e it 1at. oIt i I. Lo a coea o i #L w hovlew, h)utLm i~ht y N C Us a itd
o Lfi cuarsa is ea wd to 1 hava L di u IcuL y a JdapLI tlng to t he o ew unItits.
IidofuIndad WUtly b j uIliCJ t o Itave di ic u1Lty t al1k I Ig i iot~ f l a1y w i L It
theair moldiurt atLsal I I I.tiodad of j ainitig the unlLit ad, earniig'
Ldp~Jct--daS they will havo LO do in ll ~ L-la~~ seemekd 0.
ruuct With social disatance and At. autLhovitartain leadership) stylj
bettur suited to leadtilg truinees or greenii tru(oIpN wi. thouL ank
kistabliaheod social history.

Marlowe ubtsirvod lieader-s wtio v'Kpuriuxicud tIe chanigo to cuwu laL ivu
Lrainling threateiniiig And cubirsaii haty> wurd Lh teatuinLd wIIua

Ole t.ruo~p~ balkad ~AL ropetitive trainiing ont skills they had
L5I~MtLvrd, and uunbarvaassed thatL they had !.itLl%1 ulscto tueach

*i 1~~~r -oay uud wet this chat lailge wi ith inlcroasdd
social distancei and rCatourwot to an auLho:i t&arIan taudo rdhip
stAyle* 'It is iioLtitiu~prisi'ng that theu carly CORURT Ouliup~ilichi

41 ~~sholwu d eUtaLi, W A etoury 1hUr i Zont1La i bountd in g, butL d i Sa 1 1 o1il t i ng L1ia L
L they a hto wud 1LL Ittle Ithanj. #- ini vertical bonidiin: or ii cumul1.1ative
t rd iniIng ovi't 1, ieu11v 11L J ou 11: 11 o r g a I, .4#d ..o ulp) jIt

K10. M dj orI MIA Vt inIt' 3 uudy of the iumpact of COHORT Onl fan llicaU lid
':iU1UUIUn itt on (Chap l-t. : VI ) shedb fu rt hev lightL oti why CO)HORT uiu it.tj
iiChuieve ouuly a stmall traction of their pit)etii~ia. M11IL.[.i uiot.ed

y th~~Oe iijtu tX t xroutie va ci abhi Lty aiitung COHIORT coiflutidero s Withu to b peCIO
to faitilly bond~in~g iiid Ide'it~ificatiou with SpiunuHOl 111111s, Lhat
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Marlowe had noted with respect to soldier-leader interactions.
In Martin's view, few leaders seemed capable of conceptualizing
their role and the unit in life-cycle terms.
11. Instead, loaders continued to view unit life as a series of

discrete events (ARTEP, ACI, OCONUS rotation) essentially
unrelated to each other. While this may be a valid assumption in
"conventional units, it fails in COHORT units because the
personnel atn utabilized. In COHORT units it is possible to
bui?.d or the experiences of thi la.,t event to better prepare for
the next. Bur leaders ignore such possibilities, possibly

Vl." because they have never been trained or required to think beyond
,three-month Lime spans.

12. If Martin is correct that company/battery leaders fail to
sue the world beyond the next unit "event,' then both the failure
to capitalize on potential family involvement and the failure to
plan and execute cumulatil-e training become understandable. The
differexLce in thinking is betweenp on the one hand, where the
leader wants the unit in six months, one yeu-r, and two years
(which includes ARTEPs, AGIs, rotations as a means), and, on theV oth, hand, ii,,rely wanting to Fass the AGI (as an end) before
bueginning to think about the vext eventi in unit life. This
insight suggests the possibility of greater realizaLion of COHORT
potential by teaching commanders to think of themselves and their
unxitL in terms of life-ccles racher than discrete events.
However, even this possibility presumes a battalion command
climate supportive of longer range planning, a point that Marlowe
repeaLedly undurscores.

13. Martin reports that vhe consequences of taking a life-cycle
view are dramatic. Units taking such an approach have encouraged
consid-.rable family involvement in the rotat ion planning and
preparat.ion process, and these units have had very positive
rotaLions. lie also notes that units which began their rotation
preparations early (language training opportunities for families,

1W ,for ax× mole) have engundered a positive mindset among family
,,meubers LhaL cntLinued following rotation. Units that took
adequate Lime to settle their families on arrival had better
adjustments than units that immediately deployed to the field. He

Y•'• ifurther notes that family memb,,cs will tolerxt.e considerable
uncertainty if they know the unit leadership is keeping them
informed to the beat of its ability.

14. Martin also describes some of the negative impacts of early
rotations on the installations and communities in Europe. He
ascribes this Lo Lh11 failure Lo provide knowledgeable family
support officers, Jincreased personnel for impacted communities,
aad a mechanism for sharing lessons learned among rotating
"Units. lie is right on all counts, but ultimately agrees with
"Marlowe that comp_,ay/L.'.tery commander initiatives play the most
critical role. Why are commanders so seemingly inept at
involving families in unit life?

11-4
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15. One reason is that they have never been trained to involve

families. It is all well and good to exhort them toward greater
diligence, but what might they do--concretely, for instance, k
right now--to improve the situation? Traditional Army leadership
training offers them few clues. Lieutenant Colonel Furukawa and
his associates, Drs. Kirkland and Teitelbaum, suggest another
difficulty based on their experience with the 7th Infantry
Division (Light) at Ft. Ord (Chapter VII). Involving family seems
to require different leadership skills than leading work groups.

16. The Ft. Ord experience suggests that family support groups .
exist in structural opposition to military work groups. Support
groups work best when Military rank is minimized, when they
receive maximum support but minimal direction from commanders,
and when they include single soldiers in barracks as well as
family members. The more initiative they show ard the more
demands they make, the more they t-hreaten the commander's needs
to know and to control. Leadership of such voluntary

associations requires extreme patience, tact, and willingness to
compromise in the interests of consensus--skillo antithetical to
the military ideal of quick, decisive, unyielding logic.

17. Leading a family support group is not unlike leadership in a
church where both the pastor and prominent parishioners receive
deference, so long as they remember they are not bosses, but
firsts among equals. The seemingly conflicting leadership demands
between work groups and voluntary associations may account for
the vigorous and effective leadership roles Army chaplains tend
to play in promoting and maintaining effective family-unit
relationships. Chaplains, by training and Lemperametit, come
equipped with the necessary :.eading--from-behind skills commanders
apparently ignore when trained in the follow-me tradition. At a
minimum, teaching there is a distinction between leadership in
voluntary associations and in work hierarchies would be a useful
addition to Army leadership training.

18. Research reconnaissance in the 7th Infantry Division (Light)
stands in remarkable contrast Lo the initial reports from
USAREUR. Furukawa, Kirkland, and Teitelbaum report many of the
same problems noted earlier by Marlowe and MarLin: concerns
about the effects of COHORT on career goals; bein- in the
limelight; the importance of good communications and relations
with families; the importance of predictable work schedules in
garrison which make provision for quality family time; and
disconnects between unit and installation efforts to meet family
needs.

19. The remarkable difference in the 7th IDL is the absense of
rancor and bitter disappointment repo-ted so eloquently by
Marlowe. On the contrary, commanders at Ft. Ord presented i
themselves as positively ebullient about their COHORT units and
the possibilities for accretive training. At all command levels,
the command climate was (:escribed as 'a dream come tLiue," where
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initiative was encouraged and rewarded and mistakes critiqued and
forgotten. Note must be taken, however, that these represent
officer opinions. The very sketchy work thus far conducted with
NCO's and first term soldiers suggests the same disparity of
perceptions acrocs ranks that Marlowe reported, but their tone
seems more muted.

20. There are no doubt many reasons for the positive responses
in the 7th ID(L), despite problems experienced at other
locations, whi'.ch will surface in future research. The leading
hypothesis, however, consistent with all previous research, is
significantly better leadership. Battalion commanders were
double selected, first for command and then for the new light
division; therefore it should not be surprising that the best of
the befit are better able to capitalize on the assets provided
them. It remains to be seen whether the 7th ID(L) can sustain
its current high level of cohesion, morale, and training as a
more representative sample of qualified commanders takes its
place in the new light division. Certainly with respect to
training lieutenants, the 7th ID(L) seems no different than other
Army divisions.

21. If they succeed, it seems safe to predict that the 7th ID(L)
will present the Army with the same dilemma COHORT companies have
presented their leaders: demands for new and challenging
training opportunities, which will cost more money, which will
fuel jealousy among sister divisions, and which will require
changes in the way the whole Army conceives of training. Like
company/battery leaders, senior Army leaders may find the New
Manning System threatening, once its implications are known.

22. Many of the observations on which this analysis rests have

been previously rdported in bits and pieces to various forums
throughout the Army. While conceding the observations are
thoughtful and provocative, they are invariably challenged on the
grounds they are subjective, impressionistic and, therefore,
inherently unreliable. Captain Griffith's chapter on developing
measures of soldier will ought to eliminate these objections in
all future discussions (Chapter V).

23. Griffith used a collection of measures ranging from
adaptations of World War II questionnaires to instruments
developed quite recently at the Walter Reed Army Institute of

Research. Marlowe used early versions of some of the measures in
USAREUR, while others had been used in studies of both Israeli
Defense Force and American Army units. Griffith'3 was the first
attempt to combine them all, and to subject them to rigorous
psychometric analysis for reliability and validity.

24. Griffith reports in elaborate detail and with elegant logic

that the "dipstick" has been calibrated. Reliable and
psychometrically valid measuKes of soldier will now exist.

Confirming Marlowe's earlier reports, the measures indicate
small, but consistent differences among the components of soldier
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will in favor of COHORT units over conventionally organized
units. The final results will demand sopaisticated
interpretation. Griffith identifies seven dimensions of soldier
will: (a) company combat confidence (b) senior command
confidence, (c) small-unit command confidence, (d) concerned
leadership, (e) sense of pride, (f) unit social climate, and (g)
unit teamwork. In general, COHORT units were superior to
conventional units, but not on all dimensions. The last word on
the complex interrelations among dimensions of soldier will lies
far in the future.

25. At this early stage, it is sufficent to note that the
measures reliably discriminate conventional, COHORT, and COHORT-
airborne units, as they ought to if they were valid. In
addition, they are inversely correlated with measures of personal
distress, medical problems, and wanting to get out of the Army.
The higher the score on soldier will, the lower the scores on
measures of individual distress. Soldier will measures were also
positively related to positive life adjustment and satisfaction
with the Army.

26. In World War II measures like these correlated positively
with combat performance, but little attention has been given to
them in the American Army since that time. Future work will
attempt to correlate measures of soldier will with measures of
training performance. The problem, however, is finding reliable,
valid, "hard" measures of training performance or readiness,

27. Another problem will be finding reliable and valid measures
of leadership, the single greatest moderator of soldier will and
COHORT training potential.

28. It is far too early in the evaluation to hazard formal
' recommendations for sweeping changes. A change as major as the

New Manning System may require up to 10 years before all the
4. second- and third-order effects are known. Instead of sweeping

changes, it seems prudent to follow the Chief of Staff'sa
directive to "fix-as-we-go." Even at this early stage in the

.F' evaluation, however, it seems clear that company/battery
leadership practices need fixing. Two dimensions clearly need
attention: teaching commandcrs to think in terms of COHORT unit

life-cycles, and teaching them the difference between leadership
of work hierarchies and voluntary associations. It is yet
unclear how to do this. It is also clear the United States Army
knows how to create cohesive, competent, committed units, but not
yet clear whether it really wants to let them be all they can be.
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Chapter 111.

TILE NEW MANNING SYSTEM: THlE HUMAN ASPECTS AND THE EVALUAT10N

1. The Now Manning SyNL-sm wav davolopud ini reopoillo to
illiLiatiVao ulidartaktn by GEN Ldward HQyQL, form r CSA, Aild was
initiAlly doVelopad along lines sugg4ested by thea Army Collusion
and Stability TCask )Yorce (AUGUST) in~ 19J79. Via human and.
cexvisionlad ill Lila croation of Llii. NM.S and its COHORT unit.. wdre
Liha creation ok uwilitLary unit. poulifessing Lthe kinkls of uttit
boniding , QuohAuiloi. CQoIapatunel . 461lC CoUlf duncM slnd Lru" t. that
woul~d unmure of fuct~ivd comibaLgtsr rforrance gild ovgianizaL Lonal
c.oherenice and avoid high levoli. ul paychological breakdown in
b atL L1a. Thu concept was futidawuntally alittnd at providing~ thu
Lypical coiubaL arti: Unit witIl bonding , cohiaw ivuanass and mutual

wiliLary unitsL have 9c%4uLrud oilly afLve souwa days ur 'deck: toL
L:owbaL oxpoo5urti Ii add it iou Lo L ho uinhittAd bonding unvis Lonvd,
it wadi ano felt that Lu Ol Cduc~ ion o! Parsounnul LturulentCe slid
Llid 9 ta b iIitLy u i CU i)HOT unitsiL woud u a~ tI J skLQa asig1fiant1
inCreave Lin Lte lavul gild xt&tuV Ut traiiiing in sucl. wllits. By
virtug Ol pursouniel 11tability, CURURT unit: would lie able Lu
fUlLOW IPaLtUruls 1 Acci.-oLive aild culaulative Lra1:nirg in which
lndividuAl and unit. tactical. ilkLIls would tticrdusm tmarkedLy abuovl
Lite levels of cutivuiL~iutial units rcouwi LLed by thuiv L Lurbuleticu toa paLLdrii of cyclical rmpetitivu Lraliniug.

2- Thu defieL ul unit. ;iuhuoion in proventiiug jpuy%:hologjicta I
slid poturltudwunci dil~tnLdugr%.Utto ill battLId h&* bouti ampliy

* - UIOI5LM~dit% pawlt 1ruseM41Chl CAL~idd out in Old U.S. Army tii
W.W. 11 tand Korea, LliA Gieruzat Army inl W.W.ii anid Lthe israeli Army
in tld 1973 Arab-isradli War.* Cohuuictiu building hias not, a),Cwapt
fur mipecial anud elit.-A eumbat Units, bl~iqj a Utajor ~reocc.upAtion ut
Liha U. S. Arm~y. Prior U tOlha davu lolindilL of Lite Now Mantin lg

*).Sy. tuin, L lit, %c VLhJML L u. oti c oiea i vu un it LM s wt4 a %A Lnict %;LiOn ut L th1ei
MI.j% 5JJia I gii Ln Of coutuuan.du r , act:iduint., or this by-P1oduct Of L Itla
Way in whichl units C'nLatidud with dXLarnial ctrcuiuvt.a'tcusl

3,1% . h ral~Itioadhlipm hotwua.i tuibuihus O Lthu uiaii Lary group~l
vubmarvu a nuiumbet. of iisychiolugical anid psycho-social purposesl.

'A, itilsu nay's wlAd.. 01u. gruUp tit Crit ical itilpIirl alicM to imilitary
i~oyechia~t-y. The groupj i)rUv idesm Old service intembtr with cc itical
social duhiPOrts thatL uwdiata t.llu uAlicLs of stress, prouvidu a
psycholugicdll "aariluor of it ~rexigth lUnd co)Wpmudtnem throughi
iiiCor1 )omL-iott ot tOld individual into theo jIOW* 01 Llth group),
I d 1 Li uite L il ild j umLi t iu thuLIl a ctLiv itLL doL0 c omtbat, eg,
deQstLrouy ing 1.hi a tnueily &and ki I Ii g 0 othu r hlumndi be tingsa. ItL also
1)1 - rv i desw Llth oL u £IL it UIL aI anld H ~ uttetv boii L thaLut ote r d onot
a8 s urnc o 1Cd0f ea u tLy Aid vu L v iv ab itIitLy tOU Ith ild iV i dU aI iitit Jit

ovu rwhs uLI ii ag Iy hostL I Lu isitv i r onuit ut * AbOvu all, Lt%!4 Collus Oion ul r
thd tailitary gruup) Illdid at bily what maity 1 iUticIularl -v B(; S.L.AA..
MUCHIbt II, have detio'rf hud all 010 oV~tr~h I o .i Vind trr ilyiIng
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lonuliness of tho battlefiuld. In combat. whorl Liha canneaCt dn 11with oneo' istalow soldiers Las both individuals and the embodl.mg11L
of the group as real or. powerful symbolic others ceaoes, hajbavior
also Lands Lo cease.

4. In a very significant senate, except for so called elite
and 9 pocial uni to, thu U .S1. Army has igtiorad or neg lected
structuring and training its unitiN in ways dasignod to maxi Aze
and encouraga military unit. cohesion prior Lo commitment to
battLle. This neglect. wau encouraged by La nuinber of interrelated
fuetors.

5. The first. was Lliu tact, Coat. the Army tYa built onl a
draftLao base tur Lhu tuost isignif icatlL partL of t~his century- A
base thatL, OXCOepL fU W.W. 11, M alndilad a two-year ob2.igut ioti of
wilitary sorvice Lor tirst tearm soldiers. This obligatioti
duiii 1ud a luAxi main unit. teanure of noinur thaUL1in lb-2O months inl the
'AraiL of awtguniunit. fullowiimg OIL, tirst. VCS froma basic training.

b. A uacud Lactor oý prutuound importance wnw Lho Arwy 's
individual ropliacement. wystem, mA system bamud upon a coniceptionl
gs tundamentall4 Lo thla raising ok' wass artiues as it. has been Lo
mass production inl indust~ry. Soldiers ware defrined as1intitrcsiangiaablie parts8 Ll syntews Lhat. primarily r-equired the
traininig of indi1viduals inl stedrutyped sequences of individual
behlavior ("by thiv !iuub~rs"). In many ways tle performance of the1'unit warn auwuwuad, desp~ite in-ich eviduence Lo thd contrary and Liha
belief ol many line i;owuaainadrii, to be a simple summation of the
individual sold lers' skilld and stereotypicAl behaviors * Thave
ConetsCV. were tuvLLIIUL sk-ppurted by the mc.Qommiso of sicalej
utLtendeant. upoo tuamns training ald Lila iecoilwids And nus ponsive
iiedxability , particalarly inl CotnbdL , of anl individual rieplacument,
and trainiLng UYNLWM. They haive bouen further reiifourced by tle
ViSiOn Of mlilitar:y QopeVUiol1 4 as essant.IAlly driven and shaped by

A L~~echno logy anld LiOL by thed *L ruc4t.uV atid nature 0 Uth hlU 1mal
g rUupN *t-hn L Currl:y theM out.

' iAuOlhsr reasonl tokr the inULLuoi~ion to isytl&-me ot miaili tay
u n IL culheifunl ill Old pe#ACet ime or pne-comubuL t SLuau ion Was Ole
very IOUCO'eUs 0f poliCilas dUkiignild Lu auinianiZe psychological
brvakduwti inl bat~t l

J. Arly 1101 Ciciab deov alop)eud a itLear t he 1i1ni ia I disa StLejra in
K~oreai were lbased upon W~.W. 11 findings that Lhu lentgth of combait

eXpos)%ure# fin VUlationshilip to combat. inLLnklity was thu taubt.
s igaiil icaut. visk faICtot conducing toawrdu bruakdown. During
Woeld liar 11 it Wild found that. uigniificant numxbe rs of
pdyC1101l91icll Cabiua tlaiS would bu geneuruted in 150 or more days
of combat e~I)o.1iUCtl, i.e., days inl which actual UengUgeMuntl With
thU einuwy Look p)lacu, ait, th typical. lue~eis of combat Sust.aineld
ill Italy and the Mudi truraneLjmm 'thacur of Opurat lone8. 1,q u iv al cntL
VIOAllalty levOlS wolr teobtained inl 20-30 days inl higher OuLOmIiL~iY
f ighi~tIng ulucm at; the Norramimdy Invas ion.
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9. In the limited wars of Korea and Viet Nam, the
comparatively massive resource base of the U.S. and the nature of

ithe conflicts led to the decision to minimize the levels of
)ipotential psychiatric casualties by minimizing combat exposure

for the soldiers engaged. Whereas in World War II the conscripts
,trm of duty was "the duration and six moLLhs," Korea and ViLet
Nam saw the imposition of one year tours of duty in the combat
"zone followed by the return of each eligible service member home
at his rotation date. The open ended commitment of the prelvious
war, alterable only by death, wounding, disease, breakdown, or
the need to refit end retrain a unit was now changed to one in
which a fixed term of exposure to combat defined the soldier's
commiLmenL, no matter what the proximate situation on the
battlefield. While there may well have bean a number ofconfounding variables, this rotational policy was deemed to have ,-

significantly loweted classic combat psychiatric casualties
during the latter part of the Korean War and throughout the Viet
Nam conflict.

10. It is important to point out that such success was
intugrally related to the nature and structure of those
conflicts. Korea and Viet Naw would be classified as primarily
low- to mid-intuusiLy wars on the continuum of modern warfare.
Commitument of torces in Korea and Viet Nae also involved a pace
of warfare that was comparatively slow enough in tempo for the
classically defined combat bonding and integration of units to
take place under fire during the initial period of unit
"blooding." With the exception of the first disasterous months
of the Korean conflict, most units were introduced to combat at
levels of intensity Just high enough to enable the rapid tetLing
and development of knowledge, trust and intimacy that exemplify
the horizontal and verical bonding of the combat group.
Couconmittently, the levels of initial commitment to combat most
often were also low enough to pose no ultimate threat to the
existence of the not-yet-fully bonded and integrated group.

"1i. A second set of fundamental factors ior the lack of
active concern with the puycho-social processes involved in
creating effective group cohesion lies in the structure of
warfare as it has evolved ovet the centuries.

12. In 'human and social terms, both pre-modern and modern
warfare have provided, within their tactical doctrine and the
social organizations creaLed in combat forces, systems designed
L- o provide high levels of support to the soldier committed to
battle. In the simplest terms effective pre-modern military
units relied upon the support and coherence provided for their
members by being a part of a disciplined mass. Soldiers drew
support, strength, security and a sense of invulnerabiliLy and
the capacity to perform their mission from the physical presence

of the "line," froin the shoulder to shoulder contact with their
fellows, a confidence and a sense of competence enhanced and

extended by the drills and convolutions of the parade ground
which made each a part of a whole with great charismatic power.
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The well trained, well disciplined soldier could submerge himself
in the organismicity of his company or the line of battle,
marching, turning, moving thrusting, parrying, discharging
musketry as one mighty whole, each literally flowing into and
becoming a part of the other.

",j4 13. The psychological and, if you-will, moral integrity of
the soldier was in its greatest "measure dependent upon the
maintenance of the physical integrity of the line of battle. If
the line broke, the soldier was prone to break and to cease to be
capable of effective performance. The Roman Legion, as deszribed
by Vegetius (390 AD), devoted its core training and built its
organizational structure to ensure the functional integrity and
"indissolubility of the line of battle and its constituent

Aki groups. Vegetius says the most essential reason for drills is to
"teach soldiers to keep their ranks and never abandon their

colors in the most difficult evolutions. Men thus trained are
never at a loss amidst the greatest confusion of nubers."
Indeed the maintendnce of the line and of order was the primary
concern of legionary infantry. As Vegetius described it, " The
lighL armed troops...advanced in the front of the line and
attacked the enemy. If they could make them give way, they
pursued them; but if they were repulsed by superior bravery or
numbers, they retired behind their own heavy armed infantry,
which appeared like a wall of iron and renewed the action, at
first with their missile weapons then sword in hand. If they
broke the enemy they never pursued them lest they should break
their ranks or throw the line into confusion, and lest the enemy
taking advantage of their disorder, should return to the attack
and destroy them without difficulty."

14. The physical bonding and ordering of drill was
Srofoundly reinforced by the social ordering, group

.denification and bonding of the legionnaires. Each legion was
divided into 10 cohorts, each with its unique ensign or "dragon"
and each cohort divided into 10 centuries of a hundred men. Each
cetltury "had an ensign inscribed with the number of both the
cohort and century so that the men keeping it in sight might be
prevented from separating from their comrades in the greatest

J-, Ltumults." Each century was further divided into squads or messes -1
of teu men under the command of a decanus (a commander of ten)
who ate, lived and fought together. These conturbinia or
maniples always fought together. In the Roman legion, then, the
social, training and the tactical merged to reinforce each other

A to optimize the combat performance of the line of battle.

15. As far as infantry tactics were concerned, this general
model has governed formally constituted armies since classical
times (in the American Civil War, the squad was the group of mess
and tent maces) through to W.W. I. Each small group was supposed
to be highly bonded and submerged in the longer assault or
defensive line of the company, battalion or regimental front.

*1': .~ This submergence was, as indicated, an institution that
underpinned the psychological integrity of the soldier and the
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line. It was in support of this kind of physical and
psychological cohesion that the emphases upon the corporate
behaviors of the drill field, the parade ground and the garrison
evolved.

16. The other aspect of military unit cohesion is based
upon a web of ties and bonds holding together a group of soldiers
who are familiar with and who trust each other. The perception
of this psycho-social cohesion as critical to the maintenance of

militarily effective performance and to minimizing the
probability of individual or group succumbing to the terrors of
battle has long been known and understood.

17. Military unit cohesion is a complex end state built
upon processes that are often interdependent. It is multiform in
nature and is the product of: the bonding of equals (soldiers,
with each other); the bonding of structural unequals (superiors
and subordinates); the bonding and affirmation of the special
properties of a group, a team, a crew, a company; and a set of
perceptions of the skills and abilities of self and others.

18. This is a set of cohesive processes that are at once

affective and instrumental. The metaphors that combat personnel
use in describing their relationships are those of love, kinship,
and fraternal bonding, the referents for these metaphors are
rooted in the perception of the the degree to which the skills,

.1 icompetences and interpersonal linkages of self with other will
V, ensure survival of the self and of the group--a group which

defines a significant proportion of the probabilities of life or
death for its members. This intertwining of the instrumental
with the affective is the foundation upon which military unit
cohesion is built.

19. These relationships between members of the military
group subserve a number of psychological purposes and functions
that have made it of critical importance to military
psychiatry. The group provides the service member with critical
social supports Lhat serve to mediate the effects of stress,
provide a psychological "armor" of strength and competence,
through incorporation of the individual into the "power" of the
group, legitimates and justifies the activities engaged in
combat, e.g., destroying the enemy and killing other human
beings, and provides the instrumental and affective bonds that

.NX" provide some assurance of safety and survivability to the
individual in an overwhelmingingly hostile environment, and

,V serves to maintain the soldier in the face of the grief and loss
created in combat when friends and acquaintances are killed and
wounded.

20. As an old soldier put iL, talking of his first military

experiences in the British Army at Gallipoli: "My first
experience of war came in 1915. I'd worked my way over to

England on a cattle boat from Texas and I joined the British
Army, I was just 16. Then not too long afterward I wound up at
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Gallipoli. I remember my first time over the top. We were I
charging the Turkish lines through heavy Artillery and machine
gun fire. I kept going as long as I could see the men to right
and left of me. Then suddenly they went down. There was no one
there. I was alone, all alone on the battlefield. I was
terrified and could not go on. I fell to earth, crawled into a
hole and lay there trembling for hours" (Marlowe, Unpublished
Life history of Master Sergeant "V" collected at U.S. Soldiers,
Sailors and Airmans Home, 1975).

21. The ecology of warfare is in rapid transition. This is

particularly true in terms of the concepts and doctrine that have
been developed to fight what can be considered as "worst case 2
wars," e.g., mid- to high-intensity main force conventional wars
and high-intensity warfare on the so-called integrated (nuclear
and chemical) battlefield. Such warfare raises the shock,
intensity and stress of combat to levels that have not heretofore
been seen and is designed to maximize psychological and '
behavioral/performance breakdown among soldiers. Its arrmies will
be decentralized and cellular--that is, distributed in small
combat teams in order to minimize the destructive effects upon

,i force concentrations and mass of new weapons and sensing
systems. Levels of lethality that can be achieved locally

A dictate the absoute minimization of the kinds of shoulder to
shoulder and face to face groups that traditionally mediated the
stresses and reinforced effective combat behavior and performance
for soldiers. The worst-case war may well also be a "come as you
are war," fought with no prior build-up and/or proximate
preparation. Because of its lethality and violence and the speed
with which armies can operate and distances that can now be
traversed, the fundamental decision may well be defined by the

effectiveness of the units in the armies in being during the
first week to month of the engagement. The initial and
preliminar:y model for this kind of war, one involving high-
intensity high-density conventional conflict, carried out by an
enemy operating in a continuously echeloned combat mode
(initiating upwards of 5 to 9 pulses of combat per day as opposed
to the 2 to 3 of most past wars) erupted into consciousness inl
1973.

fist22. The Arab-Israeli Yom Kippur War of October 1973 was the
first to be fought between main force armies with non-nuclear

A:, and tactics that characterize the armamentarium of the
latter third of the Twentieth Century. Its decisive battles took

-A place in a three-week period. Its outcome was determined by the
ability of outnumbered Israeli maneuver units to contain the
massive thrusts of their opponents, maintain unit integrity and
performance under conditions of overwhelming stress and
hositility, suatain soldier performance in the face of tactics
(such as continuous echeloned operations) and weaponry designed
to maximally disrupt the individual and cause behavioral and

performance breakdown. Abuve all the Yom Kippur War demonstrated
that a mid-high-intensity/lethality war brought the issue of
protecting the soldier and the unit against breakdown in battle Y
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back to a central position. The "gains" of Korea and Viet Nam
could be seen as preferable in low-intensity warfare rather than
as solutions to the problems of the human response to the
stresses of combat. Initial Israeli reports stated that 10% of
all casualties, during the 3 weeks of active engagement, were
combat stress related. Later revisions of these figures by
Israeli scientists have raised the estimate to 40-50%. The
Egyptians have reported in private discussions combat stress
rates of 50% of casualties. In the Israeli Defense Forces it was
again reported that highly cohesive units, with strong horizontal
and vertical bonding, strong unit self confidence and so forth,
produced minimal numbers of combat stress casualties and the
maximum possibilies for reconstitution after battle- (These
observations paralleled those made of unit breakdown in a study
of American combat units in Europe carried out by the Operations
Research Organization at Johns Hopkins University, mimeographed
document, OTSG, 1954) in which unit sustainability in combat was
demonstrated not to be related to the proportion of casualties in
the unit but to other unit characteristics. Highly cohesive,
confident units could sustain effective combat with casualty
levels of well above 50%, for example.)

23. In reponse to the changing conditions of warfare, in
part as evidenced in the '73 war and in part in response to new
technologies and the tactics that they mandate, the U.S. Army
began to develop a set of images, concepts, and tactical
doctrines and organizations for coping with the futurebattlefield. Among these were the "Central Battle Scenario"
developed at TRADOC, Division 86, AirLand Battle 2000, and Army
21. Each of these documents defines a combat ecology of high
lethality and high intensity, sustained operations in the face of
multi-echeloned attack, decentralization of forces operating in
small high-performing groups and extreme dispersal of small units
on the battlefield having no substantive physical contact with
each other.

24. Such conceptions of the battlefield combined with the
intensified nature of combat stresses place new demands on the
soldier and the combat group. Decentralization and dispersal
destroy in one fell swoop the organic physical solidarity of the
parade ground and the drill field and replace it with the need
for an intense psycho-social solidarity between unit members.
Such a solidarity implies a level of automatic trust and respect
among soldiers and between soldiers and their leaders. It

i demands greater unit self knowledge than was commonly expected,
greater interpersonal support and minimization of extraneous
distress and distractors. Functioning well in the new
environments of warfare requires new levels of sharing and
understanding of a common military and unit culture. That is, a
set of behaviors, expectations and patterns of decision making in
the combat situation that lead the dispersed unit with poor or no
communications to do its job in a commonly shared way. It
requires units with clear patterns of communication and clearly
expressed and communicated thoughts where soldiers and leaders
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are predictable each to the other. And it requires unito that
moderate the external stresses that affect the soldiar's capacity
to perform--particularly in the realm of family issues. It
requires units that demonst ate concern and care for their
members. Of equal importance it requires unitS whose members are
cross trained to levels high enough so that the death or loss of
certain key or senior personc.ul does not disrupt. the overall
ability of the unit to function.

25. In 1979 the senior Army staff recognized that. much of
the U.S. Army did not exist in a state capable of moeting the
demands of current itactics, technology, doctrine and wooponry.
In many units cohesion was minimal. There were palpable
hostility and real adverrarial r..latlonships across raniks. Many
units offered little or no support to their members. II "1ome-
units, soldiers died strangling on their own vouit following
combined alcohol and drug use. They died in the jight of their
fellows who uncaringly passed them by. In other: units, NCOs and

J" officers routinely referred to their soldiers as 'scuw bagN" and
"dirt balls." Others announced that they had banned all family

members from their company arUas to avoid thu exposure ol womeln
and children to the "...kind of animals I command."

26. COHORT was adopted to meel the demands, thu stirsse

and the terrors of the future battlefield and to seik a way t0

restructure combat arms units to achieve the kind of unit
cohesion, concern, bonding and professionalism that would xuvsse _
the disarray of the seventies. It is profoundly important that
we remember what COHORT is for because tLhis initial ilet of
definitions is the one that has thus far guitdd our research.
COHORT was created to produce cohesive, wall trainud comb.At armwu
units, horizontally and vertically bonded, supportive of their
"members, prepared to be skilled and resilienL in battle, and
prepared above all to do what soldiers do best: fighL lor uach
other as a family, a band of brothers. COIIURT was not created to
increase re-enlisLmenLt rates, raise SQT scores or make so],diters
love the Army. It was designed to muake soldiers bond toguLher,
bond with their leaders and enhance their unit eapritt, .kI 1.1. nand
durability in combat.

i)
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Chapter IV

USAREUR COHORT SOLDIER AND UNIT EVALUATIONS

Introduction

The USAREUR COHORT evaluations are based on data gathered in
four cycles of iný6rviews and two questionnaire administrations
carried out by members of the staff of the Department of Military
Psychiatry WRAIR and the U.S. Army Medical Research Unit-Europe,
a WRAIR overseas activity.

Contacts were made with the nine companies initially rotated
into potst in the Federal. Republic uf Germany, as well as with
the units in the second rotation of COHORT companies. It is
important to point out the information available for these units
represents the COHORT unit when the unit was already mature. In
all cases the units had been in existence at least 19 months
prior to initial interviewing or contact. The present results
thus represent thR soldiers' perceptions, assertions and
aLtitudes from mature units through old age and
disestablishment. Following the change in policy mandated by the
Secretary of the Army and the Army Chief of Staff which
terminated the previoue evaluation strictures (of no comparisons
and no controls), conventional comparison units were chosen in
each battalion to which a COHORT company was assigned, and
equivalent interview and questionnaire contacts were carried out
in those units.

The interview program in each unit was designed to reach all

key personnel and a broad sample of all unit members. Individual
interviews were carried out with each company or battery
commander and first sergeant. Group interviews were carried out
with unit platoon leaders or equivalents, platoon sergeants (or
equivalents), squad leaders (or equivalents), junior NCOs in
the grade of ES, and two to four groups (8 men) of first term
soldiers. Each interview lasted from an hour to an hour and one-
half. The interviews were open ended and covered the concerns of
unit members, perceptions of unit cohesiveness and morale,
perceptions and evaluations of unit readiness for combat,
training status, quality of leaders and followers, attitudes
towards COHORT, acceptance and adaptation in USAREUR, unit
history, family issues, levels and sources of stress wi~hin the
unit, and unit/battalion relationships. In addition to
interviews, questionnaires were given to the soldiers in both
rotations of COHORT and conventional units. The first
questionnaire set cons43ted of the WRAIR "Company Perceptions
Inventory" designed to assay members' perceptions of unit
cohesion, morale, training status, and leadership, the "General
Well Being Scale" designed to measure levels of stress, distress
and well being of unit members; nnd the WRAIR "Squad Platoon
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J 4 Inventory" designed to measure small group affiliation and
;J relationships within the unit.

The second questionnaire set also included the "Field Forces
Evaluation," an evaluation of perceived unit status based upon
pre-combat questionnaires developed and used in W.W.II; "The Unit
Morale and cohesion Instrument," a questionnaire adapted from the
Israeli Defense Forces; and an instrument designed to look at the
differential perception of unit leaders and members by the unit
membership.

X Some of the quantitative materials based on first rotation
COHORT units and their comparisons with conventional units will
be used in this report. Materials on the second rotation COHORT
units and comparisons between units in the first and second
rotations will be available in February 1986. Preliminary
inspection of the quantitative findings supports the data and
conclusions of this report, which are based primarily on

X.1 .interviews.

Background Issues

It is important to point out a number of areas in which the
COHORT units under assessment are not truly comparable, as wall
as ,cifferences in comparability between rotations of COHORT
units. The social organization of units and the attendant
relationships and distribution of authority, responsibility and
power differ among units. Mechanized infantry, armor, and
artillery units arn built upon different fundamental human
systems: squad, crew, howitzer sections each with implicatio,&s
for the final system of relationships that defines the unit. The
section sergeant in the artillery battery shares role aspect& of
both the infantry squad leader and platoon leader, while tho.
chief of firing battery appears to play a major role in defining
patterns of cohesion, unit self concept, and relationships that
has no analogue in eiLher infantry or armor.

In addition to these a priori structural differences between

units based on combat arm affiliation, there were significant
structural differences between a number of first and second
rotation COHORT units. Many of the former had been organized

7' under the H-series TOEs while most of the latter were organized
under the new J-series TOE. Some units were reorganized after

.ýR arriving in USAREUR.

Force modernization had real effects upon the units. Some H-
series units had problems integrating the unit's non-COHORT
support personnel with the COHORT line fill. In some, support

Spersonnel felt like "second class citizens," at least initially,
and felt a significant gulf between themselves and the COHORT
soldiers who had shared a common BT-AIT experience. These same
problems did not exist in J-series units since there were no

, • significant numbers of support personnel in the units as
deployed. Certain units were subjected to appreciable turmoil
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following deployment in their conversion to J-series when cross
platoon relationships extending back to CONUS were dramatically
disrupted, as when segments of the unit (such as the TOW section
or weapons platoon) were suddenly removed and transferred to the
newly enlarged headquarters company. Some units were thus
essentially stable in termu of their first term fill while others
saw marked disruption.

Another significant area of difference between the units is
officer and NCO turbulence both in CONUS prior tco rotation, and

:) in USAREUR following rotation. Some units suffered extensive
41 cadre turbulence; others almost none. There were units that had

as many as four company commanders and fo' r first sergeants
during the three years of the unit life cycle and units that
completed their life cycles with the same senior leadership in
place. Some units saw extensive replacement of their platoon
sergeants or equivalents, others none. Some had extensive
movement of mid-level NCO's within the unit (squad leaders,
section sergeants); others were comparatively stable. There
were, likewise, marked differences between units in the
stability of squads, crews, or sections driven by within-unit
promotions, rehabilitative transfers and readjustments due to
personnel losses. Levels of personnel loss also differed among

"r P units, particularly in the first COHORT company/battery rotation.

Cadre turbulence resulted from a number of factors. Among
these were relief for cause, transfer for poor performance,
burnout, promotion, eligibility for promotion, resignation,
and conflict within the chain of command.

Patterns of cadre allocation spanned the entire range of
capability. Some units reported their NCO fill was only of the4

"top tier," highly selected volunteers; others reported a
reasonable "cross section" of fair to excellent NCOs; and yet
others claimed that they had received, as one first sergeant put
it, "the dregs, the weakest, most incompetent sweepings of the

i' ~ battalion, the people everyone wanted to get rid of came to me as
half my platoon sergeants and most of my squad leaders."

First Rotation CORORT Units

Political visibility also affected unit policies,
particularly perceptions of "DA requirements." Several unit
leaders considered it would be a mark of failure to lose any
soldiers under the various Army Chapter programs, while others
felt COHORT units, as essentially "elite" units, should be purged
"of any soldier whose performance was marginal in any way. Loss
levels were also affected by markedly different post, division

M__ and brigade policies in Germany.

Other factors also bear upon problems of comparability of
COHORT units with each other and with the conventional
controls. Differences in command climate, in part aL division
and post levels but particularly at battalion level, define

""H
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markedly different military environments for both COHORT and non-
COHORT soldiers. These differences are even more marked than
among the combat arms. They define those life conditions that
markedly affected soldiers' perception of the Army, job
satisfaction, unit morale, commitment, and expressed probability
of re-enlistment, as well as soldier stress and family
adjustment 4  It is critical to emphasize that the most important
of these command climate considerations are involved in the
soldier's life in garrison. Field duty, while seen at Limes as
onerous, is usually pnrceived as satisfying. It is when the
soldier "does his thing." It is seen as necessary and is the
period in which most soldiers feel that they truly behavA as, and
are treated as, profossionals. The soldier's aperception of unit
and the Army as good or bad, his decision to remain ur go and his

family's contribution to that decision are overwhelmingly taken
in response to the climate and conditions of life in garrison.
Perceived unnecessary hours in the motor pool, depriving the
soldier of personal and family time in garrison, carry far more
weight in the soldier's and his spous.'s perception of" military
life than does days in the field.

These differences between battalion command climates or
cultur06 are far less relevant to issues of geography, resourcus
and specific location than they are to the batLAtlio'u nortral

ways of doing business or command "i ioJogy." Such factors do
barracks inspections, ragulations, standards, furnishing and
decoration, visitation by women, and drinking in Lhe billets way
vary dramatically between sister battalions at the same poet. In
like fashion average work-weeks (number of days), avtragoe nuuwbur
of duty hours per day (varying between 10-15), and t:hl],ouophie.
of training (e.g. some battalion commanders bocu. on iultipi_
skill acquisition and cross training, othe1u disapprove of c'odo-
training and focus on position specific trainiag only), all may
vary dramatically. Some baLtalions activa].y encourage vurLical
integration in their units, some acttivuly discourage it.
Leadership philosophies differ widely, particularly ti respect to
NCO and junior officer authority, respoasibility and
relationshipv to troops . In one battalion, for example, senior
NCO's were eucouragud to organize platoon and company functions,
parties, trips aad so forth. i'i another, senuior NCOs werw
counseled ag.,iut- "ongaging in an' oneouoraging fraternizaLioo"
for exhibiting identical behavior. Some battalions greoLud the

first rotation of CO01ORT companies with hosp itality and worked
hard to integratu thu new unit into the battalion, the post antd
the community. Others receivud Lhu new company wiLh unrwiLt t Lo -
hostility. Some battalion commanders understood and agr'ued with
the basic concepts of cohesion, stLbility, accretive LIranuiitg iluhd
anticipated higher combat effectiveunuss driving Lthe COIIORT
experiment, but others saw iU as unUCe ssary, indulgen t,
producing a compauy of "spoiled brats", anid It ima ted that thk.y
hoped it was doomed to failure. Thesit were ,13t simply Lhe views
of a few individuals in the COHORT units, Membou r oi COHORT
units in battalions with "hostile" commanders almost univursally
perceived that. "baLtalion" was hostile and aitagotnistic to their r
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unit., gave LL. more details t~han siSt~el unlit., and chimaaid iiach
possibilit~y of Lila unit. bein)J ahown up) by *1siste units in Lila
battalion. !iucil COHIORT unit.s universally repurLL.I LhaL Lheay were
somehow daprived ok' or disqualified ol every t~rainiing parLfurainci
award they had riglhLtully won. Otte unit. even reported tLhat "Lilau
VDt.La'lioi commandar refereed or umpired inl every apurt..
Couipat~it~ion we were inl so lid Coukld call Llhem against. tie."

As Liha final, critical issue, we intiint. returu Lo Lila verLical
inLograttou or Vertical boidting kif CMItUIT units. It ito

)iwport~atl., as 4 basic priniciple, that., unit.*aiiV&it by
itelfl dUesO 41L anld will 11ot ill ally Way LircU or Conlduce Vert.1cal

Sbuilding of' the uniLL *It. dome create Anld prlovide Ot. ro19
hloiizoaitial bondin~g. but. vurLiCal boniding rem0ains C-01Lrulled by
Lila ideoloilije, OLLit.1de1 alid behaiiivilg unit UILeae *4JO Unit.
leader* who are perceived ad opiliaLiliig wiLli cava anid tco~tCicli Luc:
Lheir aooidievs, unit.L leaders who ard seen as paxt~icipat~ing. fail:
anid moneuorint, vaihe; Lhall Jint.4nL. * arhitt.;i still C.Ard itit.L (09
%)ne senior N CU said," more convertimd about. Otah itulag Lhedy pvteseuL
to tLiiei" busmed rather tUlan efiects oil us, unit. utvtiAle, ourL

m l'.vas, fawillag and qualit~y 4A liffn") i;CvM Vertic11Y ilt~d~rated
coawpatties aild baLteriew. * ierm ware CUIIUIT vowpanies inl drautiaLl C
vertical disarray inl whtich a majoriLy uL NCUu anid voidiers11 saw

Lht~nC~l49 asdi'lvail raltihev Llian lad, achievttng Veuu).tLu thr~oughi
fear alid the vloed fmr *elf jprL*%,tiont, rLcb~ter tLhAn as lid resuIlt
oi porsonal. &lid pruoovesonal Jprtdend se~tlfSI discpLI)I1. Ill such'
insatiancs Llhe mediat~ing (acetor Inl tila unit. Wai Lite support. thaL
Lila soldier jg&oup gave each; MembIV. The powuelutl IlurizonlLal
building could be Jawaged but not d)NILLOydd. Soldiers repULt~dd
LhatL Lhea rdamoti t~hey could wak.i it. Wall the sulipt S.lid h191p LlhaL
Lheay gdae each oLherv becakuse tLhiy "kiiew ea;h; u~har v%; Well," asl
well as 0th Pupport. ot a Low 4.onc.erioid NCUa. ?'COs wc uld repjuit.
Lihd ManIWi* 1.1ilig , po tnt.i 'ig out., "Il Lli;im cutilpauiy wa NC'.11 LakiA cat
of: aWsCh o~t.vi y; YOU ; C .k ' t L MXjht 4iythi;;g Lrum thLlpiawbv
you.i Again it is Cr1 LIC4 cL t U04IJL-likid the I acmt that PIssues
iinvulviod Arm virLually all Y5L'rvsidolidtfuUMu. isstues involve tiLe
at. Lila post., ntot. ill thie .Lied e w GOURT sold taLC OL loadvier
ever: CoiuplJatned AIhOUt rWe La~t. tonship , reempoasivltidgme Or the
twiorta';cuo1mt i held act.iVitLids. AiWMoL iivariablyleatndoes iki

7everything iUkiU,!di11Luly, W411, adwithout. anly cowtpialiit.. t

No ld i#Arw ochoed% thiema MULL tCititMid, -&lid nu oad thlat.L Lilat 1W mrule waie
umutilly highooLt whoyl il Lthe t tuld boecause tlhu IuetLty hi&miasautanL!3
Mild prCO13bles Lh~at madd lite 1 n it auriS~il asvdrdve worts tlot

L he rid Te onlU 11y Na gilt i L a it L1. n SL4i LAns 10 pa r uaoita1. cop ta )1int.ii
aboutl the cldiii, U1 COW14and du~iigi a I. its Id probluu; cameo ill Ui Lis
ini whI eitc a ev urd i a t illIy e r idtuA ( m )o u ae U U ud I. ;a 1 U'.%1 rg (AitCi a ii ) Ita d
be Ui ulet. w i Li 11Lh1U r usp1)oiiu a N ob o dy l eakiveww 4 it ART E 1 , i L Itha A r ly

hdwdi&ntlu youi LoId hv e a wiue, I t wotild hanve imauied you onea
Var iCal I n Leg rUL toll daptiUdn Lo be l "1da r-dap)%!0de ; t and

j iat'.oiduty Lu much; bilstC idUologi C31. And UVaiUaLiVe i-tn~iSLU
am:
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NCOo. lo a nuwhbar at uiiiLm, COHORT slid CoulvunLional. Lhtire wRFM
aCLive CaOlki) aLiLion forlit pw a be twoae Lbth oftfic arp a aid NCOu. NCOo
miIjhL defilia Lila at ficr 'a role ao "foluly LhIAL of: a paper puwitir
slid admitlisLraLov. who passed orders oil Lo us La uxacuLa-" A
number of Junior oftis~rs and several cotapatiy cowmaiid'ar, tar
*ixawp 1., respon~ded Lo Lila query to to Whe4LberA or noL they ever
ilnforwally Lalked La Lhe±'r: soldiers V.0 asiess UtiL murals. or
J aL arains tielw "we 11 L liy we re Laken esare of,"wi Lh, "ThadL' 5
Sorgeaitao busineoss. I woUlId his it Lr td lian jolhtle NCO ' a do-a taim. it
I spoke itifoarwally wi~th wy Lroops. They are Stipposed Lo Lake
;awe -it Limeir soldiers." OLhier cauiataiiders were parceived by
themir NCL~s aswcaw~~$is who had w~ipdLuia tU owr
Au~ULIVLy Gild repalMImiibt ItLy.

2. Tile VVlALiaimstmip Of wissioil Lo soldters, tog., onei CO)

asoIJLdieVrs. Anot~hur would puiit, ouL thatL Llime natie "wiusmno"
always could [Lrsi, sit mutLLer wliaL Lilt SLfdQL Oil LIIQ so1-Lder's5
personal o r fawli ly iL Ce.

* 3.Adversarial OLanIC44 at Leaders Lvwardt; LheLir wall.
Losadrs fell alutig a spa;L ruw witLb resptct Lo Lheir proper
piosiLiuti towards thidr wime Gild Lila "Army." While all. enuncifited
L01a bookd solutiotl Ut "luaad~iij by cicatapi..," suwemasaw thoir ruled

as asdseitial~ly advacsarial: "IL's uay *Iab La 90L tilese ieoalu L~o
do whet. Lithe ilsmatiml isqul Veh and Lliu Artay nded nou wat. Le wtat.

Lildy Waay lthink Ului r 1personatl tieilu are. Ad one senior NCO put.
it., "My Job is La so s trafs Lholse glyis out., to be wuunsor aitd
Ilavdde oil LII*u luau Lthe Riudaitans wi.l ] be ia war, do LhaGL they
will. be ablea LQ Lake il.. lt Lhuy hateO IU, well that's what itas
all about." ULhwtuv saW Lhe~r Jabe am leadurs am olius uIt
brukeriuig betweenl Lli ArwyV 'demoiatids" and Lila tiouds of! Llthil
MO 11. Otliasts aaw Lhati: wnjor Job Ate buittritig Lthuir vuldiaru
t raw "Llth crazy wake.-wovk Lhat. t10 highal's are wreu.~kirig
everybody's live$ WWIh." ULthurs saw thiuir mnA.jot job Ad Lhu
simamplel LrsUsLWissioum at all. orddra, dutius, anid work ddLails,
wiLhouUL protet.ooLiig Or intmiercudiag& in tiuriua of- sucalidary aftuctLs
ons soldier Or UitIL wur~ild. As 8 nuuwbur p~uL it., "My joh as anl NCO
is to pasis an #Avery ordar; %no taaLLelr how SLu-pid 41t IS, au E; i L

-W U~r 17A6y owmil

4. A itumtber of leadmer in COHORT unlits had prubldeins With
comubining itnilC ti ldc a autimlori ty, a chiara(teristic of COHORT
11 it J La. lit oame casieAt this led Lo grout~er 'uxjpruswioui o h

arbir~rybihavior and exti:0mu1 diLaning, of tine luaudr from Lite :
wen--that is f raturnization." Oil further exanlilltion Llmu

deflikitiun oL %"tritmd" was ~a drinkiing buddy. Thiere wure Lew
avai labia mode ls t or Olem d.eveuipmuumat of f riemmdshiii across thu
d5LatUSi tffureiailal thatL divilus sup.erordindta trout subordiniate

Thisi is uvidanti whmeii a qtlesLionl 1ikn! tie following, "Do youl
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know Lhe first names of the men in your platoon?" was asked, anid
an NCO responded, "The only firsL names my people have are
Private, Specialist and Sargeantl To use a first name is to
fraternize." A significant numbur of NCOs pointed out that
relationships in peQuetLime must be distant and formal, "Otherwise
people will not do their jobs or accept orders." These same NCOs
have difficulty finding iastanceu whure such behavior has
occur-ed. Thuse NCOs and somd officers also agreed that in
combat such distance was unwisa and, as asserted by those with
combat experience, intolarabie. The same NCO who asserted any
"closeness" between laadecs and men is destructive' to discipline
and good order in the peacetime environment also asserted that
such closeness and real friendship--including at times first name
usage--are criLical to ensuring the survival of the combat
group. "But," L1hey would say, "combat is different, you all have
to depend on each other in the face of the enemy." (Several with
experience in tho laLttr stages of thu Viet Nam War pointed out
that: a closely bound group didn't "frag" its NCOs.) For all
these reasons it is not surprising a number of COHORT units
ehibiLtud poor vertical bonding despite powerful horizontal
bonding. Nor is it surprising that several conventional units in
which the chains of command were seen as responsive, caring, and
able showed much greater vertical bonding and integration with
much less horizontal integration.

An additional factor affecting COHORT unit, -'s a lack of
understanding of tihe CO1ORT concept and its intL effects.
There were officers and NCOa who viewed COHORT love to cut
expenses" in the personnel system or to create ease in

4 rotat.ion. While most were aware of the intent Mize unit
cohesion, many did uot see it as an opportunity aniZe their
actions, activities and training to help optimiz !sion. A

minority of leaders, particularly ±n.the NCO rani t including
a smattering of officers, had given little though,
consideration to using the opportunities for accretL , cross-
individual or cross-Leaw training. As in leader- follower
relationships, liLtle explicit guidance had been given as to the
necessity for differenit and accretive training in the COHORT
units. However, leaders were well aware of the benefits of
stability to the pattern of normal training.

The meaning of COHORT: The Real Army and the COHORT Army

Evaluation of the COHORT unit- and process is complicated by

the wide range of symbolic meanings and connotations that the
term "COHORT" rapidly acquired. The majority of these
connotations have been negative. Most soldiers rapidly
"learned," primarily from "their own NCOs and soldiers in other
units, that being a member of a COHORT unit meant being subject
to deprivations and restrictions that did not apply to the rest
of the Army. This had a particularly heavy impact on first term
soldier who had no mode of comparing experience as a "COHORT"
soldier against the expected norms of behavior and performance of
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soldiers in non-COHORT units. Typically, the soldiers ,aw
themselves as:

1. Locked into a unit which "they could never leave," while
other soldiers had freedom to move and transfer. COHORT members
believed if they stayed in the Army, they could not reenlist
except for that unit and regiment. A typical view was, "If I
stay in the army I must spend twenty years between Fort Carson
and Garlstedt. I can never go any place else or see any place
else"

2. Barred froma special schools, e.g. Airborne, Air Assault,
Ranger etc., general educational improvement, college courses, or
special career paths, SF, and OCS, which had been implied as open
to them following BT/AIT "by their recruiters."

3. Denied promotion at the same pace and speed as members
of regular units.

4. Perpetually subject to being treated as trainees.
Standards that seemed appreciably "higher and stricter" in COHORT
as opposed to regular units were symbolized in some units by unit
SOPs barring posters, rugs, curtains, plants or any personal
expression in billets. The term most often used by first termers
was, " They treat us like kids, never like men; we are like
trainees; we have no responsibility." Many saw no transition or
alteration in "cadre" behavior from the training base to the
permanent unit: "They still treat us as if they're the drills and
we're the trainees."

5. A member of a unit that was always on show (particularly
in the first rotatfon), said he was always doing extra work
because of the number of general officer/VIP visits. If not a
show unit (second rotation), the COHORT unit was seen as
consistently being volunteered for additional duties, extra
details, and extra time commitments to "show how good it was."
The COHORT units were routinely perceived as pulling more duties
than sister units, and working longer hours and a greater number
of days per month. As one soldier put it," It's like the people
in the other units say: 'COHORT-Showhort, work your ass off!
It's not the real Army its the COHORT army." Or, as members of
a• her,,u•iUti poijaed out, the Jody their sister units preferred

•I to chant was:

S If I had a low I.Q.
I could be a COHORT, too•! Faggots I Maggots!

COHORT CHEESE!

6. NCOs also believed that they were "locked in"; that
their careers were in jeopardy; and that their promotions would
be slowed or barred. Even junior officers believed that COHORT
threatened their careers by denying them the multitude of
experiences deemed necessary for advancement.
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7. First term soldiers believed that COHORT units were
marked by favoritism established early in the unit life cycle
which could not be broken, and that promotions we:e based upon
such favoritism. They believed that favoritism expressed in
terms of choices for acting NCO positions and rapid promotion
were unique to their unit and a product of COHORT. Equally they
felt that the long term relationships of the COHORT unit led to
early labelling of soldiers as good or bad that was almost
impossible to alter through time. As one put it, "If you screwed
up just once in the first week, the NCOs never forget, and a year
and a half later they still dog you out even though you've tried
to change completely."

For these reasons the initial response to the COHORT unit
concept tended to be negative. In several of companies, for
example, almost all of those interviewed, from platoon sergeant
to first termer, expressed the desire to get out of the COHORT
company and never to serve in the "damned COHORT army again."
They cited combinations of the above factors, but above all, the
perception that COHORT units pulled more duties and longer duty
hours in attempts to prove their presumed "eliteness."

The power and strengths of the COHORT unit and COHORT system
were not seen until the interviewing moved into some of the ar
upon which the COHORT system was originally founded. These areas
included unit self knowledge and assessment, perceived horizontal

4 cohesion, psychological readiness for battle, and perception of
and combat ability. It was in these areas that the COHORT units
outshone their conventional counterparts.

Several other factors are important to underline at this
point. The first is the fact that few if any first termers had
any comparator for their experience in their COHORT units. For
them it was the Army; the "COHORT army" was the totality of their
experience. The differences between their units and conventional
ones were meaningless to these first termers. Their closeness,knowledge of each other, interdependence arid trust of one another

were the norm. There wa3 no recogition of the fact that
conventional units did not have the same bonding trust and
cohesion. This lack of experience and lack of knowledge of lifefi!• in conventional units placed the COHORT soldier in a world much i

different from that of his unit cadre. The cadre could see the
differences in closeness, unit self knowledge, and trust between
the COHORT unit and other units they had been affiliated with.The COHORT soldier could not. The COHORT soldier's lack of
experience became obvious to him when his unit disestablished,
and he was transferred to a conventional unit. The sense of loss
and nostalgia for the COHORT unit with its close ties, trust, and
intense bonding was overpowering when these soldiers were seen
six months after the COHORT unit's disesLablishment. They spoke
of wanting the old unit back, their sense of loss, and regretted
their lack of appreciation for what they'd had in the COHORT
unit. In one interview a group of first termers from a
disestablished unit were well known to the interviewer. They had
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been angry, resentful and bitter about their COHORT unit. When
last seen, just prior to disestablishment, they had defined the
unit as the "pits", and were pleased to leave it. Six months
later they agreeed that would like to be back in their COHORT
unit again. They missed it and the closeness and support
profoundly. As one put it,"What was screwed up and bad--that was
the Armyl It's worse in a regular unit. You don't have the
trusi and the people to keep you going "we had in the old
company. They did lousy things to us but we took care of each
other. Here, nobody Lakes care of anybody. I wish we had the
unit backl"

Political importance and visibility permeated many of the
acts and organizational behaviors of the first rotation of COHORT
units. COHORT units were singled out from other combat arms
units. Many units were regularly and continually visited by
general officers, and their officers and NCOs reported that they
felt it necessary to maintain performance, housekeeping and other
standards well above those of their sister companies or
batteries. In some cases these pressures led to alienation and
disgruntlement. Several officers felt that they were under
intense scrutiny and evaluation as leaders of COHORT units and
that any failure of the unit to reach above average standards
would be injurious to their careers. There was a general feeling
that COHORT units were special, and as such were to be pushed to
higher and even different standards than others. A significant
number of commanders and senior NCOs expressed the view that
COHORT "soldiers could do what others would not," since, "there
wa•re no sources of contamination around to make them question the
standards and ways of doing things that they had as trainees."
In some units creative and effective leaders helped their
soldiers to commit to these standards, in others unthinking
leaders helped to create an atmosphere in which soldiers saw
themselves as beset and resented being singled out for excess
work by "careerist leaders."

Second Rotation COHORT Units

The second rotation of COHORT units appeared different from
the first rotation. Their reception was less contentious,
possibly because there were fewer privileges and indulgences
offered them, and because of the removal of the glare of
publicity. The soldiers and NCOs complained about the same
disabilities as the first COHORT units, exhibited a number of the
same strengths, but appeared to have lower morale. In some
cases, they exhibited poorer and more hostile relationships
between leaders and soldiers.

Once again, many soldiers saw themselves in a special
"COHORT" army, treated moý'e poorly than other soldiers, working
longer hours, and "volunteered" for an excessive number of
details. "In order to advance the CO's career because we're
COHORT, they think they can make us do anything." It can be
hypothecated that the reasons for this also include the lessening
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of external hosility, which appeared to intensify cross rank
bonding in first rotation COHORT units, as well as the loss of

high visibility. The latter, while distorting perceptions in the
units and responsible for a perceived increased work load, at
least justified that work load by providing reasons for it. For
the former, the rejection by sister units helped in sotae cases to
provide the motivation for high performance and enhanced morale.

In addition to receiving less special attention and
reinforcement than did the first rotation of COHORT units, more
of these units reported dissatisfaction with the level of
training they received in CONUS. There appeared to be less
appreciation of the reasons for the establishment of the New
Manning System, and, in many cases, less appreciation of thu
enhanced training potential of the COHORT unit. In a number of
cases the unit was handled essentially as if it were a
conventional one. Neither the unit commander nor its NCOs had
thought beyond the usual zero to six month training cycles that

• ~dominate individual replacement units. There were fewer at tempts

at cross training and cross-echelon training and fewer attempts
at long term. skill enhancement. In written comments on
questionnaires, dissatisfaction with training quality, intensity
and frequency dominated the responses. Quality of life issues
were more salient and at times tinged with bitterness as they
were discussed by first term soldiers end junior and mid-level
NCOs. Horizontal cohesion, Among sergeants (E-5) and those
below, remained exceptionally strong, resisting most dagrading
"factors, as did the feeling that the unit would outperfovm most
others in combat. However, the inability of a significaut
proportion of leaders to handle the combinations of intimacry and
authority, support and discipline, while baiancing creative and
meaningful training with garrison chores and details, remained
striking.

In several instances the strengths of the unit were noted
with bitterness in the interviews. As one soldier put it:

"Yeah, tell the man what he wants to hear, what Lhe Army
"wants Lo hear. Yeah we are tight. We are brothers, we are
family. We will fight for each other and we will die for' each
other. We will do well. We'll take out 20 or 30 Russians Lo
every one of us. But tell me, Why does our life in this unit
have to be such a useless hell? Why are we treated like dogs

4r.•' here at this post? Why can't they treat us like men, like hUmaan
beings? We'll die well but you won't get any re-ups Out of this
company. No one here among the highers gives a damn for us or2 our families."

Reception in Germany: First Rotation COHORT Units

The initial reception of the first rotation of COH1ORT units
at the posts of assignment was almost always hostile. This
hositility was predicated on the beliefs that COHORT units were
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the recepients of special privilege and that these privileges
were gained at the expense of members of other units on the
posts. The first units to arrive in USAREUR were indeed given
"special privileges", in so far as both local and command-wide
perception was involved. The extensive media coverage and
publicity attendant on the initial rotations intensified and
exacerbated the hostility. The photographs of general officers
seeing the unit off in CONUS and receiving it in USAREUR, the
accompaniment of family member3 on the same aircraft and the
quarters made available to unit members, the work done in
preparing billets and equipment, and local reception involving
"stocked refrigerators" and special greetings, all inflamed

.• tempers. They appear to have created a negative view of COHORT
units as "indulged" and "pampered" show organizations that
thrived at the expense of ordinary soldiers and ordinary
soldiers' families. While certain privileges were given only to
the first two COHORT units rotated, it was commonly believed that
such "COHORT" privileges had been extended to all units.
Hostility and anger were the order of the day.

A number of COHORT soldiers and their spouses reported
"verbal abuse as common, as well as incidents of physical abuse.
Parents spoke of cautioning their children not to let anyone know

A. that, "Daddy is with a COHORT unit," in order to avoid possible
abusive confrontations. Unit members reported that they were
routinely subjected to verbal harrassment in their Kasernes, in
formation, or at training. Several units reported equipment
prepared for turnover to them had been actively and passively
sabotaged. Incidents discussed includsd fluids contaminated or
drained and vehicles stripped of key parts prior to arrival.

IA Most soldiers reporLed a four to six month period before
hostility began moderating at all, and a number reported residual
hositility and anger still present at the time of
disestablishment of their units.

"A further fall-out of the hostile reaction to COHORT units
in USAREUR was the reinforcement of the COHORT soldiers' view
that they were in a special and burdened segment of the Army.
The images provided by others were those of units privileged,
disliked, indulged, overworked and in perpetual trainee status.
aoIdlers in conventional units consistently pointed out their
"pleasure" at not being in COHORT units, the less burdensome and
less "trainee disciplined" lives that they led, the greater
":reedom that they had, and their acceptance as responsible and
"mature adults by their commanders. While a number of conventional
units demonstrated the same kinds of leader-soldier problems seen
in COHORT units, COHORT first termers tended to believe and
wagnify such differences. These v:tew3 were, in a number of
cases, reinforced by NCOs and soldiers with non-COHORT experience
within the uni.t. They were particularly strong among those who
resented the compulsory nature of their assignment to a COHORT
unit.
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Reception: Second Rotation COHORT Units

The second rotation COHORT units were subject to some
residual prejudice, but nothing like the intensity that greULed
their predecesoors. It is important to note, however, that many
of the original beliefs about special privilege and indulgences
for COHORT units, (e.g, preferential positLioning on housing
lists, concurrent travel, sponsorship for first termers on 18
month tours, special aponsorship and reception), were still
current as posts began to prepaze for the disestablishment of
first rotation units and the reception of second rotation COHORT
units. Many second rotation units reported some hositiilty, but
most •atd that relations with members of sister units were"normal" in three or four morthw. All reported continuing
hositility towairds the concept of COHORT, expressed in wuch
phrases as, "COHORT-showhort" or "locked in and locked up".

Battaliorn Commanders' Perceptions: FirLt Rotation COHORT Units

COHORT units were generally sVen as good uiLts and "beLLer"

than sister non-CORORT units by their ba'talion r.i- lad rs,
especially as better field units (7 of 9). While some battalion
commaaders aaw their COllOlKT units as not necassarily their best
in performance of garriaon duLiuu, or not the Ielt at each
individua.l skill, e.g., gunnery, they were seen a3 the "ThsL
field units overall" in their battalions. This was p,,tLicularly
°;k in the combination of maneuver, level of collective training
and collective skill.

All battalion commanders wiLh first. rotaLion COHOkT units
stated that their COHORT units we#A'e mure cohosive than t.heir
conventional units, and that they exhibited more asprit and unit
pride as well as mutual support. There was a curtain astount, of
disagreement among battalion comrianders as to why COHORT units
differed from conventional units. Some battalion commanders
attributed differences to the NMS-COLORT procesti, others opted
for "conventional" explanations, e.g. aLronger NCOs, more highly
selected officers, or more intelligent soldiers. In several
cases the researcher sensed that iny cxplauiation oLher then Lb".
COHORT process would have been preferred by the betLalion
Commander. Several viewed the sLroug bondinrg aad cohaliveness of
the COHORT unit: as potentially threatening. Usiyqg phrsues like,
"They are too tight, they cover for each other and watch out for
each other," one commander complained about the way his COHOORI

unit had generated problems for him with incident reports. HIe
noted, disapprovingly, that when a member of the unit had been
beaten by members of a German mutorcycle gang the eniite uni.L
"even NCOs and, I think, a couple af officers-I'm not sure," had
gone to the Gashhouse at which the garg centered and "cluaned
Lheir clocks, which sure as hell made a lot of ext•'a work for me
answering incident repoLts."

All of the battalion commanders saw their COHORT units as
likely to perform better in battle, particularly in terms of
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absorbing tho initial shock of engagement and maintaining combat
capacity over a longer haul than their conventional units. The
COHORT units were seen as more "resilient," possessing a greater
depth, committed to taking care of each other, and having better
teamwork and intra-uniL support. In almost all cases COHORT
units were also seen as possessing better tactical skills, i.e.,

'" better at maneuver, road marches, and company level tactics, as
wall as having higher levels of individual skill.

Several battalion commanders pointed out that while they had
squads., crows or sections in their conventional units that were
individually wore able than COHORT counterparts, the unit skill
levels and general mastLry of their Jobs and obligations were not.
the same. Responas to an alert was an of f-Cited example. As one
Battalion commander, who was not particularly partial to his
COUROT unit, put it:

"I'll Loll you one way in which Lhey are different. They
are ct'Lainly not my beat unit. Their billets are not well kept,
their uniform staudards are not thu highest and they are too
close to each other, I think,--too much fraternization. But in
the field and in some other thingu thuy seeau to have it together
in ways my other units don't. On alerts, for instance, my COHORT
coupany is always the iirst to wove out. The privates and
pecialisLts who live in the billets gEt the vehicles loaded on

linxe and they are ready to move by the time the NCOs and

officers come in from their housing areas. It's not like that in
wy conventional units. They're always much slower. They have to
wait for their NCOs to come in and tell them what to do."

In the first rotaLion, then, the overwhelming majority of
battalion cummandera and higher staff tended to assess their
COHORT units as potentially more combat-effective than their
conventional units. Almost all felt that their COHORT units
possessud greater psychological durability and were capable of
grctater resilience in, and resistance to, the stresses of
combat. There was also a consensus that COHORT units exhibited
better teamwork, an ability and a desire to work together that
was not equally so in their conventional units. The units were
seen as exhibiting a helpfulness, a way of pitching in to work as

'1* a group, that was absent from all but the best conventional, units
the battalion commanders had known.

Almost all battalion commanders felL that their COHORT units

•., by virtue of their bonding and esprit, their knowledge of their
personnel's skills, strengths and weaknesses, and their concern
for each other would have longer staying power in combat and
would resist the initial disruption and shock of combat better
than the average conventional unit, although nc)t necessarily
better than the "best" of conventional units. Those battalion
commanders who perceived their COHORT units as their best units
also classified them as better than the best of conventional
units they had ever led.
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In the first rotation battalion commanders saw a number of
problems with their COHORT units as well. The most pervasively

'• i discussed was the lack of well defined and distributed skills and
knowledge about USAREUR and its operations, systems, and
demands. In effect, most felt their COHORT units were
kn6wledgable in the behaviors, performances, standards, SOPs and

.•".,norms of the CONUS army, but lacked in those skills important to
X \effective performance in Germany. Differences in vehicle loading

SOPs, maintenance requirements, modes of acquiring training aids
and accessing training areas, billets standards and other
specific knowledge about the "USAREUR" ways of doing things were
"cited as unit deficiencies.

weeSeveral battalion commanders felt that their COHORT units
were closed entities, too strongly bonded and bounded against the
rest of the battalion and the post. This was particularly true
at several posts where COHORT units had been received with great

A hostility. They felt that their COHORT units behaved like
outsiders in the battalion, particularly the officers and senior
NCOs. Several critiqued their COHORT officers and senior NCOs

11a strongly for interacting almost exclusively with the company
rather than their peers at battalion and in the other
companies. Several noted that they had to devote extra time and
effort to breaking down the "special feeling" the COHORT units
had about themselves and integrating them into their battalions
"as "Just another unit." As one Battalion commander put it;

"When they arrived I got them together the first day and
told them, "You are no longer a COHORT unit. That was OK back in
CONUS, but that stopped the minute you got off the plane and
arrived here. You are just X company of X battalion. You are
just a regular company like everyone else here. I don't ever
want to hear you refer to yourselves as the "COHORT" company.
You are X company and that is it."

Several battalion commanders complained about the state of
training of their units as they arrived from CONUS, particularly
the level of individual skills. Several also complained about
the "extremely poor quality" of the mid-level NCOs assigned to
the units. Battalion commanders were almost equally divided as
to NCO quality in their COHORT units. About a third felt Lhat
the COHORT uni. NCO•s were specially selected, a third that they

'Ai were an average mix, and a third that the units had particularly
weak NCOs. Perceived officer quality also sums out by thirds.

Most battalion commanders felt that leadership in their
COHORT units was more demanding than in their conventional
units. They were particularly concerned about the junior and mid
level NCOs of whom, "so much more had to be expected because of
the loading profiles of the COHORT units which did not provide
experienced senior Specialist 4s who would act as agents of

,•N socialization and teachers of norms and standards to the new
.1 first termers." Some felt that this put an excessive burden on

the junior and mid level NCOs, particularly during the initial
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months in Germany.

Battalion Commanders' Perceptions: Second Rotation COHORT Units:

Battalion commanders' perceptions of second rotation COHORT
"units paralleled those of first rotation units. However, there 1
were several marked differences. A larger number of second
rotation units were considered less well trained upon arrival in
Germany. As one battalion commander put it,"I don't know what
they did at FTX, but these people had no basic skills at all.
They had never done a night maneuver or had significant night
training. They had people who couldn't even headspace a ".50."
It was appalling and we had to get them up to speed. We did get
them there and they are now a good unit but initially it was a
real problem."

There appeared, as well, to be more negative evaluation of
the quality of mid and senior level NCOs in the second rotation
units. The terms most commonly used were, 'weak and marginal.'
Several battalion commanders stated, "they (the NCOs)looked like
a dump of a brigade's iLcompetents," or, "I thought the NCOs

would have been more highly selected but there were fewer strong
one than I expected."

Another area alluded to by several battalion- commanders was
a perceived decline in garrison performance qualities between
first and second rotation COHORT units (although in several cases
a reversal was asserted in which second rotation units were seen
as more "disciplined in the spit and polish sense than first
rotation units). As one battalion commander put it:

"They are too close, and so they are easy on the unit. They
are not as attentive to pressed "camis" and spit and polish and
housekeeping here in garrison as my other units are. There's a
funny thing, however, when they'are in the field they are the
best all around unit I have; movement, manuever, tactically, itSall comes together better than it does for any other unit that I
have. Their ability to work together and get the job done is
just better-- better teamwork than any of my other units. In
garrison I have problems with them; they are not my idea of a
first rank unit. But in the field--they really have more overall
strength and depth than any of my other units.

The battalion commanders' perceptions of second rotation
COHORT may be summed up as follows: units are seen as more
cohesive, more able to sustain themselves during ther initial
shock, exhibiting higher levels of teamwork and self knowledge
and possessing a somewhat better balanced integration of field
and operational skills. Some were more poorly trained upon
rotation to USAREUR and the units were not necessarily seen asthe best because of non-achievement of high garrison standards,

behavioral problems within the units (defined as like those of
average units) and low quality middle and lower leadership.
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Dises tablishment

The disestablishment of COHORT units was marked by a certain
amount of "short-timer syndrome" as an overall unit phenomenon.
This was exacerbated by the slow dissolution of the unit& during
i.he period between the last scheduled FTK and actual

Xiseatablishment. Large numbers of NCOw and officers were
transferred three or four months prior to unit termination. This
had marked effects on uni" morale. Almost all agreed however

1Y that in the event of mobilization the unit could and would
perform well if sent into a combat situation. The psychological
withdrawal f'om the unit and the beginnings of shorL-Limer
syndrome normally began with the completiou of the final field
exercise before the units projected disestablishment date.

Company Commanders' and NCOs' Perceptions:

With few exceptions company and battery commanders and
senior NCOs perceived their COHORT units as either the best or
among the best with which they had ever served. Overall, company
commanders considered their units highly trained and competent.
With few exceptions, they were more enthusiastic about their
units state of training and readiness. Above all, COHORT
commanders felt that they had a truly r6aliLstic appreciation o(
the capacities, the strengths and weaknesses of their soldiers
and NCOs. They saw their units behavior as predictable. They

often expressed it as, "I really feel that 1 know how these guys
will do and what they will do. I know them well enough to feel
that I know how they will. do in :oiubae."

In all cases the COHORT commander saw his unit as one he
would be willing to Lake into combat, and in alwost all cases as
the unit (of those he had served with) he would mosL prsfer to
take . This was by no means the case aumong the conventional unit
commanders. Almost none felt the sense of knowledgu or
predictability about their units exprussed by their COHORT
colleagues; all felt that there were signi•icant numbers of men
in their units whose behavior was essentially unpredictable, and
those men hadn't been there long enough to know them or how they
might do." Each stated that foi 20-50% of men in the unit, "I
don't know them. They've been hb're too short a time. You really
can't really be sure of the new people. You don't know what
anyone is capable of until you've had them on ARTEP or a major
FTX." While many conventional cou anders felt that their units
would do well in combat--theIr responses were more measured and
tentative than those of the COHORT commanders. 11here the latter
were more prone to statements like, "We'll kick ass and take
names," the conventional unit commanders usually answered that
they thought the unit "could probably do its job" or would Lake
high initial losses but probably be effective. Unqualified
enthusiasm was much rarer among them than among the CORORT
commanders. The units which tLhe COHORT commanders perceived as
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"better" than their pru~seuL o1n05 Were almost iuvariably elite or
quasi-elite organizat~ions like the 82nd or Armored Cavalry UnItie
on border duty.

In a large number of casea NCOs with prior combat said that
if thay lied to go to witr again they would prefer Lo go with their
present CORORT unit. The reasons given usually involvwd greater
cohesion and better cooperation III the COHORT unit thani in the
previous combat unit. Au one senior NCO in anl artillery batter~y
put it, "This unit has it more together than miy uniL in Nam. Thea
sections work toguther slid support and take care of each other.
Here, If one section naeds soinothing or has a problem whgt you
limed will be supplied by the ULhier s~ctions. They will always
give you help. We never workod together that well iii Nam.
Aniother section would never offer your saction help oi-
resources. That happons all thte t 'lme hie re #' A wide wajority of
NC~s with previouw combat. exparieice 1`elt that thiell present
COHORT units woutld perforil 'vdry well" or beLLeA: in coumbat Ohanl
the Conventional uttits with which Lhey liad recentily served.* In
cuntr~abt, commtaniders and vonLur NCOs of the conventional units
believed that their units~r operated as "a seLtiot platoons ", ratherl
than ad anl inte~grated enit~iy. They saserted that Lltel, . wad
little cowmunicativil or cooperation betweenA platoons or
sections.

In terws ot mission capability unit cowmandidura* end
subordiniate loadarw also cited "objective" cri~teria which they
felt establiashed the clear superiority of their COHOURT units.
Thase inicluded aipeed of resuponse to alects, ART1E1' perorMdanCe,
road march pert oruancu , avid FTX performailco , as well aso the

* *. ~ status of thevir billets utnd their role as host (ofteon dueply
resente~d) to all visitiog VI1's. Uniti leaderm also Cited gunnewry
scores, wtjapons anid weapous system qualificationi seores, percenti
ot ve~hiclesw going to anid returning from FTXV , &a examples ot
Lheir high couupuatlene. These scortia anid levels of pa rLortuatica

Vcould be Cited by &llI la utne clearly Outo tanding COHORT uilit,
every louder, goldier anld group of swoldiers interviewad (over 60%

Aof the company) spontianeously told tho interviewer LhUL over 00
of thu cowipany had qua lit had for thek L'16~, antd that, iii a receltL
MILES exercis~e, the comipanly had dest~royed 43 valilk-1wwoh. anl

attacing Cvalr~y unliL LO a joss of 3 of their own ("with nio
pulling batteries out of the MILE~S gear or playing ganins" ).

-t Comuiatidiars of COHORT units overall prosenteud a suinse of
surety about their Units matched only in a wuchl Smalier fract'ion
of convenio~inal units. This surety included purception of lovel
ot training, the teamwork and capability to Uaccoaipl ia h unit taskti
and ant icipatd effect iveneuss. InI all casud this sen1se oL, the
unit and its capacit~i~s wad underlain by the dupth of knowleidga
the cowmiander felt thle unit had of itself and its capithil..i.t i
as well as his kaowludge.

Couimanders were about. equally divided in their p&'rceptio.cs
of the ease or difficulties of leading a CO0lO1VT unit. All -jaw a
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special burden, particularly on the. NCO%. In the first year of
unit life demands upon tho NC~x an tuacharp, trainera, slnd &giants
CO11ORT units particularly eavy, noting, "a vtandsrd is laid QUL
otice, an SUP' once, thun they are known for all tiMV; basic skills
ace taught atid retained * "With no turnover, I don't. have Lo keep
reestablishing stanidards." All felt that leadership was enhanced
by the predictability of Lhe unit--t~he leader's knowledge of what.
and how tho unit would do wheni given any particular task. All I
felt that. leadership was enheiiied by high levela of tearwwork and
rampaiisivenvas to dotwaiids.

4 Sot~ue felt. that leadership was wore difficult and demanding
in a COLtOICC uniL thian it% units they haed pceviously been assignead
to. CUHURiT moldier. were perceived as mure detianding with iiighel:
e~peu~t~tionls of their leaders1. Closenessm was sedin by sowe as a
trVaip that could lead to frater~iizatioti and favoritism. Others
telt the very solidavity Of thd uniit to be a thrust. As one
comimanider puL it, "They will always seve ao iinjury to Onte asl anl
iij uLy to all." The raid 0omwn1UiiC9tioii wlthin it h unit and a

i J1 ~ sensitivity Lo leader btliaviur that involved, "all thed doldiers,

dither for yout or agaistia you," were audit as further btirdenis to
the' leader. Again, the pointls ot difficulty invariably involved
leaadkirwhiip anid tmanagementi of' th uuit in garrison * All of the
CURORT ultits Were considere:d easy and effective to lead in the
hld.U

Leadar Compar isOnIII

Further insight uway bui gaineud by comparing the pereoptions
-it two battalionl comuiandurs anid two subordina~te unit
cumwanidars. Tho first battalion commander viawtid his COHORT unit
44 oneA Of the buut ILL had iever see#n. The macond quit* frankly

2duw-~ised him COHORT unit. * Let um cutisidor the percep~itios ot the
reh--vak1t commianders. Vhc ifirst battalion commanider viewed his
COHORT unitL ad the best hie had over seeni, Pstating:

"L. This is a mi~hi parformanicu uniti. It doev all the
thinigs it has to do &as part. of its ordittavy soldiorinig. It kniows *

what it ha&.L to do At evury level without thu need for direction
trami eachlonuxs above it.

2. Theoe puople acclimated fastaer; they knew each other
batLter, they knew their puopliA and they knew Lhe ir stLandards.

They knew and achieved those standards.

3, This Unit. has excep~tonal leadership. I believe that it
was hatid pi~cked back ini CONUS.Teslir~aeodnr. They
dre nou batter than those in my otherl untits * But it is a high
performance uniti. Uuiiur'tutnately, they are losing their edge Lo
uome, degrue. I cannot continuously e'~ercise them at the level
they have reached. It is very far above that of my other
maneuver units. tiL training I must look at the median and devise

Llaiing t he battalion level that will encompass them all.
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14. Tieir ARTEV. performance has been exceptional.

5. This uiit communicates very effectively. You never have
to worry about. tntormation. They have a tremendous ability to
get the word duwn. If I ask for X or Y they do it and understand
why. They kaow t'.atr skills. They know their movement. They
know what they hevr to do.

6. Their skills .%re simply well above those of my other
uniti. If my othe;" manuuever elements are at 60 they are At
100. They differ in commo and supply as well as a broad
observable diffurvvi,.! in professional skills.

V. 47. Most impjr, .nL of all they are proud. They have a
family kind of unity. 'herue are vary few problems that get to my
level. They pull togutheL and take care of each other. The
familios take care of eacb other. They take care of the young
wits or the family in trouble."

The second battalion comm.aander saw his unit quite
different ly:

"1.I think this CO[EORT unit is At the bottom of my
Battalion. first I think iL has to do with the NCOs. A unit is
"a success or failura based on its NCOs. They are the chain that

Z4 binds the unit. This chain isn't linked. They were obviously
nabbed from everywhere. The NCUs in this unit are not qualified

, ' , and experienced.

2. They did averegO Lo good in their company ARTEP. They
did fairly -1e0l; they did their job, but they are not at the
top. They have a 1o0 ou rah- rah and cheering each other on.
They did a lot of rah rah In a bounding overwatch. Good NCOs
wo"Id have stopped !Ahat. lt was tactically degrading.

3. They do have the basics. In some things they are better
than others. Their tactical movement at night is very good. For
example another convoy busted between their unit. They all did
their jobs, put out local security and were very impressive at
t h that. 'they are very very good at mounted movement.

4. I'm not satisfied with the quality of their officers.
Only one had a Ranger tab. It was a very poor fill. I had one
lieutenant who always got lost. Another had flat feet and no
arch supports in his boots. On the whole poor platoon leaders,
j ustL very poor quality.

5. They have been winning lots of sports championships,
volley ball, baseball, basketball, boxing. They all come out andd
cheer for their team and really put down the other team. They're
not team players in the battalion. It's all for their unit.
"Their cohesiveness is good in team sports, running, things like
that. They are very proud of their unit. They get into fights
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because of their unit. They are proud of their company
identity. It does show a certain esprit and willingness, and
their teamwork is better in some cases. But they do not come out
to cheer for battalion.

J" 6. I think their real problems are inexperience and
immaturity. They have had real maintenance problems because
their NCOs were not up on my SOPs for maintenance inspections.
But I think I'm getting them well integrated into the unit. They
were just slammed together; they haven't evolved together like my
other units. They are learning. I am teaching them. They were
100% in vehicles for the last field problem. Tops for it, but
not for the other ones.

7. If they went to combat I could depend on them. If I say
I want you there tomorrow they will be there tomorrow. In combat
I have the gut feeling that initially they will do dumb things,
but will pull together better than my other units. I'd give them
a little bit of an edge, pulling together, knowing each other.

8. I don't like the fact that they are stabilized. I can't
touch them for drivers and other duty personnel, but have to go
to my other units. There's a lot of resentment about that. it's
unfair.

9. Pcrsonally, I think its all just lip service to
COHORT. Unless you really select officers, and particularly
NCOs, its not worth anything.
I don't like it." C

A unit commander in th'e first battalion described his unit
and experience as follows shortly before disestablishment:

"1. After a lot of turmoil in other units I finally saw
some opportunities to do some good long range planning. That's
the fascinating thing about the COHORT unit. Its fascinating not
to have to worry about personnel turnover and turbulence and be
able to look at where you were, where you are and where you can
go. I enjoyed it.

.2. I'm really proud of this unit. I've seen them grow up
and mature, take on added responsibility, get promotions, and
demonstrate their potential for further advancement. I'm really
convinced that COHORT is both workable and good.

3. The best thing about it is its predictability based upon
stability. It's given me the opportunity to do long range
planning--to develop a good coherent plan. You can know exactly

. where you want to go with this unit.

4. I'm really going to miss them. Emotionally this is a
very tough break for me. I guess that they have mixed
emotions. I think that they feel about like they did when they
graduated from high school. They are going to miss each other
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but they want to go on to other things. I think they think that
I am a "fair" commander. That is that I am fair to them. I
think I have loyalty from them because they know they will get a
fair shake. However, I don't think a lot of my soldiers really
understand what a commander does and what he is responsible for.

io5. Now my NCOs, that's interesting. Each of them falls
into a niche. Each has a role. The Top is a father figure; he's
their main counselor. The next most senior NCO is the "doer"; he
kicks butt and is the unit's main organizer. The other senior
"NCOs are the basics; they have had a hard role. Some troops feel
closer to some than others and some have maybe gotten too
close. But most of them have been able to walk that fine line
somewhere between being a big brother and being a leadet. I
deeply believe an NCO has to be both.

6. It was hard coming here. The hostility was fierce over
the privileges we were getting and so on. I think it took six
months total before we were accepted as just another unit. It
took a lot of effort and lots of times we had to pull a lot more
than our fair share. Above all, you didn't mention the word
COHORT to anyone. Gradually people began to accept us. Some of
them even began to see the advantages of having COHORT units

around.

7. I think we are the best unit of its kind in the U.S.
Army. I think that Command here thinks that that's so also. I
think over the short term there are some units that might surpass
us at one thing or another but not over the long run. Over the
long haul there is no unit that can compare with this one.

8. You've got to understand we've got a lot of pride. We
are proud as a unit.

9. We have had no problems in terms of authority relations
within the unit. The relationships of our junior NCOs to their
soldiers were a little difficult at first. It's a hard
transition to make. I started a junior NCO training program in
the unit. We went back to basic and started training them. Part
)f the reason I started this training program for my E4a was thaL
they had begun to feel there was no place for them to advance
to. There was a feeling of stagnation and we had gotten to the
point where some of our soldiers were just doing enough to get
by. That's. why we established the junior NCO program.

10. The battalion commander is a soldiers' commander. He
cares about his troops, tie looks out for them and us. He hasI• established a good decentralized command climate and given the
unit commanders all the authority we need to do our jobs. He
doesn't get excited.

11. One problem of the system that we weren't prepared for
was the level that these guys were capable of reaching. The
first terner in this Army has to know X number of tasl.s. These
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guys knew them eight to ten months into the program. It created
real difficulties because we had to come up with ways to
challenge them long range. We had the time to think and plan.
First we trained them up to the 20 level then began cross
training them. My average soldier is now at Sergeant's level.

iv. We have required this kind of cross training of everyone. They
"now know every job required of theia and everyoLve else's as
well. vle've cross trained everyone in every job they might have
to do. Half of my troops can now do an E-61s job with ease.

12. In terms of families I don't think our problems are
really different from most other units, I think we have had
typical family problams. There were some very hard Lransitions
and a lot of hostility that really affected the families when
they came in because they were COHORT, We're mostly over that

ý, TA now. It does tend to be like a small town. Some people do call
it Peyton Place, perhaps because we live co closely to each
other. There are little squabbles, a lot of gossip with one
clique against another. I dou't know if it's the same with
regular units at any small post like this. There is no real
animosity. People are really pretty close and give each other a
lot of support. When we go to the field we don't get many calls
like the other units in the battalion. The Top's wife and the
other senior sergeants' wives are really helpful. We had a one
month and then two, two week field exercises in which we didn't•.r;.geL a single phone call. There have been very few problems when
we 've gotten back. When we come back there's always a sign over
the door saying, "Welcome Back", that the wives put up and they
have cookies, cake and things to drink waiting for us. Like I
said, we're pretty close. There are lots of parties every month
at someone's house as well. We also have a formal family net and
publish a regular letter for the families.

The above should be contrasted with the perceptions of the
unit commander in the second battalion as characterized below.

"1. Hy COHORT unit accomplishes most things reasonably well
. ýto very wall. Our battalion, company, platoon and squad ARTEPS

were all done well. On our IG we got satisfactory results in 4
A maJor areas comparing well with tha other units. We've done very

well in sports and are post champions in a number of
competitions. Where we haven't done well is in the subjective
things that is in the eyes of the Battalion commander. He says
we're undisciplined. He called me in a month ago, to say, 'You
have undisciplined soldiers, you have too many blotter
incidents. What will you do about I ?' Hell I had six months
with fewer blotter incidents than any other unit. Then I had a
few. Then we had a couple of fights downtown that were startad
by members of other companies whom we beat ý.t sports. They
resent us and resent us winning. They don't like it or us. I
took action but....

2. I think the battalion commander feels that we are
inferior. We do the things that can be ueasured objectively very
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well. Subjectively he feels we aren't doing well, nothing we do
counts, nothing I do counts--our personalities certainly don't
mesh. He feels we're a weak sister and does everything he can to
emasculate me and the company.

3. I think this is a good company. I would happily go to
war with it in a heartbeat. It will do as well or better than
any other unit in this Army. On alerts and field problems we
roll 100%. No other unic here can make that statement.

4. It has nothing to do with COHORT. I think the battalion
commander is a micro-manager--he tends to do the COs job--hell,
he tends to deal directly with the platoon sergeant and give them
directions and orders. Hiz prejudice about us was that he wants
to be absolute master of the battalion and really had difficulty
not being able to move our people around.

After a year now prejudice against us has just begun to
abate and we are starting to feel as if we belonged in this
battalion for the first time. We as people are just beginning to
be accepted by the other officers in the battalion. The NCOs
too, but they still identify closely with the unit.

6. 1 think we have been a close company. We've had a
A• couple of company parties, a barbeque with games, a good

Christmas party, the wives have put on bake sales to buy
Christmas prese its for the kids and all the unmarried soldiers.

7. We have had some problems, the usual ones with hash and
some Chapters and bars to re-enlistment, but I think in some part
we are being picked on deliberately. CID really dogged the unit
out and it affected morale very deeply, though morale is pretty
good right now. We've had good performance and there is a lot of

i esprit.
8. 1 guess my biggest problem 1s with the battalion

commander. Ha's very directive and he micro-manages me at every
opportunity. It's hard to run a coapany when he changes

everything every few minutes.

9. Let me lay down the bottom line. The folks in this
company get the job done. Sure sometimes they get me angry, as
with the fights in town but when they go to the field, or do
something important they have never failed. They come through,
they always come through. They have a lot of pride. I think we
are the best unit in the battalion but the battalion commander
doesn't see that. He sees us at the bottom. I've always
believed in showing by doing, but you can't show him anything.
He won't see what he doesn't want to see.

10. They are really cohesive. When one of our teams playswe'll give LheM much greater support than the other units do. •

"It's a real turnout.

,.V
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11. In terins of combat I trust the people and NCOs. I
understand them and know who they are. I know that this NCO is .K

good and this one is not so good. I know who I have to waLch. I
know my young NCOs--the ones up out of the first tereners are
"good. They may not yet be exceptional but they are still
learning and their skill level is very high.

I 12. 1 think they have more esprit than other units but •
there is also a tendency to gripe and bitch, and there are some
t 1ings they really have to gripe esprt Thn first iut housing

They were made a lot of promises that weren't kept. The aacond
is the way we are singled out by the battalion for cri.ticias,
extra duties, hostility. Everyone--officers, NCOs, and soldiers-
- gripes about that.

13. One of our best things though is family support. We
have a real strong family support group.

14. 1 don't know, I feel it is all like the live fire
platoon course. The range officer said the three best platoons
were two of mine and one from another unit. lie told thaL to me,
two other unit commanders and the battalion commander. Iou can
ask them. The battalion commander said, "I've already made my
"decision." He'd observed my one weak platoon and gave the trophy
to another unit. We can't win here.

Observations made by some of the other battalion commanders
interviewed during the first rotation of COHORT units ara of
interest at this point as they help flesh out the spectrum of

*[ battalion command ideologies and climates, into which the CORORT
units rotated.

One battalion commander:

1. Discipline is much better in my cohort company, There

are far fewer accidents, other incidents or blotter reports.
Spouse abuse is infinitesimal compared to my other companies. My
other companies have significantly more DUIs, fights, drug
problems etc.

"Ai' 2. Their horizontal bonding is self evident.

3. Well lets look at their strengths and weaknesses. They
were weaker in gunnery when they got here and they remain weaker
in maintenance than the other companies. They've had somo
specific personnel problems there. They are much stronger than
the other companies in appearance, in billets maintenance and
inspections, ana above all, in basic individual training and
skills, in the fundamentals. They are also much better in
matiuever, and are outstanding tactically.

4. I don't know why the company is so outstanding. They
have an outstanding company and Ist sergeant. But the platoon
leaders and platoon sergeants are average. The soldiers 84 aad
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below are more cohesive. They take care of one another more.
You'll never find one alone; you never find one getting in
trouble because he's alone.

5. I think the vertical integration there is much better.
They knc' one another better. They are more familiar with each
other. Sometimes this is not good.

6. We have a lot of visitors here. Whenever one comes he
gets sent to my COHORT unit because they look so good.

7.. When I first got here I realized that relationships
between COHORT and my conventional companies were not very

good. All the others thought of them as different. There were
bad relationships in the battalion and between the COs. That's
changed now. The battalion relationships are good now. The
initial problems are over. The unit members still think of
Lhemselves as an entity and different, but the other units no N

longer resent them or see them as separate.

8. The COHORT unit is generally upbeat and its soldiers
complain about insignificant things like the weather, not enough

ammo and so on, not about duty rosters. K

9. My view of the battalion's status is based upon blotter
reports, training, my open door policy. I talk to the troope and
encourage them to come and see me. I spend a lot of time

..M informally walking aro'und and talking to soldiers. When I first
came, I ran some OE sessions with the troops."'

Another battalion commander:

"I. ThiIs unit hasn't been here long enough to seriously
evaluate, but I cun tell you they had a lot of dud NCOs dumped on
them. There are a few good ones but they are mostly incompetent
and the most important ones can't seem to make it work. The most
aritical one is being relieved Loday. lie created a lot of
dissension and there has beei. utter chaos in the unit,
particularly before they came here from CONUS.

2. They've jerked a lot of people around. The way they
worked this has done a lot of damage to my battalion. I had to
tear up a good unit to bring in this bunch. The battalion has to
be cohesive, too. You've got to get them to believe in the
battalion, not just the individual units. That's the problem
.with bringing them in here as a unit. So many of our SOPs are

different from anywhere else. It will take at least a year for
them to become integrated into the battalion. Then they'll be
gone.*

3. They are good soldiers, high spirited, good workers, the

junior soldiers. The NCOs are weak. It's hard to tell if its a

vertically c-ohesive unit because of ail the conflicts in the
:ommand group. The soldiers certainly came up actively in our
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battalion sports program and won a big one right away. They seem
to hive a 1L otf cohesion there.

4. They didn't do as well as my other units in some tests,
but I felt the reason, again, was the NCOs--they're very woek--as
a group tLey are far below average. CONUS and FORSCO- did o job
on us with the leadership of this unit.

5. The soldiers are good and willing. They are a good
group; they have had good training. They look upon themselves as
a unit. They ioill do well; they are a lot beLar than their
NCOs. The soldiers and the acting NCOs are able to acheive a lot
more than what they are assigned to do.

6. There was some sabotage of equipment that went to
them. But that's not the only aspect of their" maintenance
problems--their E6s just aren't capable of running hard.

7. Eventually it will be a good unit, but I've got to make
a lot of changes in its command structure."

A third battalion commander:

1. When my COHORT company first got here they were
different, When ray other companies went to run in the morning
there were jodie and joking buL not the COHORT unit. They ran
silently, but always faster and further than the other
companies. Their uniforms, barracks, behavior and general make
up clearly iadiciated a well trained cohesive and proud unite

2. When they arrived they didn't know how good the
battalion was, but they knew how good they were. They are tough

competitors. They won't accept secoud place but always go for
first place• They go for all or nothing.

3. Their platoon sergeants were good, not standouts, but
you felt they and the soldiers had been together a long time.
They told their soldiers what to do and it happensd. They seemed
to respect them and treat them as people. Not like the CO.

4. The CO was an authoritarian. He was a big bully. I'm
sure even his mother had difficulty in liking him. He was a
dictator who ruled with an iron f ist. He repressed everyone and
everything. He was a one-man show. It took a long time but I
finally got an opportunity to pull him. The only respect he
could have gotten from anyone was to his rank.

5. The soldiers were bright, well-trained. Only the first
Ssergeant kept that COHORT unit together at all. That and

pride. I know what that first sergeant was up against. It was
J• appalling.

6. They are at a higher level of training and skill than my

other maneuver companies. I would say it would Lake 30 lays for
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S them to get up to the level of my COHORT company. They would be
very strong in combat. They wouldn't run. They would hang on to
the eleventh hour. They would hold their positions. The COHORT
company has an edge. The COHORT people know each other. They
know each other's strengths and weaknesses and know who they can
count on in respect to skill and professionalism--they also know
who the potential weak ones and cowards are."

A fourth battalion commander:

"1. First, let me tell you that good units are good because
of strong leadership, not because of cohesion or keeping people
together or any of that stuff. Soldiers are supposed to follow
and do things that good leaders tell them to do. Leaders are
born. You can only teach people to teach the tangibles, the "how
to's". Men are either leaders or not.

2. I think it's a damn good unit with certain
reservations. I don't think it would necessarily exceed in
combat. A lot of leaders do well in peacetime working out of
fear only of those above them. In peacetime that works. In
combat if they are not true leadets they fail. So I can't tell
you that they or any of these units would exceed others.

3. Thas is an above average unit. It is above average
because it has a strong chain of command. The chain equals the
company, that's the one thing that counts. As COHORT it has an
advantage. We received soldiers with better discipline;
discipline like basic training and AIT. They do have better
individual and unit discipline than the other units in the
Battalion. That shows in the indicators.

S4. They do things well. They have a lot of rah-rah. I
don't like that rah-rah kind of team work, but to-my mind they
don't perform better than other good units. Their real weakness
is in their squad leaders and team leaders. They do as well as
other units on-common tasks, SQT; they have basic teamwork and
their leadership has drive, but their basic leadership doesn't
have the skills. They hustle but they don't know what to do.

5. As a company they do very well, they maneuver well.
It's squads and below where they don't do well. it's a problemIt's• ermany. n L

"of their leadership and their leadership's lack of knowledge of
Ge rmany.

6. I think they would do as well as my other companies, not
because of COHORT but because of the normal reasons why soldiers

do well. I think COHORT might be of value if they were coming
directly from the states into combat, Then I think they might do

i!:'•better than another non-COHORT unit.

VI 7. The COHORT CO is not a team player; he's for his
company, not the battalion. He really thinks of it as HIS
company. That's one reason I rate it No. 3 of my companies. My
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other two COs are team players. The discriminator is that he is
not a team player.

8. You must remember soldiers follow the lead of what we
tell them. They pick up what you bitch about. If I say
something is OK they will all think it's OK. Thats how they
are. They follow the lead of what we tell them."

A fifth battalion commander:

"l. I think it's a good unit. They have done things very
well. They have doue all of their tasks and missions and have
worked quite well together. That's based on their chain and the
fact that they are enthusiastic about themselves. They feel that
they are better than anyone, Not that they necessarily are.
Sometimes they are better; sometimes they are worse.

2. 1 think it would do very well in combat. It's well
trained and well disciplined. Overall they are probably my best
maneuver unit. They have a disciplined and strong chain. From a
tactical standpoint they would do very well. However, let me say
that I think they are too cohesive. If they were given an
impossible or difficult task, I would not trust them. They would
probably fall apart. Why? Because they are so cohesive and know
each other so well. Units like that will fall apart when a
number of people get killed. They know each other too well.
They are too close. In a really difficult high casualty
situation, I'd rather have one of my other units where people

don't know each other well and don't care about each other.

3. They are absolutely part of the battalion. We took that
head on as a problem and goit them 100% committed.

that you could talk about in the same wpy you talk about their

strengths. Their maintenance, esprit, their whole manner of
doing things. Their maintenance, hell, they really understand it
and believe in it. Their equipment doesn't fail.

5. One of the reasons they are so good is that each man• r n g T don't believe In iL.knows his job. As for cross tra• dJnt b
think the most important thing is that each soldier know his job
better than anyone else. I don't want them to know other
peoples' jobs. I told them that. No training one man at another
man's job. I want each man to know his job the best possible,
period!

6. I'm very proud of the unit and of how it's doing. I
really support the program and support cohesion and stability.

NCO Selection Requirements

The selection requirements, extension, reenlistment or bar,
have had essentially negative effects. It must be remembered,
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however, that these effects were exacerbated by the fact that
COHORT was new and was viewed by a number of career soldiers with
suspicion. It was seen by a number of NCOs as violating long
standing conditions of their relationship to the Army° These
violations were seen as selective alterations of contracts for
those who had the "misfortune" to be in COHORT units, as opposed
to the rest of the Army which continued under the "normal" scheme
of things. The contrast of this perceived "selective disability"
as opposed to the "business as usual" status of colleagues in
non-COHORT units added to the intensity of expression. The
concerns presented by NCOs do not necessarily represent the
violations of basic values that they often sounded like inpresentation. Some NCOs who most vehemently asaulted basic
COHORT or regimental concepts, such as home basing for example,
would describe it as good idea in one context (more effective
unit, easier on families), and attack it vehemently in another
(having been coerced or ordered into a pattern of long term
obligation that did not apply to most other soldiers).

The most often expressed concerns in the interviews of the
NCOs'about these aspects of COHORT assignment were the following:

1. Coercion and loss of mobility upon reenlistment. The
selective aspect was seen as a special disability since a 'good'
soldier or a 'good' NCO could have his career ended if he wanted
to do something different or go to school.

S2. The loss of moiiy ayNCOs cited the desire for

maximum mobility and new experiences--a common American value--as
a basic reason for joining the Army. There was a widespread
feeling that assigment to a COHORT unit had terminated all
possibility of mobility for the rest of their careers.

3. Being trapped, again, non-volitionally, in a home base
rotation that might be undesirable or tconomically
disadvantageous. Again this concern was most often prefaced with.
the statement, "Nobody asked me whether or not I wanted to do
this. It was go COHORT or get out of the Army."

4. The widely disseminated view that COHORT unit
assignments were injurious to NCO careers by locking them into a
single unit with "no room for promotion or moving up."

5. The widespread view that because COHORT had many of the
above disabilities and was considered to be in some ways "elite,"
it should have been a voluntary rather than a coerced assignment.

6. A number of senior NCOs, particularly at the Sergeant
First Class and First Sergeant level, felt that as members of
COHORT units they were being discriminated against and their
careers injured by the loss of the possibilities of advanced
schooling. Again it was not, for most, the actual case that they
were deprived of entry to the SergeanLs Major Academy, or First
Sergeants 3chool, or of an actual promotion. The issue was
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conceptual; it was one of belief that a departure from the

bureaucratically normal patterns of assignment and rotation would
bring both short term and long term disabilities. It might best
be described as fear of the consequences of alteration of the
long term patterns through which the Army has done its business.

COHORT NCOs may be divided into three groups. 'It is, once
again, important to point out that attitudes in all three groups
were affected by battalion command climate and relationships
among unit leadership and the NCOs, in particular relationships
between the CO and first sergeant.

1. Those who came aboard voluntarily. Thets NCOs chose to
enter COHORT units because they "liked the idea," "had been in a
stabilized unit before and liked the way it turned out," were
"eager for a new challenge," wanted a situation in which "I would
have the responsibility for molding my people," "felt COHORT
"would be career enhancing" and so forth. These NCOs, estimated
at third, self selLcted for COHORT units and were the most
positive about the units, the COHORT experience and
potentialities. They made up the overwhelming majority of NCOs
who expressed the desire to continue their careers in COHORT
units, and appeared to have the best grasp of the COHORT concept
and its special requirements. They seemed to be among the most
enthL.siastic about the multiple and accretive training
possibilities in COHORT units as well. They were not evenly
distributed through the units but tended to cluster in those
units that had selected for "quality," and that had bent the
requirements in an attempt to ensure self selected cadre.

2. The second group, again about a third of the sample,

viewed their COHORT assignment as "another assignment" to be
discharged as best as possible in their capacity as career
soldiers.

3. A final third saw COH1ORT as essentially negative, a
coerced alteration of their careers, possessed of the entire
spectrum of disabilities discussed above. These NCOs were
undoubtedly responsible for many of the negative views of COHORT
held by their soldiers. (Often when soldiers were questioned
about strongly held negative views of COHORT, they referred to
their mid-range NCO's as the source of their information.)

Their own low morale often affected the morale of their
3oldiers. This group produced the majority of the NCOs who had

"difficulties" with the training demands of the COHORT process.
They are the ones who most often stated that they had exhausted
all their "knowledge and trained [my] soldiers with all I
know." They are the NCOs who most often presented themselves as
"burnt out" by the COHORT process or who conceived of the COHORT
unit as in no way different from a conventional unit in terms of
training needs.

The dislike these NCOP evidenced at being in COHORT units
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was often palpable. A number began their interviews wondering if
the interviewer could help "get me out of this damned unit."

The distribution of such NCOs and such feelings was
moderated by the character of unit leadership. Where leadership
was supportive (at both battalion and unit levels) and supplied
clear information about the COHORT system, rotatioa, promotion
etc., the impact of the perceived coercive naturg of recruitmont
of COHORT cadre was minimized. In units perceived in contrary
fashion, it was maximized. Overall, however, the interviews
leave the impression that the image of coercion was an extremely
injurious one and one which "tainted" the image of the COHORT
unit for many of its members.

Leaders' Comparisons of COHORT and non-COHORT Units:
Interview Summary

The majority of battalion commanders and higher staff assess

their COHORT units as potentially more combat effective than
their conventional units. Almost all feel that COHORT units
possess greater psychological strength, and will be capable of
greater resistLence to the stresses of combat.

Almost all leaders feel that their COHORT units, by virtue
of their bonding and esprit, their knowledge of each others
skills, strengths, and weaknesses and their concern for each
other, will have longer staying power in combat and will resist
the initial disruDtion and shock of combat better than the
average conventional unit.

With few exceptions company/battery leadership perceived
their COHORT units as either the best, or among the best, with\which they had ever been associated. The units which they
perceived as "better" were almost invariably elite
organizations. In a number of cases NCOs with prior combat
expressed the thought that if they had to go to war again they
would far prefer to go with their present COQHORT unit.

Comparisons of COHORT and non-COHORT units; QuesLionnaire Data

The generally more positive stance of leaders in respect to
the combat potential and competency of units is demonstrated inLr responses to the WRAIR Company Perceptions Inventory. Leaders E-
5 through 0-3 who responded to the questionnaires consistently
rated their COHORT units more highly than did their conventional
unit counterparts, as shown in responses to the WRAIR Company
Perceptions Inventory.

First Rotation COHORT Units

Mean Scorer, on the Company Perceptions Inventory:
COHORT vs CwnventLional (USAREUR); Rank E-5 through 0-:3
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Total Unit Sample: COHORT N-172 (9 Units) and CONV N-165 (8

Units)

(To interpret these scores please note that higher values are
associated wiLh more negative responses for all questions.Scores of some questions have been reversed to reflect Lhis

ordering to facilitate comparisons. The range of responses is l-
j5, from "strongly agree (1)" throughi "can't say(3)" and "strongly

disagree(5). Use the following symbols to determine if
differences between responses to a question are significant by t-
"Test at p <.01: ** - COHORT soldiers significantly more positive"
than "Conventional" soldiers; ## - Conventional soldiers
significantly more positive than COHORT soldiers.)

"" COHORT CONV.
E5/03 E5/03

1. This company is one of the best
in the U.S. Army. 2.51** 3.12

2. People in this company feel very
close to each other. 2.38** 3.28

3. The officers in this company
really seem to know their stuff. 2.87 2.96

4. I think this company would do a
better job in combat than most. other
army units. 2.29** 2.91

5. The men I work with always try to
do a good job. 2.30 2.31

6. The NCO's in this company really
seem to know their stuff. 2.29 2.69

7. I really know the people I work
with very well. 2.14** 2.53

8. There are too many people in this

C company who are just out for themselves
and don't care about othirs. 3.12 3.20

9. I spend my after duty hotrs with
other people in this company. 2.90** 3.26

10. My closest friendships are with
the people I work with. 2.94 3.15
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11. The officers in this company don't
spend enough time with the troops. 3.07 3.08

12. I am impressed by the quality
of leadership in this company. 2.96 3.04

13. If I have to go to war the men
I regularly work with are the ones
I want with me. 2.21** 2.68

14. The NCOs in this company really
don't spend enough time with the troops. 2.47 2.60

15. 1 really like the work I do. 2.41 2.52

16. I think the job this company is
supposed to do is one of the most
important in the Army. 2.16 2.10

17. There are several people in the
chain of ccmmand of this company I
would go to for help with a personal
problem. 2.75 2.70

18. I have real confidence in our
weapons and our ability to use them. 2.10 2.30

19. I think the level of training
in this company is very high. 2.54** 3.09

20. If I have to go into combat I.
have great confidence in my personal
skills and training. 1.72 1.89

"21. Whites and blacks in this company
mix after duty hours as well as at work. 2.59 2.51

22. Almost all of the people in this
company can really be trusted. 2.95 3.18

23. I really want to spend my enLire
tour in the Army in this company. 3.93 3.97

24. My superiors make a real attempt
to know me and treat me as a person. 3.09 3.00

25. I believe that the people in my
company will stand by me in any diffi-
cult situation. 2.59** 2.98
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V

26. I think people in this company
will get tighter as time goes on. 2.92 2.72

27. I really enjoy being a member
of this company. 2.68 2.86

28. This company is a secure place.
You don't have to watch your possessions
in the company area. 3.40 3.46

29. People really look out for each
other in my company. 2.77** 3.30

30. 1 think we are better trained
than other companies in the Army. 2.26** 3.04

31. The Officers and NCOs in this
company would do well in combat. 2.41** 2.79

32. The soldiers in this company
are skilled enough for me to trust
my life to them in combat. 2.63** 3.01

Soldiers E-4 and below demonstrate this positive COHORT
effect even more markedly than do their leaders. The level at
which they appraise their competence and skill is significantly
higher than that of their conventional counterparts. These
perceptions, as studies ,in past wars demonstrate, do correlate
significantly with actual battlefield performance. Even in units
where morale is poor and leadership perceived as poor, COHORT
soldiers believe in their technical proficiency and military and
combat abilities. Typically they assert that they know and are
good -at their jobs, that they would function well in combat and
would "kick ass" in any battle with "Ivan", if war should come.
The members of each COHORT unit consider themselves the best in
their battalion and the best at their post. Members of

¶ conventional units tended to be more tentative in their
assessments. The question "How do you think you'd do in combat?"
usually brought silence followed by mixed response and often by
arguments. The commonest response was, "I don't know" usually
followed by an estimate of loss of one half to two thirds of the
unit in the first day. The almost universal confidence of the
COHORT soldiers was. lacking.

Particularly in terms of horizontal relationships and bonding,
COHORT units are markedly different from most conventional
units. The ones they resemble most are Ranger battalions whose
members use much the same descriptive metaphors of "family," and
"brothers," and focus heavily on knowledge of each other's
strengths and weaknesses in describing their units. These
commonalities were marked in debriefings carried out by WRAIR
research personnel of Rangers following the Grenada rescue
operation. Conventional units in USAREUR responded markedly
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differently. In no case did niembers of a conventional unit
spontaneously discuss their perception of individual strengths
and weakness within the unit.

The differences in the web of ties and perceptio- that
bonds COHORT soldiers as contrasted to conventional sa liers is
most clearly demonstrated in data dealing directly with cohesion
and bonding from the WRAIR Company Perceptions liventory. Here,
once again, item by item t-tests show many significant
differences favoring COHORT.

Mean Scores on the Company Perceptions Inventory:
COHORT vs Conventional (USAREUR)

Total unit sample

COHORT N-576 (9 Units)
CONV N-449 (8 Units)

EI/E4 SAMPLE
COHORT N-406 (9 Units)

CONV. N-285 (8 Units)

(To interpret these scores please note that higher values are
associated with more negative responses for all questions.
Scores of some questions have been reversed to reflect this
ordering to facilitate comparisons. The range of responses is 1-
5, from "strongly agree (1)" through "can't say(3)" and "strongly
disagree(5). Use the following symbols to determine if
differences between responses to a question are significant by t-
Test at p <.01: ** - COHORT soldiers significantly more positLive-
than "Conventional" soldiers; ## - Conventional soldiers
significantly more positive than COHORT soldiers.)

COHORT CONV. COHORT CONV.
ALL ALL E1/E4 El/E4

1. This company is one of the
best in the U.S. Army. 2.86** 3.35 3.01** 3.49

2. People in this company feel
very close to each other. 2.54** 3.44 2.61** 3.54

3. The officers in this company
really seem to know their stuff. 3.17 3.12 3.29 3.21

4. I think this company would
do a betterjob in combat than
most other army units. 2.54** 3.22 2.63** 3.28

5. The men I work with always
try to do a good Job. 2.66 2.52 2.82 2.64
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6. The NCO's in this company
really snem to know their stuff, 2.84 3.00 3.07 3.18

7. I really know the people I
work with very well. 2.22** 2.65 2.26** 2.72

8, There arc too many people
in this company who are just
out kor themselves and don't
care about others. 3.47 3.53 3.62 3.73

9. I spend my after duty hours
with other people in this company. 2.72** 2.99 2.64 2.83

10. My closest friendships
are with the people I work with. 2.83** 3.10 2.79** 3.07

11. The officers in this company
don't spend enough time with
the troops. 3.22 3.27 3.29 3.38

12. I am impressed by the quality
of leadership in this company. 3.41 3.48 3.60 3.73

13. If I have to go to war
the men I regularly work with
are the ones I want with me. 2.53** 2.83 2.67** 2.92

14. The NCOs in this company
really don't spend enough time
with the troops. 2.79 2.79 2.93 2.90

15. I really like the work I do. 2.92 2.84 3.14 3.02

16. 1 think the job this company
is supposed to do is one of the
most important in the Army. 2.59## 2.31 2.78## 2.42

17. There are several people in
the chain of command of this
company I would go to for help
with a personal problem. 3.08 3.11 3.22 3.35

18. I have real confidence in
our weapons and our ability to

P use them. 2.49 2.54 2. 65 2.67

19. I think the level of train-
ing in this company is very high. 2.68** 3.14 2.74** 3.16

- 20. If I have to go into combat
I have great confidence in my
personal skills and training. 2.03 1.98 2.16 2.03
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21. Whites and blacks in this
company mix after duty hours as
well as at work. 2.89## 2.63 3.01## 2.75

22. Almost all of the people
in this.company can really be
trusted. 3.48 3.50 3.71 3.67

23. I really want to spend my
entire tour in the Army in this
company* 3.96 4.10 3.97 4.17

24. My superiors make a real
attempt to know me and treat
me as a person. 3.46 3.41 3.61 3.65

25. I believe that the people
in my company will stand by me
in any difficult situation. 2.94** 3.26 3.09** 3.42

26. I think people in this
company will get tighter as
time goes on. 3.20** 2.98 3.31 3.14

"27. I really enjoy being a
member of this company. 3.08 3.22 3.25 3.43

"28. This company is a secure
place. You don't have to watch
your possessions in the company
area. 3.68 3.77 3.80 3.944 29. People really look out for
each other in my company. 2.99** 3.44 3.08** 3.52

30. 1 think we are better
trained than other companies
in the Army. 2.45** 3.13 2.50** 3.18

31. The Officers and NCOs in
Atl this company would do well in

combat. 3.97 3.06 3.21 3.21

32. The soldiers in this company
are skilled enough for me to trust
my life to them in combat. 2.98** 3.20 3.13 3.31

An alternative way of interpreting these materials is to
examine responses to the eight cohesion questions (Numbers

I. 2,7,9,10,13,21,25,29 above) by type of company (COHORT vs non-
COHORT) within each battalion. For this analysis, the total
number (out of eight) of questions responded to more positivley
for each unit was totalled.
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COHORT CONVENTIONAL

Bn A 8 0
BN B 7 1
BN C 7 1
BN D 6 2
BN E 5 3
BN F 3 5

Here we see that unit by unit five of .he six COHORT Units
score better than do their conventional counterparts in terms of
the number of cohesion questions responded Lo more positively.
In the case of the cohort unit in Battalion F, the caune appeari
not to lie in the COHORT process. Interviews in these units
indicate that the causes of negative responses appear ruther to
be generated in three areas, some of which have already been
discussed at length.

1. The first is Kaserne or post.

2. The second is battalion command climate.

3. The third is degree of vertical integration wLthin the
company or battery and the correlative degrees of trust,
competence, concern and buffering perceived by iowur ranking

flhi:• soldiers. A pst climate or command climate porceivud to bio
punitive or hostile by the sol dier may be strongly bufefred and
compensated for by tight vertical iategratlion of the company. A

taft .1 disvalued unit commander may be compensated for by strong uait
bonding between soldiers and NCOs 'and so toith. Lach of Lhase
factors and the interactions between them affects Lhe units view
of itself and the unit members' view of the effectiveness and
desirability of being in the unit. Many such issues have liLttL.u
to do with the COHORT process but are univeral ones for at a riL.ed
force. However, they may be complicated and confounded by the
symbolic ways in which they are gathered into the cuoncept o:-
COHORT by unit members.

Vertically well-integrated COHORT units impressed alL as
exceptional. COHORT units in which soldiers and Junior and mi'd
range NCOs perceived their leadeiship as uncaring and ileoupetpiut
impressed one as well with the sense of anger and senuie Of

Jr I distrust and betrayal and fruutration with which the unit and Lhe -
Army were perceived. While members of some convunLional uniLs
were as alienated as members of these COHORT units, a subtle
difference appeared to exist between the two. In 01C
conventiofial unit a collection of individuals o' small group.s
were alienated and unhappy primarily in terms of their own
perceived disabilities as individuals and slall groups. 1n Lh-e
COHORT unit unhappiness, low morale and alienatiun were a group
process. They were both an individual and collective ruspouseu,
An injury to one was perceived as an injury to all. The Lirst
termers in COHORT units established a rapid collective stancue
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towarxu their leaders and their act 4 ons. The problems of
leadership in COHORT units are therefore somewhat unique, in that
"the COHORT unit am ýias the consequences of a leader's acts
through the profou. irocesses of identification that the
soldiers have with each other. The very processes that maximize
cohesiveness, interpersonal, paychological and social support,
and the profound belief that ones' fellows are the singular group
of men with whom one would wish to go into combat with, place far
"greater demands on leaders and their skills than does leadership
in conventional units.

The COHORT soldier, in all interviews, has higher
h J6expectations of his leaders than most soldiers in conventional

units. He expects to truly be led by example and to be led by
those who "participate" and "bear their fair share of the
burden." "Not doing my job, but doing theirs and teaching me."
lie expects fairness and equity for himself and his fellows.
Above all, he expects respect for himself, his needs, and family
needs. When these factors are seen as disregarded or abused by
"leaders, COHORT soldiers resnond as a unit whenever any sense of
inequity is involved. Thus, when an unpopular and disliked unit
leader r moved a thief and a drug dealer under Chapter
discharges, bis act was applauded by his soldiers who felt no
aense of solidarity with "those no gooL dirt bags." When,

• ".however, he refused to let a "good soldier" out of a field
exercise .o deal with a family emergency (a sick, pregnant wife)
"the act became a capstone solidifying the unit's hostility and
contempt for him. COHORT units are "leader demanding" and leader
s••slitive to a much greater degree than are conventional units.
The degree to which any CCHORT unit reaches its potential is
"signifii!antly leadership dependent.

Problems of COHORT Units as seen in USAREUR:

One critical problem was that of the relationship of
"information" to perceptions and expectations. This was true of
both COHORT and conventional units. Some leaders expressed
unhappiness with the the constant demands of their soldiers to
"know why." This was expressed particularly strongly in some
COHORT units where it was seen as a widespread and somehow
illegitimate, as well as new, kind of demand. One school of
thought seemed to feel that soldiers asking why certain kinds of
things had be done was prejudicial to good discipline and order,
that it respresented a potential threat to authority. It was
seen as "something new we have to cope with; this never existed
in the old Army." (It is interesting to point out that Baron Von
Steuben characterized the American soldier as one who constantly
insisted upon being told why he had to do what he did--its uses,
ends, and utility, before he would respond to orders.) This
perception of "why" queries as prejudicial to the uniL status quo
led to problems that were generated by significantly different
interpretations of events. Sollaers often saw necessary demands
as capriciously des.gned make work since its necessity had never
been explained. Personnel changes were likewise viewed as
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assaults upon the first term soldiers rather than acts that may
have had significant causes. In one unit a First Sergeant who
was extremely popular with the troops was removed for cause after
the development of extreme conflict between him and the unit
commander. The NCO had been viewed by the first termers as their
only "real friend" and protector in the COHORT unit's chain of
command. The threat of his removal precipitated a mass
protest. Following an abortive attempt to mollify the unit on
the part of its commander, a collapse of morale and the
generation of potent anti-unit and anti-Army sentiment ensued.
No really substantive explanations were made and in time the

event was transformed by the soldiers into a racially motivated
'k\ one. (The popular former First Sergeant was black and, at the

time, the only black NCO in a unit with a significant black
content.) By the final months of the unit's life cycle it showed
signs of some racial polarization (the only unit in which race
was an issue of any sort) and significant alienation from the
Army and its values on the part of first term soldiers.

Only a few of the problems of COHORT units are specific to
such units. The overwhelming majority of problems affecting such
units, their cohesion, morale and perceived effectiveness are
reflections of general problems involving leadership,
organization, and actions that affect all the units studied.
However, some of these general problems have more intensive or
skewed effects on COHORT units. This appears to be particularly
true of leadership factors. Others are lased upon what appears
to be a COHORT-specific factor, that is a lack of understanding

4 of the nature and intent of the NMS-COHORT process. COHORT units
are sometimes perceived as special, different, or elite in ways
that have little to do with the assumptions that anderly unit
stabilization. The reasons for unit stabilization and the
outcomes to be anticipated from stabilization itself are at times
misunderstood or misperceived. At times, policies or stances
towards the unit are adopted that tend to counter and undo the
enhanced horizontal bonding and the intended movement towards
"enhanced vertical bonding that are desired as specific outcomes
of the COHORT process. In other cases policy decisions are made
which treat the COHORT unit as if it were a conventional unit.
Command training policies may not build upon the stability and
"accretive" skill acquisition model implicit in COHORT.

If there is one essential set of problems degrading both
COHORT and regular units it is a set of problems that may be
cojoined under the heading "malfunctional leadership and the
mismanagement of human resources." Leaders vrhose behavior lads
to their characterization by their subordinates as unthinking,
uncaring and unfeeling leaders are seen as alienating their
soldiers from unit, post, and Army. Leaders who are perceived as
petty tyrants, gross authoritarians, micro-managers or
thoughtless advancers of self-interest are consistently seen by
their subordinates as undermining unit integrity, disrupting
vertical bonding and degrading unit readiness and collective

spirit. Leaders are perceived as disregarding both the essential.
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needs and individual concerns and aspirations of their soldiers,
and as not recognizing "that the soldier is part of the mission"
when they repeat the shibboleth that mission comes first andS"~concern" about soldiers second. Those who are perceived asvusing that canned phrase to justify arbitrary and capricious

work, leave,. pass, and, other policies, contribute to this
alientation from the goals of the cohesive, vertically-bonded
Sunit. In such units soldiers capacities to endure and maintain a
commitment to competence and willingness for combat areSmaintained in spite of their leadership. Soldiers define, in
these units, their competence and performance as a "defense
against the haransment of their leaders." They will say, "We max
every inspection so that they will keep off our backs and leave
us alone." In contrast, in the vertically bonded units soldiers
will say, "We max everything because we have the highest
standards in this battalion."

.1- I use the term "perceived bad leadership" deliberately. It
is not my intention to imply that a significant number of
leadership positions are held by "bad," "incompetent," or
"vicious" officers and NCOs. Good people may readily be
perceived as bad leaders. The instances of such maladaptive
leadership also help to demonstrate that the robustness of the
COHORT bonding and "knowing" effect represents a highly
significant outcome. It serves as an offset to alienation and
perceived, unconcerned leadership and punitive command
climates. Leaders who are perceived as not caring about their
soldiers' needs, or as militarily incompetent, lead units with
measured decrements in morale and unnecessarily high levels of
stress. The COHORT process seems to provide the soldier with
more sustenance to endure such stresses and low morale and[•S• maintain confidence and commitment. It does not, however, offset

or reduce such stresses.
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Summary of Results of the "Soldier Will" Survey

Research Objectives

The U.S. Army is attempting to increase combat readiness through a series
of initiatives known as the New Manning System (NMS), which entails profound
changes in the structure, training, and deployment of combat units. These
changes are expected to significantly alter human dimensions that appear to be
centrally involved in the soldier's will to fight and his ability to survive
the psychological stress of combat. A crucial element in evaluating the
soldier's will to fight (collectively known as "soldier will") and its
relationship to unit structure, training, and deployment is the reliable and
valid assessment of those psychological phenomena that compose the soldier's
will to fight. The research objective of this first report of results
obtained from the Soldier Will Survey was to identify and develop reliable and
valid measures of "soldiet will."

Sample Description

A sample of two COHORT battalions and three nonCOHORT battalions (27
companies, total N - 2830) was studied to develop reliable and valid measures
of "soldier will." Results obtained in this sample were also used to build
and to test an analysis model for the NMS "Human Dimensions" Field
Evaluation. The units sampled and studied in this report comprised one-fifth
of the units under investigation in the NMS "Human Dimensions" Field
Evaluation. Results, then, are not necessarily generalizable nor intended to
be definitive for all units. Precautions were taken, however, to ensure the
results obtained were valid for the sample under study. Units were matched by
unit type (infantry, armor, or artillery), unit status (COHORT or nonCOHORT),
and post location. In addition, demographic and unit characteristics were
controlled for in comparisons.

Summary of Findings

"Soldier will" can be reliably measured. Results demonstrated that
"soldier will" can be reliabl- measured in terms of seven psychological
constructs; these are:

1. Company Combat Confidence
2. Senior Command Confidence
3. Small-Unyt Command Confidence
4. Concerned Leadership
5. Sense of Pride
6. Unit Social Climate
7. Unit Teamwork

Seven attitudinal scales, corresponding to these constructs, were
developed. The scales showed high internal consistency and were generally
unidimensional.

"Soldier will" scales have validity. To demonstrate the validity of the
measures, two levels-of-analyses were used. One approach used scores obtained
from individual soldiers, whereas the other approach used mean ,cores of
companies.I7• ,
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If the "soldier will" measures tap a more global construct like unit
cohesion and esprit, then soldiers should have scored similarly among the
measures. "Soldier will" measures demonstrated a high degree of
interrelationship which showed they are components of a more general, unitary
concept, such as unit cohesion.

If "soldier will" scales measure positive unit characteristics, then they
should bear positive relationships to measures of positive life adjustment,
such as life satisfaction, Army satisfaction, psychological well-being, and
should have negative relationships to personal distress, medical problems, and
wanting to get out of the Army. Soldiers who scored high on "soldier will"
reported greater life and Army satisfaction, greater psychological well-being,
less personal distress, fewer medical problems, and expressed more willingness
to re-enlist and stay in the Army than those soldiers who scored low on
"soldier will."

The COHORT system of replacement, training, and deployment has strong
historical precedent in terms of its intended effects on soldier morale and
unit cohesion. The expectation is that COHORT soldiers should score higher on
"soldier will" scales than nonCOHORT counterparts if these scales measured
soldier morale, unit esprit, and cohesion. In fact, COHORT soldiers
consistently scored higher on the "soldier will" measures. Most differences
were small, but differences were significant and consistent across all
"soldier will" measures. Differences were most pronounced on the Small-Unit
Command Confidence and Unit Social Climate Scales, especially for first-
termers (E-4s and below).

0 The COHORT "treatment" is realized at the company-level. Soldiers are
organized by company as they go through basic and advanced individual
training, and personnel are stabilized at the lowest level within the
company. When companies were arrayed from highest to lowest on each measure
of "soldier will," COHORT companies had higher company means on four of six
"soldier will" scales. A similar analysis identified companies that fell in
both the upper one-third and lower one-third of the arrays of rankings on
"soldier will." Eight of eight companies that fell in the lower one-third
across the "soldier will" scales were nonCOHORT companies, and three of four
companies in the upper one-third were COHORT. In yet another analysis,

* paratroop COHORT, COHORT, and nonCOHORT companies were compared on "soldier
will" to provide a method of evaluating mean differences in scale scores.
Mean "soldier will" scores increased in magnitude from nonCOHORT to COHORT to
paratroop COHORT companies consistently, though not always significantly.

Demographic correlates of "soldier will." Also worth mentioning are
demographic characteristics that bore significant relationships to "soldier
will." Whereas race and education were not correlated with the "soldier will"
measures, age, rank, marital status, place of residency, and unit type
(infantry, armor, or artillery ) were. When controls for other unit and
demographic charterisitics were applied in comparisons, race, rank, type of
unit, and place of residency were significant predictors of "soldier will."
Generally, older soldiers, and those saldiers in armored units and who lived
either in on-post housing and in off-post housing fared better on the "soldier

will" measures than younger, artillery men who lived in the barracks.
Soldiers of higher rank reported higher company combat confidence, senior
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F command confidences greater sense of pride, and unit social climate, but

soldiers of lower rank reported greater small-unit command confidence.

Future Research Issues

Even if differences were observed between COHORT and nonCOHORT units,
questions remain unanswered: What do these differences in "soldier will" mean
in terms of measurable performance? What aspects of the COHORT process (for
example, the common experience of basic and advanced individual training, or
personnel stabilization) contribute most to observed differences in "soldier
will?" The first question asks to translate the "soldier will" measures into
measurable performance. Presently, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
(WRAIR) is attempting to integrate both individual and unit training
performance (obtained from The Combined Arms Testing Agency) into its
questionnaire data base to determine relationships between "soldier will,"
unit status, and training performance.

The second question, "Which aspect of the COHORT process contributes most
to "soldier will?," requires clear articulation of the COHORT "treatment," in
addition to specifying which units receive which aspects of the COHORT
"treatment." The NMS Field Evaluation has been preoccupied with outcome
measures, trying to develop measures on which COHORT soldiers differ most from
nonCOHORT soliders. These differences are then attributed to one unit being
COHORT and the other nonCOHORT. Such a conclusion has obvious methodological
flaws. But, even if soldier and unit differences between units were held

Sconstant in such comparisons, there are no guarantees that units under study
did receive the COHORT "treatment." To specify which aspect of the COHORT
process gives what changes in "soldier will," training performance, logistics,
or whatever the outcome measure, different operational definitions of COHORT
must be clearly articulated and measured for each unit under study. To
compare COHORT to nonCOHORT units does not tell Army leaders in the vaguestway whith aspect of the COHORT process gives the most positive outcomes.
Emphasis is needed on monitoring the processes of COHORT: Do COHORT units
receive the COHORT "triatment," and to what degree? To evaluate the processes
that make a unit COHORT requires measurable aspects of Lhe COHURT
"treatment." A major aspect of COHORT "treatment" was to enhance the quality
of interpersonal relationships (through personnel stablization), enabling
better coping with stress and moderating its deleterious effects on physical
and psychological well-being as well as job performance. Presently, WRAIR is
assessing differences in friendships, interpersonal support, and bonding among
soldiers and their relationship to personal distress, "soldier will," and
psychological and physical well-being for soldiers in COHORT and nonCOHORT
units.
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1. Introduction

The U.S. Army has attempted to increase combat readiness and in turn
combat effectiveness through a series of initiatives known as the New Manning
System (NMS). Through profound changes in the structure, training, and
deployment of combat units, the NMS attempts to significantly alter human
dimensions that appear to be centrally involved in the soldier's will to fight
and his ability to survive the psychological stress of combat.

Traditionally, all soldiers are assigned to units as individuals. The
NMS approach (called COHORT) assigns, trains, and deploys soldiers as intact
groups during their first three-year enlistment in the Army. The common
experience of basic and advanced individual training, transfer of personnel in
groups, and low personnel turbulence within the unit during the initial first-
term enlistment afford the opportunity to build strong interpersonal
relationships. Strong interpersonal relationships in turn provide support for
individuals, especially during stressful life circumstances. The availability
and use of these support groups remediate the potentially negative
psychological and physical effects of stress. The beneficial effects of
social supports have strong logical as well as intuitive appeal and are
empirically grounded.

Empirical accounts aside, the ameliorative effects of social support have
strong intuitive appeal. The notion that individuals undergoing stressful
life events should seek out others for help and advice in order to better cope
with such circumstances and lessen personal distress is pervasive, and indeed,
may be a cultural norm (Jung, 1984).

Although the mechanisms of social support have not been yet empirically
teased out, there are two general interpretations as to how social supports
operate. First, the buffering effect of social supports is conceived as an
interactive process whereby social supports are more beneficial for persons
who experience higher stress levels than those who experience lower stress
levels. The second interpretation is that social supports make a direct
contribution to one's positive mental well-being, irrespective of the amount
of stressors that the individual experiences. Results obtained from surv~eys
of the general population show a significant, albeit weak, inverse
relationship between social supports and psychological distress
symptomatology, while evidence for the buffering effect is mixed (for a
review, see Griffith, 1985; Leavy, 1983).

These relationships are also believed to have both individual and group
effects pertinent to the soldier's will to ft ht, especially during high-
intensity and sustained operations. Greator group identity, cohesiveness,

6ýq esprit, and high levels of mutual caring, sharing, and providing of emotional
and instrumental support should occur. As a result, the individual should
experience higher morale, general well-being, satisfaction, and commlitment.
NMS initiatives alsoi allow for muore advanced levels of individual and group
training, that provide not only better behavioral performance, but create a
psychosocial climate of exuberance. Troops have greater confidence in
themselves, their leaders, and their weaponry.

Central to our "human dimensions" evaluation is the combat soldier's
psychological readiness to fight and his psychological sustainment in combat
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iI (collectively known as "soldier will") and their relationships to unit

*• structure, training, and deployment. A crucial element in evaluating these
relationships is defining the psychological phenomena that compose the
soldier's will to fight. Based on previous research findings (Griffith,
1984), six highly interrelated factors were found to best represent
psychological readiness; these are:"I.

1. COHESION:- A sense of .belonging to the unit and trust in other
soldiers in the unit.

2. GENERAL CONFIDENCE: Confidence in weaponry, individual skills, and
abilities, and the perception of supportive relationships among fellow
soldiers.

.3. COMMAND CONFIDENCE: Confidence in tactical leaders and immediate,•. supervisory cadre.

4. CONCERNED LEADERSHIP: Perception that leaders are concerned about
the personal welfare and general well-being of their soldiers.

5. SENSE OF PRIDE: Pride in and perceived importance of self and the
unit and its mission.

6. SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS: Quality of relationships with other unit
members, to include the perception of socially supportive relationships among
"fellow soldiers and their families.

General Research Objectives of the
"Human Dimensions" Field Evaluation

Comparison of COHORT and nonCOHORT units on "soldier will" requires
reliable and valid measures of the psychological constructs that comprise
"soldier will." The first objective of the "human dimensions" evaluation is
to establish reliable and valid measures of "soldier will."

Our second research objective is to compare COHORT and nonCOHORT units on
the measures of "soldier will."

The third objective of the evaluation goes beyond rather simple
comparisons between COHORT and nonCOHORT units. We are especially concerned
with how unit organization, training, and deployment (COHORT or nonCOHORT)
affect "soldier will" and both individual and group training performance.
That is, to what extent do COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers differ in training
and combat performance, and to what degree are those differences attributable
to the effect of the NMS on "soldier will?" To address these questions, a
model was developed to increase conceptual clarity about the constructs of
interest and their interrelationships, and to provide a model for analyses.

"Insert Figure I about here

Specific Research Objectives of this Paper

This document addresses the first two general research objectivesoutlined above. Subsequent reports will update results of newly integrated

data obtained from other units, in addition to presenting results pertinent to
* the third general research goal. The research objectives of this first

technical paper are:
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I. To develop reliable measures of "soldier will;"
2. To demonstrate the validity of "soldier will;"
3. To refine operational definitions of the concept "COHORT;" and
4. To discuss issues for future NMS research bearing on relationships of

both COHORT unit status and "soldier will" to bonding among soldiers and
between soldiers and their leaders, to personl distress, to physical and
psychological well-being, and to both individual and group training
performance.

2. Method

Sampling of Units Participating
in tfe Feld Evaluation

Selection of units for the NMS "Human Dimensions" Field Evaluation was
accomplished by matching COHORT and nonCOHORT units on three criteria: type of
combat arms unit (namely, infantry, armor, or field artillery), post location,
and site of OCONUS rotation. Units participating in the NMS "Human
Dimensions" Evaluation are summarized in Table 1.

Insert Table I about here

The sampling frame consisted of nineteen battalions of which ten were
infantry, four armor, and five field artillery. In addition, 44 "independent"
COHORT companies and their matched nonCOHORT companies were included in the
sampling frame. These companies were eleven mid- to end-of-life cyle
"independent" COHORT companies (three infantry, four armor, and four field
artillery) along with their five matched nonCOHORT companies (two infantry and
three field artillery). Fourteen "beginning-of-life cycle" COHORT companies
and their fourteen matched nonCOHORT comparison companies were also included
in the sampling frame. In both the COHORT and nonCOHORT categories, there
were eight infantry, five armor, and one field artillery. The 137 companies
under study represented 20% of the Army's total unit strength.

Problems in coordinating survey dates with unit commanders, and the
dissemination and reproduction of questionnaires caused an approximate two-
month delay in the schedule for questionnaire administration. As a result,
analyses reported in this report were net based on data obtained from the
entire sampling frame (i.e., 137 companies). (Results obtained from the
entire sampling frame will be reported in the second quarter of FY86.)
Instead, data obtained from 27 companies (one-fifth of the sampling frame)
were used for analyses in this technical paper. This sampling of units was
judged to be adequate in size. -In addition, COHORT and nonCOHORT units were
comparable in number of companies, type of combat arms unit, and post

V1 location. The units in the present sample were five battalions, two COHORT
battalions (one infantry and one field artillery), three nonCOHORT (one
infantry, one armor, and one field artillery). Units were matched by type of
unit, COHORT/nonCOHORT status, and post location. Table 2 summarizes
companies and the number of soldiers by unit status (COHORT/nonCOHORT) within
type of combat arms unit.
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Insert Table 2 about here
.1

Sampling Questionnaire Respondents
within Participating Units

All soldiers in the five battalions under study formed the pool of
potential respondents. Questionnaire administrators (BDM contractors) were
asked to achieve at least an 80% response rate of personnel assigned to each
company.

The overall response rate was 77.3%. The overall response rates between
COHORT and nonCOHORT units differed statistically (respectively, 78.7% and
75.3%, z - 2.15, < .05, two-tailed). A breakdown of response rates between
COHORT ind nonCOIORT units by rank (first-termers, NCOs and officers) showed
that both first-termers and NCOs were overrepresented in the respondents from
COHORT units.

Insert Table 3 about here

"Soldier Will" Survey Instrument

The "Soldier Will" Questionnaire (Appendix I) was a compilation of
behavioral and psychological measures. Some of these were newly constructed,
and others had been employed in previous research and have demonstrated
reliability, validity, and research utility. fhe questionnaire instrument was
divided into ten sections; each is briefly described below.

Instructions. This section of the questionnaire informed the respondent
of the general aature and purpose of the study, and how to complete the
questionnaire instrument.

General information. The general information section was comprised of 41
items. Most items asked the respondent personal information such as his(her)
unit assignment, gender, age, education, race, rank, native language, number

of years on active duty, marital status, and living arrangements (e.g., on-
post housing, off-post housing, household configuration). Personal
information on the service member's spouse was also asked, such as his(her)
age, education, and employment. Other items asked the respondent about how
much time was spent at work, on field exercises, with family, taking care of
personal matters, and relaxing and recreating. Still other questions related
to perceptions of personnel turbulence within one's unit, desire to get out of
the Army, willingness to reenlist, and reasons for reenlisting and for not
reenlisting.

Unit cohesion and morale. The 19-item Unit Cohesion and Morale Scale was
developed by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) (Gal, 1983). The scale
purportedly measures the soldier's perception of his(her) unit's cohesiveness
and morale. Respondents rated items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging
from I ("very high") to 5 ("very low"). So that hig er item ratings
consistently represented more positive unit characteristics (e.g., greater



unit morale), ratings given to the first 18 items were reversed scored.
Responses to Item 19 did not need reverse scoring.

Two separate studies, one employing a sample of U.S. Army Cavalry
soldiers stateside (N - 309) and another using a saLple of U.S. Army Cavalry
soldiers stationed abroad (N - 243), yielded Cronbach alphas of .86 and .87
respectively (R. Gal, personal communication, October, 1984). Scale scores
for IDF units have also been shown to be strongly related to known correlates
of a highly cohesive unit (e.g., high performance, low combat casualties) as
reported by Gal (1983).

Modified Field Forces Questionnaire. Twenty-five items were included in
this section. Items asked soldiers to rate statements about pride in and
importance of oneself, the unit, and the Army in general; unit "togetherness"
or cohesion; unit morale; and unit leadership. The majority of these items
were taken from the "Field Forces Questionnaire" developed by Army researchers
during World War II to investigate attitudes of soldiers prior to and after
the Normandy invasion (Stouffer, DeVinney, Star, & Williams, 1949). In its
original form, items were scored employing the Guttman scalogram. Items were
reworded slightly to increase their contemporary relevance and to make 5-point
Likert scale response categories. Responses ranged from "strongly disagree"
(scored as 1) to "strongly agree" (scored as 5). Higher ratings represented
more positive relations among soldiers, e.g., pride in oneself or greater
sense of unit cohesiveness.

Mental well-being. The 18-item General Well-being (GWB) Scale was
developed by Dupuy (1978) and was a measure of "the net impact of many forces
that affect an individual's subjective emotional or feeling states" (Dupuy,
1978, p. 2). Questions asked respondents about such things as being bothered
by nervousness, losing control of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, feelings
of hopelessness, downheartedness, and loss of energy and vitality. Response
categories were precoded. Fourteen of the eighteen items were on a 6-point
Likert-type scale, and the remaining four were on an 11-point Likert-type
scale. Item responses were summed to form summative scale scores; higher
scores indicated greater mental well-being.

The GWB Scale has been used extensively on samples drawn from military
populations. Presently there are data from well over 6500 respondents from
both OCONUS and CONUS military populations in the Department of Military
Psychiatry's data base. The GWB Scale has demonstrated reliability and
validity in those samples. In a sample of 500 soldiers stationed stateside
(J. Martin, personal communication, October, 1984), the Cronbach alpha for
this scale was .90. In a sample of 321 spouses of Army service members, the
Cronbach alpha was .93 (Martin & Carney, 1984). In that same study, scale
scores were significantly and negatively correlated with a standardized
measure of depression, the CES-D (rQ - -. 79).

In the present sample, the GWB Scale showed high internal consistency.
The Cronbach's alpha coefficient was .90 (N - 2557), and item-total
correlations ranged from .71 to .32, with 15 of 18 items having correlations
.50 or higher. Factor analysis of the scale showed the presence of three
factors. Factor I accounted for 42.0% of the total variance in item
ratings. Nine of the eighteen scale items loaded on this factor. Factor 1
measured distress symptoms of stress (e.g., feelings of nervousness,
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tenseness, hopelessness, downheartedness, emotional instability, and loss of
control of thoughts and feelings). Factor 2 accounted for 8.5% of the total
variance in item ratings, and was labeled "Well-being." The eight items that
loaded on this factor related to general feeling, life satisfaction, and level
of enthusiasm and cheerfulness. The third factor accounted for 6.4% of the
total variance in item ratings. The remaining two scale items that loaded on
this factor pertained to psychosomatic complaints of distress. A scree test
(Cattell, 1966 in Gorsuch, 1974) showed that treatment of emergent factors as
subscales was not warranted.

Interpersonal support. This section was comprised of 10 items and tapped
the soldier's interpersonal or social support. Degree of support offered by
family and friends was measured, in addition to the respondent's assessment of
reciprocal helping and the overall effectiveness of and satisfaction with the
help. Responses were arranged on a 5-point Likert-type continuum. Items have
high face and content validity, and are very similar to other standardized
measures of social support (e.g., Sarason et al., 1983; Williams, Ware, &
Donald, 1981).

Company perceptions. Thirty-five items comprised the Company Perceptions
Scale. Items asked soldiers about their percuptions of the quality of
relationships among soldiers; competency of officers, NCOs, and soldiers; and
preparedness for combat. Items were rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale,
ranging from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5). Responses were
keyed so that higher item ratings represented more positive unit
characteristics, for example, soldier perception of competent and concerned
leadership, preparedness of leaders, fo.llow soldiers, and self fur combat.

This scale has been used in several previous Departmental investigations
and was shown to have high internal consistency; alpha coefficients ranged
from .91 to .93 (Marlowe, personal communication, November, 1984). Regarding
the scale's validity, scale scores have been found to be, significantly and
positively correlated with measures of positive command climate and leader
assessments in USAREUR units (Marlowe, personal communication, November,
1984).

Squad/platoon perceptions. This 30-item scale asked soldiers questions
relating to small unit interpersonal relations, perceived competency of
leaders, and combat readiness. Responses were arranged on a 5-point Likert-
type scale. Response categories and scoring were identical to the Company
Perceptions Scale. However, only soldiers at the squad-level (E-4s and below)
completed this section. This scale had been employed in previous studies of
smanll unit dynamics and, has demonstrated reliabuility and validity (see Manning
& Ingraham, 1984).

Family life. Thirty-eight items riade up this section. Respondents were
presented with several general "life areas (e.g., marriage, family life,

)0 health, and neighborhood) and "life areas" specific to the military (e.g.,
sponsorship program, company's leave and pass policies, and the unit's concern
for families). Respondents rated their degree of satisfaction with each life
area on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Responses ranged from "strongly
disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5). Four subscales were created based on
reliability and factor analyses of data obtained from the present sample.
These analyses are briefly summarized below.
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Based on previous investigations (Martin, 1984), items were segregated
according to content similarity. This yielded four scales: Life Satimfection
(Fl-F12), Army Satisfaction (F13-F26), Spouse Support (F28-F32), andPsychological Sense of Community (F34-F38). (Numbers in parentheses indicatethe numbered items in the "Family Life" section of the questionnaire

"ki comprising each scale.) Scales were then subject to reliability and factoranalyses. The Life Satisfaction Scale had high internal consistency.
Cronbach's alpha coefficient equalled .86 (N - 1179), axd item-total
correlations ranged from .69 to .43. A factor analysis of this scale showed
three factors. Each factor was specific to different issues, namely,

•AL ýcommunity concerns, personal and family concerns, and economic concerns. The
three factors respectively accounted fcr 40.2%, 12.8%, and 10.3% of the total

AilJ variance in item ratings.

The Army Satisfaction Scale also showed high internal consistency
(Cronbach's alpha - .90, N - 1156). Item-total correlations ranged from .71
to .44, Two factors emerged from this set of items. Factor I accounted toa
44.6% of the total. item variance and assessed satisfaction with unit policies
that directly affect the soldier and his family. Factor 2 pertained to
satisfaction with pay, Army life, job security, retirement, respect shown
toward spouses and family. This second factor, reflecting general Acmy life

0 issues, accounted for 9.3% of the total variance.

02' Compared to previous scales, the Spouse Support Scale.showed less
internal consistency. The Cronbach's alpha was .70 (N - 1024). tte-.-total
correlations ranged from .54 to .42. Two factors emerged from a factor
analysis of this scale. Factor 1, accounting fur 45.8% of the total variance,
was a measure support afforded by Army institutions, whereas Factor 2 assessedsupport provided by friends and neighbors. The second factor accounted for
25.3% of the total variance in ratings given to items.

The final family assessment scale was the Psychological Sense of
Community Scale. This scale showed less internal consibtency than the
others. The Cronbach alpha coefficient was .70 (N - 1034), and item-total.
correlations ranged from .61 to .17. Three of the four items had item-total

(4 correlations above .40. A factor analysis of this scale showed onu emergent
4 factor accounting for 48.1% of total item variance.

For each subscale, item ratings were summed to form summative subscale
scores. Higher scores represented greater life satisfaction, greater Ar.y
satisfaction, more spouse support, and greater psychological sense of

V community, respectively.

Volunteer Agreement and Privacy Act statements. This section was
comprised of two pages. The first page was the "Volunteer Agreement'" and was
read to respondents. This statement fulfilled requirements of scientific and
federal regulations pertaining to "informed consent" of research
participants. The statement explained the general nature, scope and purpose
of the study, and the soldier's rights as a research participant. The second"page was entitled, "Privacy Act," and respondents were read this statement,
asked to sign the statement, detach it from the questionnaire, and return it
to the survey administrator.
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Both statements were physically separated from the questionnaire at the

time of questionnaire administration and then kept separate from the completed
questionnaire instrument to ensure respondent anonymity. The Privacy Act
cont.ained the respondent's social security number and questionnaire number,
and these data provided a mean. for researchers to track changes in "soldier
will" across time, and also, to match data keyed by social security number in
other data sets (e.g., training performance data-see below). Both the
Volunteer Ag:eement and Privacy Act statements were kept under lock and key in
the Department of Nilitar Psychatry. Only WRAIR researchers had access to

4 these form,

Questionnaire administration. Represcitatives of the BDM Corr ALion,contraCe field data collectors for The Combined Arms Testing Agenc: fCATA),
'3idminin:tered the soldier questionnaires to soldiers of units under study in

V:,c 'coo zice with a pre-established schedule of questionnaire administration.
Ques._.jnaires were to be administered five times at six-month intervals
during the three-year life cycle of a W.HORT unit. Concurrently (at the same
-iMe intervals), questionnaires were Lo be administered to each COHORT unit's
M -:-hod nonCOHORT comparison unit. Questionnaire administrations corresponded

critical pha-es in the life cycle of a COHORT unit, namely, six months
afte. Unit for.&cion, prior to OCONUS deployment, shortly after OCONUS
deployment, miL.-Life during OCONUS deployment, and right prior to unit
-di~ iblishment. Detailcd zritten instructions were provided to contractors
L' tsabre standard que.tionz,÷•ire administration (see Appendix II).

rinv".- Pzforman._e l~ata,

Data on i-'tv.. .1 training perfa.mance (e.g., standard military

occupation special," Lest sco-'es, phy3ical fitness scores, markomanship
scores, and the like) and group (company-level and battal'.on-level) trairing
performance were obtained from TCATA. The procedure for reporting these data
to WRAIR were! - independent companies, the data werr. collected on all
i s•idiers and Dimmediately after the company completed the "soldier will"

questionnair. And for battalions, data were reported after the last company
in the battalion had Lok n *.Ie questiorrivre.

• Analysi. FLt~n ".At-complish C J'?ci ives

The firs- phase of analy .. s was aimed at clarifying the constructs o:I

inter3st (see Figure I "Soiic'cr WI_'). Analyses consisted of a series of
factor i.c reliability analyses 6o determ'.ne whether those constructs were
demonstrair:d in the data, and al,.j, to decide which items in the questionnaire
coull be deleted (i.e., adled little va 4ance to emergent factors and were

- uncortIated witL, -actc- analyt.cally derived scales).

The facto: extraction method e'.ployed for all factor analyses was the
principal components, w' 7 --quar-" multiple correlst' in the diagonals.
Gomp(ner•s were -ot-tei orthogunally by way of the v. • rotation method.
To di •eir thiw number of factors present in each anaiy.. , two methods *ere
e.m:puoyz: (1) -he interpretability of iteies loading on factors; and (2) the

scri. t.: (Ca, .: 11, )66, in Gorquch, 1974, pp. 'Fi-156). Factor analyses
wer.a ag. perifrmed, ;pecifying .he number of factors to be extracted.

S.A..
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To determine which items comprised the factors, a relative criterion for
a factor loading was ujed. Factor loedings fox each item were examined across
the extracted factors, and the higheast loading for the item determined the
factor on which the item was to be included. In cases where loadings of an
individual item were very similar across emergent factors, the item was placed
on more than one factor. The reliability analysis used was the SPSSx
statistical package (SSPSx User's Guide, 1983, pp. 717-732). The package
reported itemn means, standard deviations, inter-correlations, item-total
correlations, and Crozibach's alpha coefficient.

Throughout the questionnaire, items were specific to unit assignment and
rank (e.g., all company personnel, all company persounel with a rank of E-4
and below, etc.). Consequently, soun scales were applicable for only certain
subsets of respondents. For example, one set of questions was relevant only
to E-4s and below assigned to companies; hence, any scales that included these
items applied only to E-4s and below assigned to companies. For each factor-
analytically-derived scale, the applicable respondent pool is described below.

The second phase of analyses validated the "soldier will' m.-asures by
demonstrating interrelationships among the "soldier will" measures and their
relationship to life and Army satisfaction, psychological well-being, personal
distress, medical problems, and wauting to stay in the Army.

In the third phase of analyses, simple comparisons between COHORT anc
nonCOHORT units were made on factor-analytically-derived scales. Comparib,.ns4i~ were made at two levels: the individual- and company-level. While
measurements were taken from the individual soldier and comparisons made
between COHORT and nonCOliORT soldiers, the COHORT "treatment' is 'Tuplemented
at the company-level. Soldiers go through basic and advanced ind,-fidual
training as intact units, namely in com~panies, and too, the Lowest level at
which personnel are stablized is within the company. Therefore, to assess
"soldier will" as a company-level phenomenon seemed appropriate.

The fourth phase of analyses in"--lved sharpening the operational
definition of the concept of 'COHOR' ttd to deaiznstrate its relationship to
the measures of "soldier will."

3. Reut

Demo graphic Decito fthe Ssim le

~A. Table 4 su~arlzes th= udemographitc. el ffe rrinceui between COHORT and
-nCOHORT unit;i in the sample.

Insert Table 4a- ut here

COH~ORT and nonCOHORT noldieru dtW not d'i.tf-r in race, iducation, Alid

y ears oZ service. ()U&ORT -i nonCOHORT soldiers exhibited significant
diffarences in marl~al status, type of reiidence, rank, and age. Younger men
comprised the WHOM{~ units. Civen this, -lie remaining differencea had logical
coherency. Younger -ioldiers are more likely to be unmarried, living In the
barracks, and of lower rank.



"Soldier Will" Measures: Scale Construction

There wdre three separate steps of analyses involved in constructing
measures of "soldier will."

In the first step, a draft questionnaire was administered to a nonrandom

sample of soldiers in COHORT battalions within the same division (N - 226)
(Griffith, 1984). Item content of this draft instrument and that of the
present "Soldier Will" Questionnaire was very similar. A series of factor
analyses of both -traditional scales" (scales that had been used intact in the
Department of 4ilitary Psychiatry for some years) and of pooled items of
similar content from these "traditional scales" showed nine interpretable
factors: (1) soldier confidence in their leaders (knowing their jobs and
leading well in combat), in themselves and their peerL (knowing their jobs and
performing well in combat), and in their weaponry; (2) soldier confidence in
senior commanders' decisions; (3) soldier confidence in squad, platoon, and
company leaders; (4) soldier perceptions of leaders' concern about their
welfare and general wall-being; (5) soldier pride in and perceived importance
of self, the unit, and the mission; (6) amount of trust among soldiers; (7)
soldier perception of group cohesion-the sense of belonging to the unit; (8)
feelingr among soldiers in the unit; and (9) perceived availability of
emotioul and iuutrumental support among soldiers in the unit. Several
technical cautiu.. are worth noting. First, the SPSS option to include the
average value on che variable for missing data was ýsed. Second, in factor
analyses in which there were over 40 scale items, the minimum 1-to-lO
variable-to-case rule was waived.

A panel of f-ur Ph.D.s, who had extensive experience in military
psychology, grouped emargent factors that were conceptually similar. This
resulted in six constructs; these wre:

I. COHESION: A sense of belonging to the unit and trust in other
soldiers in the unit.

-!? 2. GENERAL CONFIDENCE: Confidence in weaponry, individual skills, and
abilities, and the perception of sipportive relationships among fellow
soldie~rs.

• '¶i 3. COMMAND CONFIDENCE: Confidence in tactical leaders and tmaediate
supervisory cad-•.

4. C(ONLIL.ED LEADERS1IIIP: Perception that leaders are concerned about
the personal welfare and general well-being of their soldiers.

5. SZNSE OF PRtDE: Pride in and perccived importance of .m-af and the
uniz and its miuu'on.

6. SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS: Quality of relationships with other unit
members, to include the purception of socially supportiva relationships aoonwg
tellow soldiers and Lhiir famailies.

A similar procedure was used ill the second step of scale coatstructLon.
Data obtained from the present sample oi thl "traditional wcales" (namely,
Unit Cohesion tnd Morale Scale, Modified Fieid Forces Scale, Company
Parceptiors Scale, and tLh, Squad/Platoon Scale) were factor anslyzaed. Firt•,
each scale was factor-atialyzed ueparate.y, Itud second, items of Simiilar
content from these "traditional scalus" were pooled anid facro.-unalyzed.
Interpretability of emeryuIt factors was bette" tor factor ditalysb o t dt•o

"A"
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individual "traditional scales" than for that of pooled items of similar
content from the "tr'aditional scales."

Table 5 summarizes factor analyses of the four "traditional scales" of
soldier will.

Insert Table 5 about here

A. Both conceptually and in terms of item content, factors on some scales
were very similar to those obtained on others. To reduce redundancy and to
develop a manageable number of scales measuring "soldier will," items that
"loaded on similar factors were combined to form one scale. The seven "human
dimensions" judged by a panel of experts to be the psychological components of
combat readiness (described above) were used as a guide for establishing the
content of the new scales. When iLem content clearly overlapped, redundant
items were eliminated. Items that did not load on any of the factors of the
traditional scales, yet were judged to be similar in content and to tap unique
aspects of constructs measured by the newly developed scales, were added.V'i This yielded seven measures of "soldier will:" (1) company combat confidence;
(2) senior comi-nd confidence; (3) small-unit command confidence; (4)

" concerned leadership; (5) sense of pride; (6) unit social climate; and (7)
unit teamwork.

4 These new scales then underwent factor and reliability analyses ih order
to establish their unidimausionality and lnternal reliability. The result of
these analyses are reported in Tables 6-20. Tables report the wean ratings,

,4 standard deviations, and item-total correlation (the correlation between
7,• ratings given to an item and the sum of ratings given to the remaining

items). Tables also report results of factor analyses of each scale.

Company combat confidence. Most mean rutings fell at the mid-poinc of

the 5-point Likert scale (cZorresponding to the descriptor, "can't say"). The
exceptioVLs were Items P19, ?18, P21, U14, U17, and U5. (The letter preceding

Wk the item number indicates from which traditional scale the item came: U -
, Unit Cohesion and Morale Scale; F - Mditied Field Forces Scale; P - Company

Perceptions Scale; and S - Squad/Platoon Scale.) The contunt oi uiost of these
items relatled tc one'& confidence in weapoury and in oneself during combat.
All but two iLtm J, relating LO coniddeaeoe in oneself duting C.Mb. -I, ..O.r..latd•N,
highly with a score obtained from the sum of remaining items. Thea appropriate
respondent pool tor this scale was all personnel assigndd to . tcompany
(irasely, 0-3, 0-2, 0-1, and E-8.snd below).

SInsert Table'6 about ihderM

A factLo analysis oi the Company CoWIbaL C43tWiOUcO S.ale 141hUwed thiruu

subscoies, usw Lapjiiag general cuwbaL cUnt1dOu1Ce (accuukiLin( rtr 41% ot LheI
"toLal variance ta item raLiun ), Aslokt.16" •Msn•cint :oittiduice tit weApoir'y (9%
.of LIA total Vertaiteu accuuntLed for), aid a tinal sun aesusMtio ,'Mittettiie iii
S oouuilt (7% ut ,hU total tvuI&OCu La titew iLIALingii).

It I



Insert Table 7 about here

Although differences in the proportion of variance extracted by each
factor and the scree test did not warrant consideration of each subscale
separately, these results are consistent with previous results that showed*
confidence in leaders (knowing their jobs and leading wr'1 in combat) and

T confidence, in weaponry represented differe' t aspects of ~ombat confidence than
did confidence in oneself.

Senior command confidence. The relatively high mean item ratings in
Table 8 showed that soldiers generally had confidence in those decisions made
by senior commianders. The high intel;nal consistency of chis scale io
demonstrated by high itemt-tot 31 correlations.

Insert Table 8 about here

A factor analysis of thiusc:ale showed thu scale to be unidiruensional
(Table 9). aigh item-total corruelations and high factor loadings on the one
emeargent factor (accounting for 82% of total variance in item ratings) uauggast
that soldiers tended simply to chuck Lhe same ruspongs for all senior
leaders. This scale wasn applicable to all soldiers.

Insert Table9abuhe~re

SwiAll-unit comumand contidoined. Table [0 rep~orts that meaims, sL411dard
deviations, and tLem-total z.urrdlations for t~he Small-Uclit Command Confidence
Scale. The appropriate respondent pool for this scale was squad- anid crew-
level personnual with Lthe rank of E-4 and below.

Lteuas that reveivsd tieutral mean CaLinigs (S21. S212, S25, atid S24) LaVPVAd
conuotative asp~ects ot simall-unflt leaders (Wo they consuider soldier fuelings
and watiLd?), qdhoreas reuiaJniiin, Items LhaI. reewivrid, twi-i piiULLive iIIaII L-ALillgC1

related to perceiV*.4 abiliitisat otleaders ("knowing~ Lhisir atuff") stid *utlIis
cwfttidellco ill these Uedders, Ancisiaums. Howevec, a faCtUC 441alysis ot the

SCAI.e shUWed LSat soldierw ave rastiga& ctcu~dlni% Lo whuom Olduy Wdra aiakld LU
rsLe: squad or p1,Ai.uuI .1_ade~j (account~ing tOr almost Oild-hslf Ot total iatem
rating vavlancul); utt~iuer- (ac.countiuig tor 11% ot total emw variaiieu); &lid

*oneself iand squild/crow membjue. (Avcuuntling tUL' iiMesly uiitt--tviith or tuLal. LZ.11w
variakice) (Saul Table 1.1).



Coacerned leadership. All but two mean ratings on this scale fall -
the mtd-point of the 5-point LJikert scale. Items S12 and S13 received
considerably lower ratings than the other scale items; those two ftems related
to hw much time officers spent with soldiers outside normal duty houirs.
Responses from squad- and crew-level personnel were "a~sd to derive these scale

F". scoreso

Insert Table 12 about here

Factor analysis of the "concerned leadership" items showed that aoldiers
viewed concerned leadership as two separate elements: (1) concern about
soldier feelings, thoughts and welfare (accounting for a little over one-half
of the 6.otal variance in ratings); anid (2) amount of personal contact with
company leaders outside normal duties (accounting for LiZ of the total

vai±ance in item ratings; see Table 13).

Insert Tablew 13 about herw

Sans.m of rie Table 14 shows wean ratings, standard deviations, and
itema-total correlations of Souse of Pride Scale items. All parersntil were
presented With these ftwime on the qjuascioniiairm. A factor analysis of scale
item@ sho'.ied this scale to bw unidiiweusional. Factor I ac':ouratedi for n~arly
hniif of the total varianlce in tem rat~ingn.

Insert. Tables 14 &lid 15 about, here

Unft. fsrtial cliniaLd. Table 1b riiporfte Wdeuu, Mitaldard kdevia~iolls, Mid
i~eur-LoLal c.oLreldLioils fur 1.tdeu o~il Lila Unit. Social Climate SCale. Thd
applOupridiL~ p)Uol Of reaepjutidetiLd waM Personnel 4111igneld Lo Comapanies With1 thut

rank of L-4 anid below. NuLhiiig ig Luu, strikiing abolit. Uhe Icndi VAtij qd and
standard deviat~ionw of Othes itews. Itt-tal &:ureain Aur d a rly
high. What. is wuror ititerawtiji was Ule aCtiwo tLruct~uru ot t116 usea~le (cee

Tabe 1), hic *uwed sliowed suidiers JUrCsaivat Lha utiit'. "social. CU11aiat.se"
Tabloe 17),U which stos tirM*L fact.ot is labulud "Trust. *lid Cariig" slid
accoUI~~ for 3IbZ u, Ulm total V~rasican ill it.ei VLSLtitgn. Thed asecond fat'ur,
"11141.rIUuwnt4A LSu111uiC," ausessed Lim soldier VW1rCUpii~i 01L t1.4 Avallathilit-V tit
il1istLUUiemLal Aujpport ini Lhe unliL. *l114 "Friedship111" tAcL0i' A'seesed Liha tIAW
soldiers Ujpetl WWIh (Alter soldiers Lit t.1heir uniList. d iied triedodafipiP1 'witl~it

Ihait LON'iW.)L ha. Tublvis 18 andi 19 LrepidC. iV. Ly tepIL e':i tiivt

)ertL1csunj lwaid 1m faeLor.ngtiL.,L 5timdautld dUviLtIM aI'dMIW NitAtlu.V~bal%

8a64 Igmid 1.,) u.0611mii em Att~i wit Ott I a uik ol i-.-4 wi~d 11010uW itu CM91et ', Hith



scale. Host mean item ratings once again fell at the aid-point of the 5-point
Likert scale. High item-total correlations showeti that items tapped the same
construct, This is further demonstrated by a factor analysis of scale
responses. One factor was extracted accounting for nearly 60% of the total
variance in item ratings.

Insert Tables 18 and 19 ab~out here

AU. "soldiar will" scales were treated as unidiniensional; that is,
ratings to scale items were summed to obtain stai.Lhati~e scale scores for each
soldier. The logic here is twofold. First, niiar.ly all scree tests showed
that scales were unidimansional. Second, conctiptually each scale seemed to be
tapping one construct, and theiref ore, it made iienus to treat it as
unidimenslonal. On tha other hand, ill some1 initanC~ts (e.g., the Company
Combat Confidence and Unit Social Climate Scalcm and to -A looser extent,
Small-Unit Coulaand Confidence Scald), emergent facto~rs specified moure detailed
facets of the construeL, and perhaps, should be used as subscialas. Hloweavear,
to develop Auld Louseze theme subsucles is perhaps prmaiatuvw until furthier
analyses can bes perfurilaid oil a larger sample of NIIS units. Subsequent reportu
will examaiti the usefulness of subacales,

When Wummialive scale scures were created, missing values were toleratedi
to uwximize the largest N pousible for analyses. On "1,oldler will" wiausurds,
Lite Satisfaction, Aruty Satisfaction, and l'uycho.~ogica1. Sans. of Coial-unity,
o-A Ote isiting item rating was accepted, and on Lhs k',aewtral Well-13sing Scale, two
were tolerated. For ceaspondiont~ who had uiieusilig ttem ratings, ratiings givall

* LQ al~l other t~euas were mumwed; Lfiis alim was then wesighteod by Lho reociprocal
ok the nuwber ot vatlid idtem ratiugs Lo Lbso nullber 'ýf scale iteW (e.g. , on Lhe
GWbJ, the L-scil'rucal wamS 18/10 if Lhe 1:asponutiut did not. raLe two [LIume).

V44LI-EILY Of 011A "Soldtie Will" Negalitiva

Two Methouds wene used Lo UgLabllh Lbse VaildiLy uL the "Soldise will"
WOeNsure.. Thea eirvL qjlpcomeh (euonstruct. validit~y) itt.ercorrdlat~dil thu
"soldier will" welasurao. TWA Iogic hues waid: I.t the "uoldts will" scalesM

Lalppett 4 bvuaJOL, uliuv unitary cotiaLruct. 4,lldd UniL ok-pLAL 0L: gioup cihdautot,~
Lhti, lid kicaluilw should be htighly inteL lrolutied, T11% vaL,ýid apiiroachi
(Colutteureok validit~y) sho0wed Cold L Wishipol Ut ioldielx W! 11" mea lea to
iu~daurioe u oit'iuiive ij~a adjuattmatiL, suchi ad grsat life s01ieai1~ctioall
grddLuL- Artuy datsa:io, sAlLor pstyciwluiticl wuid.-butoag. is Ida )urLjIIAI
distress, feswer laediCal p'l.hdeiaa, 4111 MI~t wo'Willingildss LO MLay ill thim ALiy.
Thu loblic ot this auialysio: LI "a. IdLev wiLL" scale. aoudesagd push LivQ uiihe.
cheerACtLtAe~Ltcs. 1.heec nodiuLmi who VipolA pat~ivIv unit. t.JlidVLactlsLi%.Lh1 (.10
uWa~uumuid by "viulLLCL will" mcales) should itloo ripuilt gisailteL puewLivo Lltru

w1, 1ingilw~an Lo rdneilllut.

5*Cocci t euC I Val Lil l2  lil gin rva11.1i 1011111 ,,ia _,61, 111K O~ms.ol 'vilc

1*46 1u 20) k I a , ay~ v i I I J L 1 -'0l1j.M 111 0i 10~uI U Ii w lit I FAV Will U1 i icssu 0u

* gnhlb ^Ia 1 we- I 1'iu.itig, I INs tint. i rtrict toils, Atiisy matutltacL Itim, alsis 16esussa !$1119pol I



Insert Table 20 about here

A Results showed that "soldier will" scales tapped a broader, mtore unitary

psychological construct, like group cohesion or esprit. Over one-half (12 of
21) of the intercorrelations among the "soldier will" scales had correlations
of .60 or h~igher (highlighted in Table 20 by a triangle). Six other
correlations were nearly .50 or higher. The remaining three correlations
ranged from .37 to .40, and these wera between the Senior Command Conkidence
Scale and Concerned Leadership, between Senior Coin-and Confidence and Unit
Social Climate, and between Senior Command Confidence and Unit Teamwork.

Rklatioraahip of "soldier will" to life matiatiaction, Avmy satisi~action,
genvial'-ell-baing 8ouse a 2urt, ana ~senile Fommunity. To turthar
establiah the validity of "soldier will" m~easures, scales measuring life and

{Army satisfaction, general well-beixig, spouve support, and psychiological sense
, .14 of community were correlated with "aoldier will." The logic of his analysis

is: Soldiorwa who report greater AripriL an r up coheion(n terms of the
"soldier will" measures: greater company combat confidence, own'lor anid v all-
unit cowmmand contiidence, coticerne~d leadership, wanse of pride, unit social
climate, aimd unit. teaiuwuk) should concurrenitly report greater VLsa~aLion

* with life and with the Arwy, greae na wl-biggeae sow

suppoct., stid greater psychologi~cal sense sAk coumum~niLy. RdsulLs supported
t: hese expictations (4111 reCtangl%% t. Tablea 20).

Lite sand Artiy eat~sksiction, geneitral well-being, *pout* support, and nonese
ot k..Lw4auLOdiy were silgaiti~icantly said poditively corirelated with each of thle

soldisir will" uwaguems. (Itt dhot.iJ te tloteJ LhaL ontly married soldiers
compluted Lthe Lite. anid Army Sa~teiacLiosi Scaue~, and only wanried su~ldierai
11vuink with Lheir spuiouse Comlptlete Lila Spousu Siupl~ort aitd Sense ot Comanuallty
Scalos.) Army xaLieraCL.0.01 bWae Lila lighoiler. rtilat~iottwhip to Lhu sNoldier:
wiill" tuessluiesw tour ul thai gevenl Cureletiouia were .51 hVligher. Tho
(ou1tral W414 -*Lkzlug Sh:L~iw Iborm Lila ex h igleidit tooll~tuuitislii wirli C~ho "soldier
Will" LIA11iuu. .431iawtVre I4V. iet urrlAtsd with "soldier: will" welre Lite
.SgLitSCL11ut.a SlKts.ie iolf 1uIlOtL, aid 5esuestitiW (ommuunity.

PkifLlI125iL0aK5IP1jlit*. Ploidi t'i will" K oi sli uikdl Ifo i~l Io m

I1 At.i t ersuttil diXLrtM~d!Lt h -s 310.11uui~ iiK.j.ueet ew~rcia
iuivaeutluaijng %locial aupill4ilt. daid theivlo "buti:sriiij, uL tUit" ut IICKAL LVd
cillited4usiacom or stress OI uiiswml wellhbuittil (*see luavy, hi)H) strotll~y
ouilgeats L011iL soldiOVU Wll), VrepoiLA INolid 4:coU~lauiVduueMu saulig ILO 'IaiL sneusbiri* sall
lawn Likely Lu elportua.i it- .0148 te mum14IL0,11 dtlec .e s)1 GLUNII Mid 01i CeOVLt.

lowerLevel ot JIM114-111 diiircue14 &tkd cadicaj 1)obtlb. Lvast Lhs .iVtiviea

Vetc Iatlu laeiuJodi 4uaM QhkidtLAid ha0I.Wue106 114110111 esO lit soLk Lsi wtll" sail lw& ottsniou

I 'asia, CI'Ailb 21 01111MIu. lea01I.



What is striking is that all distress measures were negatively correlated
wi th "soldier will" measures. The number of hours in a day and weekends in a
month worked bore the highest relationships tu small-unit command confidence,
concerned leadership, and uinit social climate (highlighted by circles). Of
the time-spent-at-work variables, field time had lowest, and at times, no
relationships with "soldier will" (highlighted by long rectangle). Of all the'IL distress measures, not having enough time to attend to personal, family, and
recreational needs was Laost strongly correlated with the "soldier will"
measures (highlighted by long rectangle in center of Table 21).

Seeing the doctor, taking medications for nerves, and worry interferring
with work were all inversely related to "soldier will," especially to the
soldier's sense of pride. Not being able to work because of worry was most
strongly correlated with company combat confidence.

Wanting to atay in nio's unit after first-term enlistment and wanting to
reenlist weru positively correlated with thos "soldier will" measures
(highlighted by a rectangle toward the bottom of Table 21). Wanting to got
out of the Army was aignificantly and negatively related to all "soldier will"
measures.

Differences in "Soldiar Will." between
M7ORandCtonClORT Soldiarrm

Next, to aacertain whether CORORT soldierg could be discriminated fromn
noraCOulmur soldiers in teauad of unlit morale and cohesion, aouiparimovne ware made
b*Lween COHiORT anid tionCUliORT soldier~s an the "soldier will" meaasures.
Comnparisonrs were f~irst made at Lhu individual soldier level. (i.e., summing
Scale score* for eacih soldier, atid cowpuring rat ovarall wean Lor cotiow
soldiers attd another tor nonCOlLORT solditers). "Soldier will" tueasures were

a~duLrd~wdas a unit- U-vulof notmurmmakit.. Meauu werw calculaledd for eachi

individual 3uldier lovel are discumatid firaL.
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Other cotzelations of interest are highlighted by circles in Table 22.

Age was significantl7v and positively correlated with sense of pride. Soldiers
of higher rank reported both lower small-unit commuand confidence and unit

social. climat(e than did soldiers of lower rank. An opposite trend was
observed for the Company Combat' Confidence and Sense of Pride Scales: Higher-
ranking soldiers had a greater combat confidence in their companies and4' .1ý greater sense of pride than did soldiers of lower rank. Married soldiers

AJ compared to singles had a higher sense of pride. Soldiers living in off-post
housing were significantly more proud but reported less unit social climate

I 7F[-than those living in the barracks. Those soldiers living in on-post: housing
reported more pride than those living in the barracks. Soldiers in armored
units expressed more company combat confidence than did those in artillery
units.

Race and education were not related to the seven "soldier will"
measures. Of the demographic characteristics, age and rank bore the highest
relationship to "soldier will," and these two demographic characteristics in
themselves go hand-in-hand (i.e., the greater the age, the higher the rank).
What is apparent from these results is that of the demographic variables, age

and rank, are the most important to control for when comparing COHORT soldiers
to noriCOllORT soldiers an "soldier will."

Henn- comparison of sioldier will measures between COHORT and nonCOHORT
~~' soldiers. Tab Is .. reports weans and standard deviations of soldier will

scales, we11-being, life and Army satisfaction, and spouse support for COHORT
~~ and noriCOUO1RE soldiars.

Insert Tablo 23 about here

* I Overall, uman comparisons ware consistenti with previous simple

correlations bdtweeki unit otatus and the "soldiar will" measurow. COHORT
soldidrs reported utoatistically significanit higher Company Combat Confidencet,

* Senior and Stw~ll-UuiL Command Confidoncti, Conceraed Leadership, Sensen of
*Pride, Un1iL Sodial C'limate, aind Teiamwork thani didl nonCOHORT doldiers. Mean

dlterakicdd wereS 4umen ally iwall, ratiging fruin 1.3 Lo 3.4 scae,~ oinits. The
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COHORT soldiers now reported a greater sense of well-being than did nonCOHORT
soldiers. Mean differences on other scales were essentially the same as
previously noted in Table 23.

Insert Table 24 about here

Mean comparisons between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers (described above)
were done for the two remaining rank categories, namely, for c'ficers and NCOs
(E-5s and above). Previously observed differences became lesti and in some
cases, reversed direction, the higher the rank category.

A series of multiple regression analyses were conducted in which "soldier
will' measures served as the criterion variables and soldier and unit
characteristics served as predictors. The purpose of these analyses was to
ascertain the relationship of unit status-either COHORT or nonCOHORT-to the
"soldier will" measures, while controlling for demographic and unit
characteristics. In each analysis, demographic and unit characteristics were

'14 hiera•,chically entered in the regression equation in order of their historical
occurrence (i.e., age, race, rank, education, marital status, type of combat
arms unit, and type of residence). Unit status, either COHORT or nonCOHORT,
was then entered to ascertain its contribution in variance to "soldier will"
measures above and beyond personal and unit characteristics. Race, marital
status, type of combat arms unit, type of residence, and unit status were
"dummy coded" (Cohen 6 Cohen, 1975, pp. 173-176). In instances where dummy
coded variables had more '-han two categories, one category served as the
reference group and was not entered into the multiple regression equation.

Table 25 reports the results of these six separate multiple regression
analyses.

. Insert'Table 23 a-out-hiere

AlLhough the amount of variance conLributed by predictors to each of the
"soldier wilL" umaoures (cumulative R2s in thu t~ble) was 5ignificant, the
magnitude was relatively small (ranging from 3.6% Lo 11.5%). Hlowever, the
greatest proportion of variance accounted for in three of the six "soldier
will" meamures was whether the unit is COHORT (respectively for the Company
Combat Confidence, Senior Coan-and Confidence, and Concerned Leadership Scales,
".035/.075 (-(1,2452) - 92.114, < ( .01). .019/.036 (FM1,2449) - 48.35.
.01), and .024/.038 (F(1,lb84) 41.9b, 1) < .01). For the other three

"soldier will" scales, COHORT Status wag the second highest corntributor to the
variance in "voldier will" measurus attar rank or ge.

Conaider also tho titsadardize., beta weights (b) in Table 25. A
Stanldardized beLa weighLt rwpresenLs the amount ot hang-ll i tLermN O statdard

idvi'Li*vaLis uxpeCUd Lt occur in tLh L'iLdrioii (in our came, a "soldier will"
S~measurm) divea a unit. Increasw in Lhd predictor of inLerdst. (in our came,
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group (this group is referred to as the reference group and has a value of 0
in the mulitple regression equation; in our case, the reference group is
nonCOHORT) while holding all other variables constant. All differences

40 described below take into account variations in other variables represented in
the multiple regression equation.

Company combat confidence. Higher ranks reported greater company command
confidence than did lower ranks. Soldiers in armored units as opposed to
infantry soldiers, and COHORT soldiers as opposed to nonCOHORT soldiers also
reported greater company combat confidence. On the other hand, artillery men
reported lower company combat confidence than did infantry men.

Senior command confidence. Nonwhites and soldiers of higher ranks had

higher levels of senior comand confidence than did whites and lower-ranking
soldiers. Again, COHORT soldiers had greater senior command confidence than
did nonCOHORT soldiers, and artillery men had less than infantry men.Soldiers living in on-post and in off-post housing reported greater senior
command confidence than those soldiers living in the barracks.

Small-unit command confidence. Lower-ranking soldiers had more small-
unit command confidence than did soldiers of higher rank. COHORT soldiers
displayed more small-unit command confidence than did soldiers in nonCOHORT
units.

Concerned leadership. Soldiers in armored units reported greater
concerned leadership than did those in the infantry. Once again, COHORT

"I'V,: soldiers reported greater concerned leadership than those soldiers in
"nonCOHORT units.

Sense of pride._ Older and higher-ranking soldiers had wore pride than
did younger and lower-ranking soldiers. Consistent with earlier results,
while soldiers in armored units reported greater pride than did those in the
"infantry, artillery men displayed less than infantry men. COHORT soldiers
again reported greater sense of pride than did nonCOHORT soldiers. Soldiers

4 living in on-post and in off-post housing had greater pride than those living
in the barracks.

A. Unit social climate. Soldiers of lower rank reported higher unit social
climate than did those of higher rank. Infantry men had higher unit social
climate than did artillery men. Once again, COHORT status was significantly
and positively related with positive unit social climate. Soldiers living in

1' off-post housing had lower unit social climate than did those living in the
barracks.

4" Multiple T-tests of Item Ratings
etween RT and nonCOHORT Soldiers

"Although we have demonstrated that COHORT soldiers differed from
,i-.'uonCOHORT soldiers oil "soldier will" in this very limited sawple (in terms of

the number of units sampled in the N1S "Human Dimensions" Field Evaluation),
L WA interprdtability of these differences is not yet clear. To gati a butter
undurwtandin, al to how COHORT soldiers differed from nonCOHORT soldiers on
"Lhdva aoldior will weasures, a seores of t-tewts of mean item raLings between
COHORT and nonCOIIORT .told.ers were conducted tor each 4caul.e. Statistically
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significant differences between these ratings should not be emphasized.

Conducting multiple t-tests among dependent measures virtually ensures that
some mean ratings will be significantly different purely by chance factors.
Instead, this analysis should serve as a general guide for interpreting mean
differences in scale scores between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers.

Company combat confidence. Table 26 reports mean ratings, standard
deviations, and t-tests between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers for items on the
"Company Combat Confidence Scale. Examining t-ratios (far right in the table)

"-. shows the greatest differences on scale items related to unit training and the
perception that both officers and NCOs would lead well in combat. Items that
discriminated less between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers referred to
confidence in and use of their weaponry.

Insert Table 26 about here

Senior command confidence. Table 27 shows that COHORT soldiers had
greater confidence in each of the senior commanders than did nonCOHORT
soldiers. Observed differences become less as the senior commander was
further up the chain-of-command.

Insert Table 27 about here

Small-unit command confidence. The greatest differences in small-unit
command confidence mean item ratings between COHORT and honCORORT soldiers
pertained to soldier confidence in their platoon leader, company commander,
and NCOs, especially while in combat. COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers did not
express a difference in confidence in oneself while in combat (see Table 28).

Insert Table 28 about here

Concerned leadership. Table 29 displays mean differences in item ratings
on the Concerned Leadership Scale for COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers. The
greatest differences were observed between the two groups of soldiers on items
related to officer and NCO concern about soldier welfare, and about what
soldiers think and feel.

Insert table 29 -bou' here

"Sene of pride. COHORT soldiers differed the most from nonCOHORT
soldiers on items reMated to pride in the Army, company pride, believing the
Army gives the opportunity to "be all you can be," and the company's role in
winning future conflicts. The least discriminating item pertained to the
soldiers' perceptions of how well American equipment compared to that of the
Russians (see Table 30).

-. - .



Insert Table 30 about here

Unit social climate. Table 31 reports mean ratings on the Unit Social
SClimate Scale for COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers. The greatest differences

between COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers related to how close, "tight," and
together soldiers and officers felt, and too, the amount of time spent with
unit members, and whether unit members were friends. COHORT and nonCOHORT

A. soldiers did not differ in their need to.watch their' belongings.

Insert Table 31 about here

Unit teamwork. T-ratios associated with differences in Unit Teamwork
Scale ratings were comparable, with COHORT soldiers consistently reporting
greater -nit teamwork than nonCOHORT soldiers (see Table 32).

Insert Table 32 about here

Company-Level Comparisons

In these next analyses, comparisons between COHORT and nonCOHORT were
made at the company level. COHORT units go through basic and advanced
individual training, and travel to their duty station as intact company-sized
units. At its lowest level, personnel stablization occurs within the
company. Therefore, COHORT may have its strongest effect at the company4 level. To test this hypothesis, mean "soldier will" scale scores were
calculated for each of the twenty-seven companies in the sample. For each
separate "soldier will" scale, comrany means were then arrayed from highest to
lowest.

Insert Tables 33-38 about here

A& If unit status is related to "soldier will," then companies should array
themselves according to unit status (either COHORT or nonCOHORT), with COHORT
units toward the upper end of the array. A Wilcoxon ranks sum test was
conducted for each array of company "soldier will" means. The greatest
differences in company means between COHORT and nonCOHORT were observed on the
Senior Command Confidence Scale (z -3.11, 2 < .01), Small-Unit Command
Confidence Scale (z - 2.71, 2_< .01), Concerned Leadership Scale (z - 2.47, j.
< .01), and Unit Social Climate (z 2.47, . < .01). COHORT companies
consistently had higher scores on each of these measures. No differences in
compauy wans were found on the Company Combat Confidence and Sense of Pride
Scales.

Anothut analysis was done Lo ascertain if c,:),panLes Low and high in
"soldier will" could be. reliably idenLified across thu "soldier will"

, me•iiu'es.* Me.it :scores on Company Combat Coatfidence, Sentor Command



Confidence, Small-Unit Command Confidence, Concerned Leadership, Sense of
Pride, and Unit Social Climate Scales were derived for each of the 27
companies under study. For each scale, company means were arrayed from
highest to lowest, and each company was ranked corresponding to its mean
"soldier will" scale score. A rank of 1 represented the highest company mean,
and a rank of 27, the lowest. Companies that fell both in the Lower one-thiri
rankings (rank of 18 through 27) and upper one-third rankings (rank of I
through 9) across all six "soldier waill" measures were identified.

Eight companies fell in the lower one-third rankings across all "soldier
will" measures, and only four companies fell in the upper one-third acrnss al'.
the "soldier will" measures. Of eight companies that fell in the lower one-
third rankings, all were nonCOHORT units. The probability of obtaining this
result due to sampling or measurement eryor is very small (binomial test, z -

2.00, p < .05). (The binomial test requires events be independent. Although
the "soldier will" scales are separate measures, it has been argued, and to
some exteat demonstrated that they are conceptually and empirically related.
Therefore, somie caution should be used when interpreting this statistical
test.) Of the four companies thaL fell in the highest one-third rankings
across the six measures, three were COHORT companies (binomial test, z - .88,
_< .32). In summary, the measures reliably identified units with hiLgh and

Vio low "soldier will" across the six scales, corresponding to the unit's status,
either COHORT or nonCOHORT.

Interpreting Differences in "Soldier Will"
between COHORT and nonCOHORT Soldiers

Although it has been demonstrated that COHORT soldiers differ from
4}• nonCOHORT soldiers on a series of scales called "soldier will," questions

remain unanswered, "What do these observed differences mean?" "What does a
three-point scale difference mean?" To answer these question, a referent is
needed. In other words, should these questions be answered in terms of
training performance, combat performance, or the like? Essentially, these
questions speak to the appropriate validational criteria of the "soldier will"
measures. Referring back to Figure 1, there is a hypothesized relationshi-p
between soldier will and training performance. Changes in the former ace

- believed to cause changes in the latter. Before a test of the cause-effect
relationship between soldier will and performance ýan be done, Lhere is
needed: (1) reliable and valid measures of training performance; (2) a
demonstrable relat.ionship between "soldier will" ard performaace; and (3) data
collected on soldier will and pe'rformance across time. These requirements rre
sequential. Without reliable and valid performance dzta, correlational
analyses between these data and "soldier will" data cannot be dcne,
Presently, WRAIR is attempting to integrate both irAividual and group
performance data with questionnaire data, and conduct correlational
analyses. When both these data are collected on soldierc ti-ough time, the

!, , directionality of the cause-effect relationehip be:w'kn "soldier will" and
"performance can be assessed.

In the meantime, one method of analysis was done to ascertain the meaning

of mean differences on the "soldier will" measures. Units that differed
substantially in training and performance (e.g., COHORf paratroopers vs.

,7 nonCOHORT infantry men) were compared on the "soldier will" measures. Five
paratroop COPORT comparies from another data base were added to the present

'.



J sample for this analysis. These five companies and the 27 companies in the I
current sample were placed in three categories based on their training.
specialization, and perceived "eliteness." -- categories were: Paratroop

01 1COHORT (most highly trained, specialized, ano elite"); COHORT (next most
highly trained, specialized, and "elite"); and nonCOHORT (least trained,
specialized, and "elite"). Means on each "soldier will" measure were
calculated for each company within each category. To detect differences
between company means across the three categories, a one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed. The level of analysis was the company. The
three categories of companies siinificantly differed on tour of the six
"soldiLer will" measures; these were Senior Command Confidence (F(2,29) -
9.36, _< .001), Small-Unit Command Confidence (F(2,29) - 7.76, 2< .01),
Concerned Leadership (F(2,29) - 3.56, -< .05), a'nd Unit Social Climate
(F(2,29) - 7.18, y_< .01). Companies did not differ in their combat company

S confidence and sense of pride.

iTo discern where differences lie between categories, in addiLion to
Sunderrtandinp of substantive mean differences between categories in terms of

training, specialization, and "eliteness," pai.vise comparisons between
companies were examined. Table 39 displays means and sLac.dard deviations for

tr. each status category. Mean differences and significance levels for pairwise
comparisons between status categories are also reported.

Insert Table 39 about here

Company combat confidence. A 3-point mean difference in company combat
confidence was noted between patatroop COHORT companies and COHORT companier
(2-< .0.). A 2-point mean difference was observed between COHORT cumpanies
and nonCOHORT companies, although this difference was nonsignificant. The
greatest difference in means was between paratroop COHORT and nonCOHORT (M

i• difference - 4.89, p < .01).

Senior command confidence. Although paratroop ana COHORT companies did
' no. ditfer in senior command confidence, means became progressively larger

f.zom nonCOHORT to Paratroop COHORT companies. The mean difference between
'COHORT and nonCOHORT companies (M difference - 1.12, 2< .05) was about the
same as that between paratroop COHORT and nonCOHORT (M difference = 1.49, 2<.05).

Small-unit command confidence. Paratroop and COHORT companie" were very
similar in small-unit command confidence, wheraas both differed significantly
when paired with ýonCrHORT companies. Paratroop COHORT companies differed
from nonCOHORT by a 4-point mean scale diff2rence (p < .01). COHORT rompanies
differed from nonCOHORT companies by a 3-point mean scale difference (p <
.01).

Concerned leadership. The only significant pairwise comparison was that
between COHORT compavies and nonCOHORT companies. The difference i'. mean
scale score between these two categories was 2 points (2.< .05).

AiA-
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"Sense of pride. Although pairwise comparisons were nonsignificant, means
for the status categories were in the predicted direction. Means increased
from nonCOHORT to COHORT to paratroop companies.

Unit social climate. Of all the "soldier will" scales, the highest mean
"scale differences were observed on the Unit Social Climate Scale. While
paratroop and COHORT companies reported very similar unit social climate, they
differed substantially from nonCOHORT companies. The mean difference between
COHORT companies and nonCOHORT was 3.5 points (_< .01). The mean difference
between paratroop COHORT and nonCOHORT was 5.5 points (2 < .01).

To summarize, previously, it was shown that COHORT units differed fromk nonCOHORT on "soldier will" measures, but a problem that remained was: What
do these differences actually represent? A method for evaluating mean
differences in scale scores was used by showing how units with known training,
specialization, and perceived "eliteness" differed from COHORT and nonCOHORT
companies on "soldier will." Although mean differences were small, they
reliably discriminated among units of different training, specialization, and
"eliteness." Mean scale scores progressiv'ely increased from nonCOHORT to

COHORT to paratroop COHORT consistently, though not always significantly. In
addition, COHORT and paratroop companies were more similar in "soldier will"
than were nonCOHORT and COHORT, and nonCOHORT and paratroop units.
These comparisons did not control for differences in unit and demographic
characteritics; therefore, differences in 'soldier will" could be attributed
to systematic variations in unit and de-mographic characteristics. However,
that demographic differences between the 27 COHORT and nonCOHORT companies
under study were not great suggests this was not a major problem.

Refinement of the Concept "COHORT"

Central to the NMS Field Evaluation is how the concept COHORT is
operationally defined. Therefore, it seemed important to explore various
conceptual and, in turn, operational definitions of COHORT. Two alternative
approaches in defining COHORT were taken in the present analysis.

Soldiers were asked questions relating to the number of soldiers in their
present company who accompanied them through basic and advanced individual
training. Response ranged from "none" (1) to "everyone" (5). The inter-
correlation between the two ratings was high (.94). (The lead-in question to
these two items was confusing and resulted in a substantial number of missing
cases. This problem was remedied after data collectors brought it to the
"attention of WRAIR researchers.) Ratings given to the two items were
summed. A mean was then calculated for each company, and companies were

,V•" arrayed from highest to lowest mean score. Table 40 reports each of the
r-wenty-seven company means, the mean of the company means and the standard

ý2w error of measurement (see Table 40).

Insert Table 40 about here

"i• One definition of COHORT is the soldier's common experience of basic and
advanced individual training. Given this, COHORT companies would be expected
to array themselves toward the top end of the company array. Indeed, this is



observed in Table 40. A Wilcoxon ranks sum test runs test showed that the
company's nominal label was significantly related soldier perception of the
number of soldiers in their present company who had accompanied through basic
and advanced individual training (z - 3.55, L < .01).

Soldiers were also asked to estimate how many soldiers, NCOs, and
officers joined their present company in the past six months. Responses
ranged from "none" (I) to "everyone" (5). Table 41 reports inter-item
correlations among the three items and Cronbach's alpha for a summative scale
score comprised of the three items.

Inser Table 41 abou ere

Inter-item correlations and the Cronbach's alpha were somewhat low,
showing that this summative scale was not internally consistent. Again,
ratings given to the three items were summed, and a mean score was calculated
for each company in the sample. Company means were then arrayed from highest
to lowest. Higher mean ratings indicated greater company turnover.

One method to achieve a COHORT unit is stablization of personnel and
ensuring low personnel turnover. Given this, most nonCORORT units in the
sample would be expected to fall toward the upper end of the array in Table 41
and COHORT units toward the lower end. Yet, the Wilcoxon ranks sum test
showed that mean company turnover rates were independent of the nominal label;
that is, company mean turnover estimates were randomly arrayed in relation to
their nominal labels (z - .74, ns).

How should these results be interpreted, especially in view of previously
summarized results (in Table 40)? On the one hand, the unit 1 jel was
associated with the cc. umon experience of basic and advanced individual
training, with COHORT units reporting greater common experience than
nonCOHORT. This result suggests that the nominal label itself is sufficient
for analyses that compare COHORT units to nonCOHORT. However, the fact that
nominal labels. were unrelated to soldier perception of company turnover casts
doubt that a company's nominal label itself accurately captures the COHORT
process. Even the correlation between the rank-ordering on the two measures
was very low (r- .19).

Contradictory results may be explainable in terms of the subjective
nature of these operational definitions of COHORT, the low internal
reliability of soldier perception of company turnover, and the large number of
missing cases on both measures. Too, soldiers could have given inconsistent
item ratings across the two measures. To test this, responses to both the
basic and advanced individual training items were cross-tabbed with responses
given to each of three turnover questions. At the individual-level,
consistency was observed between ratings given to the two separate item
sets: Soldiers who rated most soldiers in their present company as having
accompanied them through basic and advanced individual training also reported
lower turnover among soldiers, NCOs, and officers in their present company.
It would appear then that the inconsistency between the two measures is a
compositional artifact, going from the individual- to the company-level.
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Another explanation pertains to the ref erencc scl::'•, used when giving
responses regarding unit personnel turnover. Soldiers a.vy have included
themselves among the new soldiers. Therefore, almost ever.,;ne in their
company was perceived as a "new soldier." The Aifference in soldier
perception of personnel turnover between COHORT and non'.OHO2T soldiers would
not expected, as both COHORT and nonCOHORT units in the present sample were
relatively new to the Army (six months or less).

SWhat is clear from these analyses is that the method for determining
which unit is COHORT is somewhat ill-defined, and needs both conceptual and
operational clarity. When consideration is given to how to make units COHORT,
this issue is even more serious. Which processes are sufficient to create a
COHORT unit and, in turn, create the positive inLended effects of COHORT?
This question is more closely examined in the Discussion section below.

Soldier Comments

Although no space was provided for soldiers to write comments, some wrote

in the margins and in blank areas throughout the questionnaire. Because some
degree of effort was needed to write in comments on the questionnaire, remarks
deserve further attention and discussion. However, it should be pointed out
that a relatively low number of soldiers actually wrote-in comments (53 (32
COHORT soldiers and 21 nonCOHORT soldiers)/2830 or 1.9% of the sample), and
therefore, appropriate weight should be given to these comments.

Overall, comments were quite negative, pointing out family, individual
adjustment problems, and unit problems, and attributing these problems to post
location, to COHORT, and to a specific person, like the Company Commander.
The comments are organized within two content areas: family problems and unit
morale problems.

Family problems. When COHORT soldiers talked of family problems, some
viewed problems resulting from COHORT. "The rules are interfering with my

personal things and wife. The Army is messed up. It's a place to get
burned. This system is old. It's not working with this generation. There's
no need to go on. My whole company hates this place. We are mistreated big
time." "I am separated from my wife and kids." "I was proud (to be in the
Army) 'til I got in COHORT." "More time is needed to care for the needs of
our families."

Other comments showed soldiers did not necessarily attribute these family
problems solely to COHORT but rather to post location or to unit
characteristics (e.g., leaders not caring about soldiers' families): "We
stayed in the field so much that it was hard to get our families settled. The
NCOs place more emphasis on making themselves look good than helping young
soldiers with their families." "I would just get the hell out of Ft.
"Unit doesn't matter; it's the unit's location." The confusion as to what
actually caused these family problems is further demonstrated by a soldier who
was once COHORT and is now a nor.COHORT soldier. "I was (in a COHORT unit
before) and now I enjoying not being COHORT. I don't care for the system of
COHORT that's why I'm getting out. COHORT brainwashed me." However, later he
explained problems he had experienced were a result of post characteristics,
not necessarily COHORT: "Ft. is not mission-oriented; they care more

'V!



about looks than the true nature and serviceability of the equipment ....

Nowhere have I seen a post as bad as this." The fact too that nonCOHORT
soldiers expressed very similar family problems suggest that these problems

were not unique to COHORT units. For example, one nonCOHORT soldier
remarked: "The Army will ruin a marriage, especially when you go to the field
for a week at a time when you could go a couple of days at a time. We come in
at 0530 and rarely get off at 1730. You go home, eat and get ready for the
next day., If you stay up with your family, you (ave) exhausted the next
day. What gets me is that they wonder why there's so many divorces in the
Army." Another nouCOHORT soldier said: "By the time we get off, we are too

A tired from working hard to do anything (relaxation and entertainment). The

Army really doesn't care about my family."

Unit morale problems. Some COHORT soldiers felt that coope',ation and

feeling part of team were lacking in their units as exemplified by the
following comments: "... When the soldiers are threatened with Article 15s
and Chapters lOs and 13s ... and threatened with details," then NCOs and
officers get cooperation from soldiers. "If you're an individual in the Army,
you are an outcast, a misfit.... (The Army) tries to break your individual

'e•il spirit, your pride in yourself. This is against all I stand for. The Army is
a bad place to be if you are an individual like me. I want out. This place
is a mental strain .... Since I have come into the Army, I have been drinking
S t-o much and doing drugs that I never thought of doing while I was in the real
world. The Army has screwed up relationships between a lot of men and their
loved ones. This place is so screwed up that people wonder why troops (don't)
go AWOL. The Army might be a gocd place for someone who has nowhere else to
turn in life (and) on his last leg." Clearly this comment shows that this
unit has failed to create a sense of "we-ness" whereby the soldier can feel he
is part of a team, yet be valued and respected as a unique individual. As one
soldier commented, this appears to be an important ingredient tor being
combat-ready: "I personally feel that before this company is ready for
combat, it needs to develop more trust and respect between NCOs and
privates. The NCOs seem to forget that they were once privates, and even
privates have feelings."

Other soldiers expressed related feelings, for example, a general lack of
purpose, need for challenges to excel, and feelings of frustration. Low-
ranking soldiers "... receive dumb orders .. that have no purpose." "The
Army has no challenges for me." "When the going gets tough for you, the Army
won't help. They'll just add more problems." "I just plan (to get) out. (1)

hate the Army, and I really hate this COHORT stuff." "I would definitely get
out of COHORT."

Although soldiers attribute these problems to perhaps the most salient
aspect of their Army life (COHORT), nonCOHORT soldiers too expressed very
similar ioncerus. Lack of teamwork and cooperation in nonCOHORT units is

4.'\ demonstrated by the following comments: "If we could fight without officers
being there," then we would be combat-ready. "You can't talk to officers in
this unit.' Other comments related the soldiers' feeling of purposelessness
and not being allowed "to be all he can be." For example, one nonCOHORT
soldier remarked: "(There is) a complete failure of the US Army to
distinguish the important from the unimportant in terms of training."
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BDM Contractors' Observations

Data collectors were asked to describe conditions under which
questionnaires were administered and reactions of soldiers to the survey.
These comments are summarized below..

The survey was given to companies comprising one battalion during early
morning hours in the same week. While some companies' moods were described as
being from "fair" to "very good," others were described as being "reserved"
and "very regimented." Soldiers also expressed concern that their responses
and identities would be later matched and reported.

Five of six companies comprising another battalion took the survey on the
same day. Some companies began the survey around 0715 hours and others in

early afternoon hours. The sixth company of the battalion completed the
survey about two weeks later. Data collectors remarked that unit morale
ranged from "good" to "outstanding." One company, though, was described as
"operating without a (l.adership) otructure, especially among the NCO ranks."

Companieu of a third battalion completed qu -tionnaires within the same
week. Surveys were administered from morning to mid-afternoon hours. Troops
were described az being very "receptive." Most companies expected that
results would have a significant impact on their unit, though one company was
described as more skeptical. One company was described as having a negative
toward the survey. Data collectors attributed this attitude to the openly
expressed negativity of the Company Commander and Platoon Leaders toward the
survey.

The remaining two battalions were given the survey on the same day, one
during morning hours, and another during afternoon hours. The general
attitude of both battalions was described as "positive." Battalions were not
inconvenienced, is battalion commanders chose the time at which the survey was
administered. Some soldiers expressed concern that their responses would be
matched with their identities. Battalion commanders were apprehensive that
thcir battalions would be compared with other battalions.

Data collectors estimated the average time to co- lete the survey ranged
from 25 to 30 minutes, with 47 minutes being the greatest amount of time
taken. Data collectors remarked that many soldiers had poor reading skills,
and this added considerable time to complete the questionnaire.

4. Discussion

Summary

It has been demonstrated that "soldier will" can be reliably measured.
"Soldier will" scales had high internal consistency and displayed both
empirical and conceptual coherency as demonstrated by factor analytic
results. Stated in simpler terms, soldier attitudes were reliably measured,
and based on item content, these sets of attitudes were named as measuring
specific aspects of "soldier will;" these are: Company Combat Confidence,
Senior Command Confidence, Small-Unit Command Confidence, Concerned
Leadership, Sense of Pride, Unit Social Climate, and Unit Teamwork.
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The validity of the "soldier will" measures was shown by their high
degree of interrelationship. Although the "soldier will" scales measured
different aspects of "soldier will," conceptually they are subsumed under a
broader, more unitary psychological construct, perhaps called soldier morale,
esprit, or will, and therefore, a high degree of interrelaitionship would be
expected. Also, it was expected that "soldier will" measures should bear
relationships to measures of life adjustment and stress. "Soldier will" was
positively related to positive life adjustment (namely, life and Army
satisfaction, and paychological well-being) and negatively related to personal
distress, medical problems, and wanting to get out of the Army.

,rV, The "soldier will" scales discriminated between COHORT and nonCOHORT

soldiers. These scales were also expected to differentiate soldiers from'
0.1 units that have undergone different unit assignment, training, and deployment

"(namely, COHORT) designed to enhance "soldier will." COHORT soldiers
consistently showed higher levels of "soldier will" (in terms of the "soldier
will" measures) than did nonCOHORT soldiers. Differences were greatest for
first-termers (E-4s and below) and on scales measuring small-unit command
confidence and unit social climate. Differences were less apparent, and in

. . some cases, reversed direction for officers and for NCOs. These results made
sense because COHORT was intended to have its greatest effect at the first-
termer-level. Soldiers (E-4 and below) go through basic and advanced
individual training together. Officers and NCOs do not.

Previous discussion of results has been limited to the individual
soldier. COHORT, however, is not necessarily an individual-level

Sphenomenon. COHORT is operationalized at the company-level. Soldiers in the
same company go through basic and advanced individual training together, and

-personnel are stablizied within the company. Given this, COHORT companies
were expected to have greater "soldier will" than nonCOHORT units. This was
born out on four of the six "soldier will" scales. In addition, of all 27
companies undei study, companies that fell in the lower one-third on "oo01ier

*• will" were nonCOHORT. In another analysis, paratroop COHORT, COHORT, and
nonCOHORT companies were compared on "soldier will" as a method of evaluating
mean scale score differences. Mean "soldier will" scores increased in
magnitude from nonCOHORT to COHORT to paratroop COHORT companies consistently,
though not always significantly.

Also worth mentioning are demographic characteristics that bore
significant relationships to "soldier will." Whereas race and education w re

- ' not correlated with the "soldier will" measures, age, rank, marital status,
place of residency, and type of combat arms unit were. When controls for
other unit and demographic charterisitics were applied in comparisons, race,
rank, type of combat arms unit, and place of residency were significant

"J7• predictors of "soldier will.". Generally, older soldiers, and those soldiers
in armored units, and who lived either in on-post housing and in off-post
hising fared better on the "soldier will" measures than younger, artillery
men who lived in the barracks. Soldiers of higher rank reported greater
"company combat cofifidence, greater senior command confidence, greater sense of
pride, and greater unit social climate, but soldiers of lower rank reported
greater small-unit command confidence.
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Directions for Future Research

Caution should be used in generalizing results summarized in this first
report to all units. The sample from which these results were obtained was
limited to two posts, and to three nonCOHORT and two COHORT battalions.
Results that are most generalizable relate to our newly constructed "soldier
will" scales. These scales are believed to measure universally demonstrable
psychological constructs, and therefore, should noL qialitatively deviate when
taking measurements from soldiers in different units. However, soldiers from
different units and from different posts would be expected to quantitatively
differ on these measurements. Therefore, results that are less generalizable
are those that compare COHORT soldiers to nonCOMORT on the "soldier will"
measures. As data from other units and posts are incorporated into the data
base, results will be updated and reported.

Despite the apparent success in achieving reliable and valid measures of
soldier will, two issues remain for future research. The first issue is the
appropriate operational definition of the concept of COHORT, and the second is
providing behavioral referents (e.g., training performance) for our "soldier
will" measures. A direction for future research is to incorporate itraining
performance data into the attitudinal data base. The combined data base will
enable translation "soldier will" into measurable performance. In addition,
by taking measurements of attitudes and performance over time, cause-effect
relationships among COHORT, soldier will, and training performance can be
specified (see Figure 1).

The MIS Field Evaluation has been preoccupied with outcome measures,
trying to develop measures on which COHORT soldiers differ most from nonCOHORT
soliders. These differences are then attributed to one unit being COHORT and
the other nonCOHORT. Such conclusions have obvious methodological problems.
However, even if unit and demographic differences between units were held
constant in comparisons, there are no guarantees that units under study did
receive ýhe COHORT experience (or "treatment"). Emphasis is needed on
monitoring the processes of COHORT: Do COHORT units receive the COHORT
"experience," and to what degree? To evaluate ihe processes that make a unit

COHORT requires measurable aspects of the COHORT "treatment." A major aspect
of the COHORT experience was to enhance the quality of interpersonal
relationships (through personnel stablization), enabling coping with stress
and moderate its deleterious effects on psychological and physical well-being
and job performance. WRAIR is presently assessing differences in friendships,
interpersonal support, and bonding among soldiers and their relationship to
personal distress, "soldier will," and psychological and physical well-being
between COHORT and nonCOHORT units.

It should evident from this work that there exist many definitions of
COHORT. One definition is the common experience of basic and advanced
individual training. Another is stabilization of personnel during a unit's
life cycle. A third is some companies (not necessarily all) within the same
battalion are COHORT. What further confounds interpretation (,f results is
that many COHORT units have been created using more than one of these
definitions. What also should be clear is what is defined as Lwo discrete
categories of unit organization, training, and deployment (namely, either
COHORT or nonCOHORT) is more likely a matter of degree. This first report has

b<i .' ' ':".. ... .L • •'• , • ""; ; _'• •;'<; ••.."•'<i "" . i ;A •.. ' ." '. •-" ""''4'< ••¢"



attempted to iwre accurately capture degrte? of "COHORTness" by asking
soldiers how many company members accomp&,tied them through basic and advanced
individual training, in addition to t.heir perccption of company personnel
turnovers

To summarize, to specify which aspect of the COHORT process gives what
changes in "soldier will," training performance, logistics, or whatever the
outcome measure, different operational definitions of COHORT must be clearly
articulated and measured for each unit under study. To compare COHORT to
nonCO'HORT units does not tell Army leaders in the vaguest way which aspect of
the COHORT process gives the most positive outcomes.
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Table 3

Response Rates for First-Termers, NCOs, and Officers within COHORT and
NonCOHORT Units

Rank Response Rates
Category COHORT nonCOHORT z

First-Termers 84.6% 78.3% 3.94*
(El-E4) (942/1113) (980/1252,

, NCOs 78.1% 66.8% 4.14*
(E5-E9) (311/398) (471/705)

Officers 65.1% 53.0% 1.75
(56/86) (61/115)

Note. Nine soldiers did not report their rank. Overall Chi-square for those
T•-•t-termers, NCOs, and officers -ot surveyed in COHORT and nonCOHORT units -

45.74, df - 2, 2 < .001.
*- < .01, two-tailed.
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Table 4

Demographic Comparison between COHORT and NonCOHORT Soldiers in the Sample

Unit Status

Demographic COHORT nonCOHORT Chi-square
Characteristic % N N

'• Race
White 59,46 776 59.33 887
Black 29.27 382 27.89 417
Mexican American 4.21 55 3.28 49
Puerto Rican 2.76 36 4.15 62
Other 4.29 56 5.35 80

Total 100.00 1305 100.00 1495 7.56
Missing data - 30

Marital Status
Not Wrried 54.59 707 44.14 652
Divorced 2.93 38 3.39 50
Separated 2.32 30 3.11 46
"Married 40.15 520 49.36 729

Total 100.00 1295 100.00 1477 30.39*
Missing Data 58

Type of Residence
Barracks 59.49 743 48.27 697On-post Housing 10.57 132 13.71 198
Off-post Housing 29.94 374 38.02 549

Total 100.00 1249 100.00 1444 33.91*
Missing Data = 137

Education
Less than High School 7.96 104 7.37 111
High School Graduate 66.16 864 63.50 957
Some College 25.88 338 29.13 439

"Total 100.00 1306 100.00 1507 3.76
L'Missing Data - 17

Rank
Junior Enlisted (EI-E4) 71.96 942 64.81 980

SJunior Officer (01-03) 2.67 35 2.38 36
Senior Enlisted (E5-E9) 23.76 311 31.15 471
Senior Officer (04,05) 1.53 20 1.65 25
Warrant Officers 0.08 1 0.00 0

Total 100.00 I--9 100.00 T 20.56*
Missing Data 9
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Table 4 (continued)

Demographic Comparison between COHORT and NonCOHORT Soldiers in the Sample

Unit Status

Demographic COHORT nonCOHORT _t
Characteristic

M SD N M SD N
Age
Missing Data - 383 23.08 5.10 1271 24.24 5.11 1476 -5.92**

Years Service
Missing Data - 459 2.15 3.07 1041 2.26 3.04 1330 -. 83

*. < .01, two-tailed. **. < .001, two-tailed.
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Table 6

Company Combat Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
M SD Correlation

P1. This company is one of the
best in the Army.a 2.80 1.10 .66

P3. The officers in this company
really seem to know their
stuff.a 2.87 1.03 .56

P4. I think this company would
do a better job in combat
than most other Army uniLs.a 3.08 .98 .70

P19. I have real confidence in
our company's ability to

ý- use our weapons.a 3.35 .97 .67

P20. 1 think the level of
training in this company
is very high.a 3.23 1.08 .61

P32. I think we are beLter
trained than most other
companies in the Army.a 3.05 1.03 .67

SP33. The officers in this
company would lead well
in combat.a 2.85 1.00 .66

P34. The NCOs in this company
would lead well in combat.a 3.23 1.02 .58

"Fez • P35, Soldiers in this company
have enough skills that I
would trust them with my
life in combat.a 2.75 1.13 .63

P18. I hw.ve a lot of confi-.1 fidence in our weapons.a 3.29 1.05 .54

P21. If I have to go into
combat, I have a lot of
confidence in myself.a 3.98 .89 .33
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Table 6 (continued)

Company Combat Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
M SD Correlation

U2. How would you describe
your company's readiness
for combat?b 3.05 .97 .62

U3. How would you describe
your fellow soldier's
readiness to fight if and
when it is necessary?b 3.10 .97 .54

U13. How much confidence do
you have in your unit's
major weapons systems
(tanks, APCs, and so on)?b 3.13 1.14 .57

U14. How would you rate your
own skills and abilities

Jlý as a soldier (using your weapons"It..]• operating and maintaining
your equipment, and so on)?b 3.90 .77 .28

U17. How would you describe
the condition of your
unit's major weapons
systems (tanks, APCs,
and so on)? In other words,
what kind of shape are -•

they in?c 3.29 .97 .52

US. In the event of combat, how would
describe your confidence in
your Company Commander?b 3.34 1.14 .53

4 Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2537; Total N possible - 2809
(% of missing cases - 9.7). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale .91.
aResponses ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).

bResponses ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).
CResponses ranged from "very bad" (1) to "very good" (5).
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Table 7

Factor Loadings of Company Combat Confidence Scale Items

- Suale Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
General Weaponry Self

k ercent of Variance Aecounted: 40.8% 8.7% 6.8%

P1. Thic company is one of the
best in the US Army. .74

P3. The officers in this company
really seem to know their
stuff. .73

P4. I think this company would
"do a better job in combat
than most other Army units. .74

P19. I have real confidence in
our company's ability to
use our weapons. .53

P20. I think the level of

training in this company
is very high. .62

P32. I think we are better
trained than most other
companies in the Army. .74

P33. The officers in this
company would lead well
in combat. .80

P34. The NCOs in this company
would lead well in combat. .59

"U5.•^• r- - "La campany

have enough skills that I
would trust them with my
life in combat. .62

P18. I have a lot of confi-
dence in our weapons. .74

P21. If I have to go into
"combat, I have a lot of
confidence in myself. .78
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Table 7 (continued)

Factor Loadings of Company Combat Confidence Items

Scale Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
General Weaponry Self

Percent of Variance Accounted: 40.8% 8.7% 6.8%

U2. How would you describe
your company's readiness
for combat? .54

U3. How would you describe
your fellow soldier's
readiness to fight if and
when it is necessary? .46

U13. How much confidence do
you have in your unit's
major weapons systems
(tanks, APCs, and so on)? .82

U14. How would you rate your
own skills and abilities
as a soldier (using your weapons

operating and maintaining
your equipment, and so on)? .75

U17. Row would you describe
the condition of your
unit's major weapons
systems (tanks, APCs,
and so on)? In other words,
what kind of shape are
they in? .81

U5. In the evenL of combat, how would
describe your confidence in
your Company Commander? .59

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2537; Total N possible 2808.
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Table 8
Senior Command Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
, SD Correlation

How would you describe
your confidence in the tactical

decisions of the following:

U8. your Battalion Commandera 3.64 1.07 .73

U9. your Brigade Commander? 3.69 .96 .88

U10. your Division Commander? 3.69 .95 .91

U11. your Corps Commander? 3.63 .97 .89

U12. the Army General Staff? 3.62 1.02 .82

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2660; Total N possible - 2830 (% of missing
ca---- - 6.1). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .94.
aResponses to all items ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).
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Table 9

Factor Loadings of Senior Command Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item Factor I

Percent of Variance Accounted: 81.8%

How would you describe
your confidence in the tactical
decisions of the following:

U8. your Battalion Commander? .82

U9. your Brigade Commander? .92

U10. your Division Commander? .94

U11. your Corps Commander? .93

U12. the Army General Staff? .89

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2660; Total N possible 2830.
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Table 10

Small-Unit Command Confidence Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total

M SD Correlation

S18. My sudleader knows his
(her5 tuf~ 3.46 1.10 .54

S19. My clto egant knows
his her) stuff.a 3.47 1.11 .59

S20. My Dlatoon leaderE knows3.011.6

*S21. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my 2sguad.a 3.11 1.14 .65

S22. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my jLatoon.a 3.02 1.13 .68

S25. NC09 in my company are
"tIrekind I would want to
serve under in combat.a 2.99 1.08 .65

S24. Officers in my company
are the kind I would want
to serve under in combat.a 2.76 1.03 .57

In the event of combat, how would
you describe your confidence
in the following:

U4. your platoon leader?b 3.25 1.22 _59

U5. your Company Counander?b 3.31 1.15 .47

U61 yor c-e/qa w'embers ?b I.f.0 .54

L ~ U7. yourself?b 3.86 .94 .36

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 1771; Total N possible -1922 (% of missing
cases - 7.9). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .87.
aResponses ranged from "'strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
bResponses ranged fr~m "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).
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Table 11

Factor Loadings of Small-Unit Command Confidence Scale Items

.5Scale Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
J'%rE Offiltcer Crew/self

Leaders

Percent of Variance Accounted: 43.7% 11.4% 9.6%

S18. My squad leader knows his
stuff. .75

S19. My platoon sergeant knows
his stuff. .77

S20. My platoon leader knows
his stuff. .67

S21. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel

7, good with my squad. .55 .64

522. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my platoon. .54 .51

S25. NCOs in my company are
the kind I would want to
serve under in combat. .54

S24. Officers in my company
are the kind I would want
to serve under in combat. .71

In the event of combat, how would
you describe your confidence
in the following:

U4. your platoon leader? .69
4-

U5. your Company Commander? .81

U6. your crew/squad members? .77

U7. yourself? .75

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N 1771; Total N possible 1922.



Table 12

Concerned Leadership Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
M SD Correlation

S11. My platoon sergeant talks
to me personally outside
normal duties.a 2.73 1.18 .57

S12. My platoon leader talks
to me personaly outside
normal duties. 2.59 1.16 .60

S13. The company commander
talks to me personally
outside normal duties. 2.23 1.03 .55

S14. My officers are interested
in my personal welfare. 2.69 1.08 .67

"-j.v S15. My NCOs are interested in
what I think and how I
feel about things. 2.98 1.15 .68

S16. My officers are interested
in W--at Ithink and how I

feel about things. 2.61 1.06 .70

S17. My NCOs are interestedin M-a I think and how I
feel about things. 2.85 1.11 .69

S28. My chain-of-command
works well. 2.83 1.12 .58

P26. My superiors make a real
•;.•attempt to treat me as aatp person. 2.81 1.21 .60

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 1799; Total N possible - 1922 (% of missing
cases - 6.4). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .88.aResponses to all items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).



Table 13

Factor Loadings of Concerned Leadership Scale Items

Scale Item Factor 1 Factor 2
"Soldier Personal
Welfare Contact

Percent of Variance Accounted: 51.5% 11.4%

S11. My platoon sergeant talks
to me personally outside
normal duties. .82

S12. My platoon leader talks
to me personally outside
normal duties. .84

S13. The company commander
talks to me personally
outside normal duties. .66

S14. My officers are interested
in my personal welfare. .66

S15. My NCOs are interested in
wha-t think and h w I
feel about things. .79

S16. My officers are interested
in what I think and how I
feel about things. .71

S17. My NCOs are interested
in what I think and how I
feel about things. .80

S28. My chain-of-command
works well. .69

P26. My superiors make a real
attempt to treat me as a
persons .72

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 1799; Total N possible - 1922.

•UI
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Table 14

Sense of Pride Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
SM SD Correlation

FI. I am proud to be in

the Army.a 3.86 1.07 .55

F2. I am proud of my company. 3.23 1.14 .70

F3. I really feel that I
4 belong in my company. 2.95 1.23 .67

F4. I am an important part
.4 of my company. 3.45 1.19 .58

* F10. What I do in the Army
is worthwhile. 3.41 1.22 .63

.F P13. On the whole, the Army
gives me a chance to "be
all I can be." 2.50 1.26 .54

F14. The equipment of the
American Army is better

i.. >than that of the Russian
Army. 3.38 1.04 .38

F15. My company will playa part in winning future
conflicts 3.49 .97 .56

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N 2701; Total N possible 2809 (% of missing
cases - 3.9). Cronbachs alpha coefficient for the scale - .84.aResponses to all items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
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Table 15

Factor Loadings of Sense of Pride Scale Items

Scale Items Factor 1

Percent of Variance Accounted: 48.2%

Fl. I am proud to be in
the Army. .66

F2. I am proud of my company. .81

F3. I really feel that I
belong in my company. .78

F4. I am aDn important part
of my company. .70

:t•.•F10. What I do in the Army

is worthwhile. .74

" F13. On the whole, the Army
gives me a chance to be
all I can be." .65

F14. The equipment of the
American Army is better
than that of the Russian
Army. .48

FIS. My company will play
a part in winning future
conflicts. .68

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2701; Total N possible 2809.
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Table 16

Unit Social Climate Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
M SD -Correlat in

P24. Most of the people in
this company can be trusted.a 2.77 1.04 .55

, P25. I want to spend my entire
"enlistment in this company.a 2.08 1.21 .48

P2. People in this company
feel very close to each
other.a 2.70 .97 .60

P29. I like being in this
company.a 2.53 1.25 .60

P30. In this company, you
* don't have to watch your

belongings.a 2.12 1.09 .40

P P31. In this company, people
really look out for each
other.a 2.63 1.05 .65

"S7. I can go to most people in
',•:.my squad for help when I

have a personal problem,

like being in debt.a 2.91 1.11 .56

S8. I can go to most people
in my El1toon for help
when I have a personal
problem, like being in
debL.a 2.84 1.06 .60

S9. Most people in my squad
would lend ma money in an
emergency.a 3.36 1.06 .51

4 All.
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Table 16 (continued)

Unit Social Climate Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
M SD Correlation

Sl0. Most people in my platoon
would lend me money in an
emergency.a 3.17 1.03 .53

P9. I spend my after-duty
hours with people in this
company.a 3.16 1.21 .36

P10. My closest friendships
are with the people I
work with.a 3.10 1.25 .42

P17, I would go for help with
a personal problem to
people in the company chain.a 2.69 1.43 .42

U15. How would you describe
your unit's togetherness,
or how "tight" are members
of your unit?b 3.01 1.00 .55

"$ U1S. How would you described the
relationships between
officers and the enlisted
in your unit?c 3.23 .97 .40

Note. Listwise deletion was employed; N - 1705; Total N possible - 1922 (% of missing
cases - 11.3). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale = .86.
aResponses ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
bResponses ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).

CResponses ranged from "very bad" (i) to "very good" (5).

'5
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Table 17

Factor Loadings of Unit Social Climate Scale Items

Scale Items Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3
Trust & Instrumental Friendships
Caring Support

Percent of Variance Accounted: 35.6% 12.2% 7.8%

P24. Most of the people in
this company can be trusted. .62

P25. I want to spend my entire
enlistment in this company. .70

P2. People in this company
feel very close to each
other. .70

P29. I like being in this
company. .77

P30. In this company, you
don't have to watch your
belongings. .57

v P31. In this company, people
really look out for each
other. .70

S7. I can go to most people in1' 'my squad for help when I
have a personal problem,
like being in debt. .75

"S8. I can go to most people
in my platoon foi help

. ~when I have a personal
prob-lem, be' beng ina
debt. .78

S9. Most people in my squad
would lend me money in an
emergency* .83

,'',



Table 17 (continued)

Factor Loadings of Unit Social Climate Scale Items

Scale Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
Trust & Instrumental Friendships
Caring Support

Percent of Variance Accounted: 35.6% 12.2% 7.8%

SL0. Most people in my platoon
would lend me money in an
emergency. .83

P9. I spend my after-duty
hours with people in this
company* .83

• I PIO. My closest friendships
are with the people I
work with. .80

P17. I would go f or help with
a personal problem to
people in the company chain. .48

U15. How would you describe
your unit's togetherness,
or how "tight" are members
of your unit? .62

I A• U18. How would you described the
relationships between
officers and the enlisted
in your unit? .55

Note. Listwise deletion was employed; N - 1705; Total N possible 1922.
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Table 18

Unit Teamwork Scale Items

Scale Item Item-Total
14 SD Correlation

F5. There is a lot of team-
work and cooperation
among soldiers in my
company.a 3.06 1.14 .56

F6. Officers most always get
willing and whole-hearted
cooperation from soldiers. 3.15 1.08 .64

F7. NCOs most always get
willing and whole-
hearted cooperation from
soldiers. 3.17 1.12 .66

ý1 . Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their
officers. 2.63 1.09 .64

F9. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their NCOs. 2.92 1.10 .61

; Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2760; Total N possible 2809 (% of missing
cases - 1.7). Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the scale - .83.
aResponses to all items ranged frem "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
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Table 19

Factor Loadings of Unit Teamwork Scale Items

Scale Item Factor 1

Percent of Variance Accounted: 59.1%

F5. There is a lot of team-
work and cooperation
among soldiers in my
company. .71

F6. Officers most always get
willing and whole-heartedcooperation from soldiers. .78

F7. NCOs most always get
wiil-ing and whole-
hearted cooperation from
soldiers. .80

F8. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their
officers. .78

F9. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their NCOs. .76

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2760; Total N possible 2809.
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"Table 26

Company Combat Confidence Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT

ana nonCOE[URT Soldiers ý

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

P1. This company is one of the
best in the Army.a 2.98 1.06 1298 2.66 1.11 1504 7.12*

P3. The officers in this company
really seem to know their

stuff.a 2.98 1.02 1293 2.79 1.04 1501 5.02*

P4. I think this company would
do a better job in combat
than most other Army

10 units.a 3.19 0.98 1297 2.98 0.98 1503 5.60*

P19. I have real confidence in
our company's ability to
use our weapons.a 3.45 0.93 1288 3.26 1.01 1494 5.03*

P20. I think the level of
training in this company
is very high.a 3.31 1.05 1292 3.15 1.10 1498 4.09*

"P32. I thin* we are better
trained than most other

companies in the Army.a 3.1.9 1.01 1278 2.93 1.03 1486 6.78*

P33. The officers in this
company would lead well
in combat.a 2.98 0.96 1275 2.73 1.03 1488 6.55*

P34. The NCOs in this company
would lead well in combat.a 3.36 1.01 1277 3.11 1.03 1484 6.31*

P35. Soldiers in this company
have enough skills that I
would trust them with my
life in combat.a 2.82 1.11 1276 2.70 1.14 1480 2.85*

P18. I have a lot of confi-
fidence in our weapons.a 3.28 1.04 1283 3.28 1.07 1502 0.02

P21. If I have to go into
, combat, I have a !ot of

confidence in aiyself.a 4.00 0.89 1294 3.93 0.92 1503 1.91

2



Table 26 (continued)

Company Combat Confidence Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT
and nonCORORT Soldiers

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

U2. How would you describe

your company's readiness
for combatb 3.09 0.97 1302 2.99 0.98 1487 2.72*

"U3. How would you describe
your fellow soldier's
readiness to fight if and
when it is necessary?b 3.13 1.00 1294 3.08 0.96 1493 1.27

U13. How much confidence do
you have in your unit's
major weapons systems
(tanks, APCs, and so on)?b 3.17 1.09 1278 3.10 1.19 1468 1.67

1U14. How would you rate your
own skills and abilities
as a soldier (using your weapons
operating and maintaining
your equipment, and
so on)?b 3.91 0.75 1307 3.90 0.78 1509 0.47

U17. How would you describe
the condition of your
unit's major weapons
systems (tanks, APCs,
and so on)? In other words,
what kind of shape are
they in?c 3.28 0.9i 1304 3.30 1.01 1505 -0.49

U5. In the event of combat, how would
describe your confidence in
your Company Commander?b 3.57 1.03 1292 3.13 1.19 1470 10.63*

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2537; Total N possible 2809
TF•T missing cases - 9.7).
aResponses ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).

bResponses ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5)-
cResponses ranged from "very bad" (1) to "very good" (5).
*.< .01, two-tailed.
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Table 27

Senioc CWmrand Confidence Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT
and nonGU.PRT Soldiers

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

How would you describe
your confidence in the tactical
decisions of the following:

U8. your Battalion Commander?a 3.85 1.01 1293 3.46 1.09 1486 9.74*

U9. your Brigade Commander? 3.82 0.92 1285 3.57 0.98 1450 6.77*

U10. your Division Commander? 3.80 0.91 1280 3.60 0.98 1453 5.67*

U11. your Corps Commander? 3.71 0.94 1268 3.56 0.99 1428 4.10*

...... U12. the Army General Staff? 3.70 1.00 1277 3.54 1.04 1441 3.98*

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2660; Total N possible - 2830 (% of
missing cases - 6.1).
aRasponses to all items ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).

9*2 < .01, two-tailed.



Table 28

Small-Unit Command Confidence Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between
COHORT and nonCOHORT Soldiers

Scale Lem COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

S18. My squad leader knows his
(her) stuff.a 3.60 1.05 907 3.30 1.15 941 5.83*

S19. My plaoon sergeant knows
hiss&T h) stuf.a' 3.63 1.06 910 3.31 1.14 941 6.21*

S20. My platoon leader knows
his(her) stuff.& 3.49 1.02 906 3.11 1.15 940 7.57*

S21. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my s a 3.20 1.13 911 3.02 1.13 946 3.47*

S22. If we went to war
tomorrow, I would feel
good with my platoonj.a 3.15 1.10 910 2.90 1.13 943 4o91*

S25. NCOs in my company are
the kind I would want to
serve under in combat.a 3.19 1.01 906 2.81 1.05 942 7.56*

S24. Officers in my company
are the kind I would want
to serve under in combat.a 2.96 1.00 908 2.58 1.02 940 8.07*

In the event of combat, how would
you describe your confidence
in the following:

U4. your platoon leader?b 3.44 1.15 1230 3.00 1.21 1416 9.43*

US. your Company Commander?b 3.57 1.03 1292 3.13 1.19 1470 10.63*

U6. your crew/squad members?b 3.45 1.01 930 1.04 0.03 972 2.88*

U7. yourself?b 3.96 0.90 1298 3.95 0.91 1494 0.23

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 1771; Total N possible 1922 (% of
missing cases - 7.9).
aResponses ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).bResponses ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).
**_< .01, two-tailed.



Table 29

Concerned Leadership Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT and
nonCOHORT Sodi'ers

Scale Item COHORT nonCORORT

M SD N M SD N t

Sl1. My platoon segeant talks
to me personally outside
normal duties.a 2.86 1.17 903 2.61 1.18 943 4.61*

S12. My platoon leader talks
to me personally outside
normal duties. 2.75 1.16 910 2.45 1.15 945 5.49*

S13. The company commander
talks to w personally
outside normal duties. 2.33 1.02 910 2.14 1.03 943 4.03*

S14. My officers are interested-1 in my personal welfare. 2.84 1.05 911 2.54 1.08 943 6.20*

S15. My NCOs are interested in
hwhat- think and how I

feel about things. 3.15 1.09 909 2.81 1.11 946 6.65*

S16. H3 officers are interested
in what I think and how I
feel about things. 2.77 1.04 911 2.46 1.06 945 6.39*

S17. My NCOs are interested
in what I think and how I
feel about things. 3.00 1.11 911 2.69 1.09 944 6.03*

S28. My chain-of-command
works well. 2.97 1.08 906 2.68 1.14 935 5.59*

P?6. My superiors make a real
"attempt to treat me as A

person. 3.06 1.17 1293 2.86 1.23 1505 4.48*

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 1799; Total N possible 1922 (% of
missing cases - 6.4).
Responses to all items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly

agree" (5).
< .01, two-taiied.



Table 30

Sense of Pride Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item ratings between COHORT and
nonCOHORT Soldie',s

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

Fi. I am proud to be in

the Army.a 3.96 1.01 1310 3.75 1.13 1510 5.21**

F2. I am proud of my company. 3.40 1,09 1.306 3.08 1.16 1501 7.42**

F3. I really feel that I
belong in my company. 3.06 1.22 1307 2.84 1.24 1501 4.80**

F4. I am an important part
of my company. 3.51 1.14 1297 3.39 1.24 1498 2.57*

Fi0. What I do in the Army
is worthwhile. 3.30 1.20 1294 3.34 1.23 1501 3.48**

F13. On the whole, the Army
A•,• gives me a chance to "be

T all I can be." 2.65 1.25 1302 2.38 1.26 1507 5.72**

F14, The equipment of the
American Army is better
than that of the Russian
Army. 9.36 1.01 1300 3.37 1.06 1501 -0.25

SFI5. My company will play
a part in winning future
conflicts 3.61 0.94 1291 3.36 0.99 1495 6.76**

S''

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2701; Total N possible - 2809 (% of
missing cases - 3.9).
aResponses to all items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly

4• agree" (5).
*2 < .05, two-tailed. < .01, two-tailed.
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Table 31

Unit Social Climate Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT and
nonCOHORT Soldiers

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N t

P24. Most of the people in
this company can be
trusted.a 2.96 1.04 1288 2.85 1.06 1497 2.60**

P25. I want to spend my entire
enlistment in this
company.a 2.20 1.41 1234 1.89 1.14 1440 6.74**

P2. People in this company
feel very close to each
other.a 2.85 0.95 1297 2.66 0.99 1501 5.36**

P29. 1 like being in this
company.a 2.80 1.27 1282 2.52 1.26 1488 5.76**

P30. In this company, you
don't have to watch your
belongings.a 2.20 1.10 1281 2.18 1.07 1490 0.66

P31. In this company, people
really look out for each
other.a 2.81 1.03 1272 2.61 1.05 1482 5.22**

S7. I can go to most people in
my squad for help when I
have a personal problem,
like being in debt.a 3.00 1.12 905 2.82 1.10 942 3.53**

S8. I can go to most people
in my platoon for help r.
wher I have a personal
problem, like being in
debta 2.92 1.07 903 2.78 1.06 941 2.75**

S9. Most people in my squad
would lend me money in an
emergency.a 3.50 1.03 908 3.22 1.07 942 5.85**

IiW
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Table 31 (continued)

Unit Social Climate Scale: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT and
nonCOHOKT Soldiers

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M SD N M SD N _

SI0. Most people in my platoon

would lend me money in an
emergency.a 3.25 1.02 903 3.10 1.03 940 3.25**

P9. I spend my after-duty
hours with people in this
company.a 3.11 1.21 1278 2.81 1.24 1495 6.37**

P10. My closest friendships
are with the people I
work with.a 3.10 1.24 1291 2.82 1.26 1502 5.85**

P17. I would go for help with
a personal problem to
people in the company
chain.a 2.86 1.23 1286 2.75 1.26 1488 2.40*

U1S. How would you describe
your unit's togetherness,
or how "tight" are members
of your unit?b 3.17 0.97 1301 2.96 0.99 1502 5.47**

U18. How would you described the
relationships between
officers and the enlisted
in your unit?c 3.40 0.91 1295 3.18 1.02 1497 6.13**

Note. Listwise deletion was employed; N - 1705; Total N possible 1922 (% of
missing cases - 11.3).
aResponses ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5).
bResponses ranged from "very low" (1) to "very high" (5).

o ------ . angedl from "very bad" (1) to "verygood" (5)."
*2 < .05, two-tailed. **2 < .01, two-tailed.
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Table 32

Un.t" Teamwork Scale Items: T-Tests of Mean Item Ratings between COHORT and

nonCOHORT Soldiers

Scale Item COHORT nonCOHORT
M_ 0 N SED N t

F5. There is a lot of team-
work and cooperation
among soldiers in my
company.a 3.18 1.10 1304 2.96 1.16 1502 5.12*

F6. Officers most always get
willing and whole-hearted
cooperation from soldiers. 3.30 1.06 1304 3.04 1.09 1503 6.31*

F7. NCOs most always get
-'l'ing and whole-

hearted cooperation from
soldiers. 3.31 1.08 1306 3.06 1.14 1501 5.87*

F8. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their
officers. 2.79 1.05 1304 2.49 1.09 1496 7.48*

F9. Outside normal company
duties, soldiers in my
company would do most
anything for their NCOs. 3.06 1.08 1300 2.80 1.11 1492 6.30*

Note. Listwise deletion was employed, N - 2760; Total N possible 2809 (% of
missing cases - 1.7).aResponses to all items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly

agree" (5).
*_ < .01, two-tailed.
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Table 33

Companies Arrayed by Mean Company Combat Confidence Scale Scores

Unit Nominal Label M f

I. NouCohort 66.76 33
2. NonCohort 59.09 44
3. Cohort 58.27 60
4. NonCohort 58.21 42
5. Cohort 58.00 225
"6. Cohort 57.02 119
7. Cohort 56.78 81
8. Cohort 56.58 120
9. Cohort 56.10 115
10. Cohort 55.78 69
11. NonCohort 55.59 70
12. NonCohort 55.36 83
13. Cohort 55.33 92
14. NonCohort 55.06 194

M of Co - 54.47
15. NonCohort 54.39 120 SEM1 = 0.79
16. Cohort 54.39 186 Missing cases - 115
17. NonCohort 53.50 38
18. NonCohort 52.76 104
19. Cohort 52.62 107
"20. NonCohort 52.52 106
21. NonCohort 52.23 204

' 22. NonCohort 50.52 81
23. Cohort 50.39 90
24. NonCohort 49.49 93
25. NonCohort 49.08 88
26. NonCohort 48.47 78
27. NonCohort 46.47 73

Total N 2715

Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z 1.73, os, two-tailed.
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Table 34

Companies Arrayed by Mean Senior Command Confidence Scale Scores

4> Unit Nominal Label M f

1. Cohort 20.11 64
2. Cohort 20.10 231

"" 3. Cohort 19.47 120

4. Cohort 18.97 116
5. Cohort 18.92 119
6. NonCohort 18.78 120
7. Cohort 18.77 66
8. Cohort 18.56 81
9. NonCohort 18.52 85
10. NonCohort 18.34 107
11. Cohort 18.30 185

12. NonCohort 18.23 193
13. Cohort 18.16 90

M of Co - 18.12
14. NonCohort 18.06 34 STE - 0.17
15. Cohort 17.81 91 Missing cases - 120
16. NonCohort 17.73 41
17. NonCohort 17.65 78
18. NonCohort 17.59 44
19. NonCohort 17.52 82
20. NonCohort 17.45 101
21. NonCohort 17.42 207
22. Cohort 17.38 111
23. NonCohort 17.31 39
24. NonCohort 17.24 72
25. NonCohort 17.12 69
"26. NonCohort 17.04 79
27. NonCohort 16.60 85

Total N 2710

Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z = 3.11, y < .01, two-tailed.
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Table 35

Companies Arrayed by Mean Small-Unit Command Confidence Scale Scores

Unit Nominal Label M f

I 1. Cohort 41.03 86
2. Cohort 40.93 41
3. NouCohort 39.43 14
4. Cohort 39.08 86
5. Cohort 38.41 81
6. NonCohort 37.95 93
7. Cohort 37.90 60
8. Cohort 37.44 115
9. Cohort 37.22 45
W0. NonCohort 37.00 16
11. NonCohort 36.95 40
12. NonCohort 36.90 21
13. Cohort 36.79 89
14. Cohort 36.57 158
"15. Cohort 36.19 69
i6. NonCohort 36.02 41

M of Co - 35.94
17. NonCohort 35.78 69 --EM 0.55
18. NonCohort 35.12 49 Hissing cases - 97
19. NonCohort 34.64 80
20. NonCohort 34.26 135
21. Cohort 34.07 67
22. NonCohort 32.88 17
23. NonCohort 32.44 54
24. NonCohort 32.20 49
25. NonCohort 32.17 145
26. NouCohort 31.00 52
27. NortCohort 30.04 53

Total N 1825

- Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z_- 2.71, p < .01.
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Table 36

Companies Arrayed by Mean Concerned Leadership Scale Scores

Unit Nominal Label x f

I. Cohort 28.45 42
2. NonCohort 28.21 14
3. NonCohort 27.50 18
4. Cohort 27.36 45
5. Cohort 26.86 87
6. Cohort 26.52 82
7. Cohort 26.00 116
8. Cohort 25.48 162
9. NonCohort 25.48 69
10. NonCohort 25.44 41
11. Cohort 25.32 71
12. Cohort 25.27 90
13. Cohort 25.26 61
14. NonCohort 25.24 21
15. NonCohort 24.63 41
16. NonCohort 24.61 93 M of Co - 24.49

17. Cohort 24.48 88 S1E - 0.45
18. NonCohort 23.67 18 Missing cases - 65
"19. NonCohort 23.16 135
20. Cohort 22.34 68
21. NonCohort 22.28 149
"22. NonCohort 22.10 83
23. NonCohort 21.86 50
24. NonCohort 21.23 53
25. NonCohort 21.02 53
26. NonCohort 20.96 50
27. NonCohort 20.42 57

Total N 1857

Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z - 2.47, .< .01, two-tailed.
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Table 37

Companies Arrayed by Mean Sense of Pride Scale Scores

Unit Nominal Label M f

"1. NonCohort 30.06 34
2. Cohort 28.59 64
3. Cohort 28.48 122
4. NonCohort 28.35 43
5. Cohort 28.14 118
6. Cohort 28.12 68
7. NonCohort 28.09 44
8. Cohort 27.78 232
9. Cohort 27.55 121
10. NonCohort 27.10 73
11. Cohort 26.82 189
12. NonCohort 26.66 86
13. NonCohort 26.50 125
14. Cohort 26.38 85
15. NonCohort 26.34 110

M of Co - 20.28
"16. Cohort 26.25 93 TEX - 0.37
17. NonCohort 25.90 196 Missing cases - 26
[8. NonCohort 25.70 40
19. NonCohort 25.08 215
20. Cohort 24.88 95
21. NonCohort 24.88 109
22. NonCohort 24.85 88
23. Cohort 24.05 115
24. NonCohort 23.78 86
25. NonCohort 23.76 99
26. NonCohort 22.95 76
27. NonCohort 22.62 78

Total N 2804

Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z - 1.83, ns, two-tailed.



Table 38

Companies Arrayed by Mean Unit Social Climate Scale Scores

Unit Nominal Label H f

1. Cohort 48.73 41
2. NonCohort 47.15 13
3. NonCohort 46.37 41

4. Cohort 46.36 86
5. Cohort 46.20 45
16. Cohort 45.50 161
17. NonCohort 44.98 42
28. Cohort 44.80 80
19. Cohort 43.91 87
1 0. Cohort 43.46 113

,•11. NonCohort 43.39 18
'•12. Cohort 43.19 68

:ll• 13. Cohort 42.93 85

14. NonCohort 42.90 21
15. Cohort 42.90 59

M of Co - 42.28
16. NonCohort 42.20 90 TEM 0.67
17. NonCohort 41.19 135 Hissing cases - 101

k 18. NonCohort 40.79 68
19. NonCohort 39.93 147
20. NonCohort 39.88 17
21. Cohort 39.77 66
22. NonCohort 38.73 79
23. NonCohort 38.30 49
24. NonCohort 37.89 53
25. NonCohort 37.79 53
26. NonCohort 37.22 49
27. NonCohort 35.05 55

Total N 1821

Note. Wilcoxon ranks sum test, z -2.4-7, ~<.01, two-tailed.
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Table 40

Companies Arrayed by Soldier Self-Report of Common Experience of Basic and
Advanced Individual Training

Unit Nominal Label M f

I . Cohort 6.47 88 inter-item r(1940) - .94;
2. Cohort 6.27 48
3. Cohort 5.89 94
4. Cohort 5.66 99
5. Cohort 5.44 78
6. Cohort 5.32 69
7. NonCohort 5.17 72
8. Cohort 4.94 63
9. Cohort 4.27 56

11 of Co M = 3.71
10. Cohort 3.33 120 SIa - 0.26
11. Cohort 3.31 173 Missing data - 964
12. NonCohort 3.14 22
13. NonCohort 3.11 63
14. NonCohort 2.94 71
15. NonCohort 2.84 19
16. NonCohort 2.82 17
17. NonCohort 2.82 66
18. NonCohort 2.79 56
19. NonCohort 2.69 75
20. NonCohort 2.67 49
21. NonCohort 2.67 24
22. NonCohort 2.66 53
23. Cohort 2.62 52
24. NonCohort 2.60 53
25. NonCohort 2.59 49
26. NonCohort 2.55 167
27. NonCohort 2.51 146

Total N 1942

Note. Possible range of values on the summative scale was from 2P to 10.
"Questions asked soldiers to estimate how many soldiers in their present
company accompanied them through basic and advanced individual training.
Responses on both items ranged from "none" (1) to "everyone" (5). The
Wilcoxon ranks sum test showed Company M ratings were related to their nominal
labels (z_- 3.55, p < .01).
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Table 41

Companies Arrayed by Soldier Perception of Company Personnel Turnover

Unit Nominal Label M f

i. NonCohort 9.60 10 Inter-item Correlations;:
2. Non4~ohort 9.22 9 Soldier Turnover - .333. NoiaCohort 8.20 5 NCO Turnover - .45

4. Cohort 8.01 105 Officer Turnover - .35S5. NonCohort 8.00 33

6. Cohort 7.76 83 Cronbach's Alpha - .55
7. NonCohort 7.63 16
183 NonCohort 7.58 45
49. Cohort 7.46 48

10. NonCohort 7.24 50
16. NonCohort 7.22 49

M of Co - 7.16
12. Cohort 7.15 59 3at - 0.18
13. NonCohort 7.15 54 Missing data - 273
14. Cohort 7,00 30

15. Cohort 6.94 35
16. Cohort 6.90 51
17. NonCohort 6.86 93
18. NonCohort 6.78 41
19. Cohort 6.72 68
24. NonCohort 6.67 66

,Jq 21. NonCohort 6.65 94
P"•,22. NonCohort 6.57 47

S23. Cohort 6.46 61

S24. NonCohort 6*24 59

25. Cohort 6.19 84
26. Cohort 5.96 85
27. NonCohort 5.16 105

Total N 1455

Note. Possible range of values on the summative scale was from 3 to 15.
okuestions asked soldiers (with six or more months in their present companies)
to estimate how many new soldiers, NCOs and officers joined their present
company in the last six months. Responses to all three items ranged from
"none" (1) to "everyone" (5). The Wilcoxon ranks sum test showed unit label
was unrelated to perceived personnel turnover (z - .74, ns).
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•. Appendix I: Questionnaire Instrument
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,ITERATION NO. 001

QUESTIONNAIRE NO.

THE NEW MANNING SYSTEM:

ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL SURVEY

I./, (SOLDIER STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE)

Department of Military Psychiatry

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Walter Reed Army Medical Center

Washington, D. C, 20307-5100



INSTRUCTIONS

You and other service members of the U.S. Army have been
selected so that we might learn your opinions on several issues
of concern to Army leaders. Results of this survey will be used
to assess the impact of several new ways of organizing the Army

on you, on your unit, and on your family. THEREFORE, IT IS VERY
S IMPORTANT THAT YOU PARTICIPATE.

There are no right or no wrong answers to our questions.
Just answer questions the way you feel about them. The important
thing is TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS COMPLETELY AND ANSWER THEM
HONESTLY AND FRANKLY. Most questions can be answered by circling
a number corresponding to a ready-made answer.

No one will know what you specifically have said; your
answers will not be reported with your name nor with any other

.[ identifying information. This is guaranteed in a statement that
31! you will sign in a few minutes.

'.i

A
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Z., GENERAL INFORMATION

First we need a few facts about you, like your age, education,
rank and so on, so that we can compare the opinions of older
soldiers to younger, opinions of privates to those of sergeants,
and those of sergeants to officers and so on. Please answer the

•u questions below by either writing in your response or circ ngthe response corresponding to your answer.

1. What is your unit? Company or Battery
__ Battalion
__ Regiment

2. (Circle one number) Are you: 1. Male? 2. Female?

3. How old are you (in years)?

4. What is the highest level of 1. LESS THAN 8 YEARS
Seducation that you've completed? 2. 8 YEARS

(Circle one number) 3. 9-11 YEARS
4. 12 YEARS
5. MORE THAN 12 YEARS

5. What is your racial background? 1. WHITE
(Circle one number) 2. BLACK

3. MEXICAN AMERICAN
4. PUERTO RICAN
5.• OTHER

6. Is English your native language?

(Circle one number)
"1. YES (Go to Question 8)
2. NO (Go to Question 7)

7. If English is not your native language, what is?

1. SPANISH
2. OTHER, Specify

below:

%.o to Question 8

8. What is you;': present pay grade, for example, E-2, E-3, E-4,
or 0-1, 0-2, etc.? Write your answer in the blank below.

E- OR 0 -

9. How many years have you been o0, active duty? IF LESS THAN 6
MONTHS, PLACE A "0" IN THIS BLANK. IF 6 MONTHS OR MORE,PLACE A "l" IN THIS BLANK.

10. What is your MOS?
(numberT (letter)

-3-
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11. What is your present marital status?
1. NOT MARRIED
2. DIVORCED (Go to
3. SEPARATED Question 16)
4. WIDOWED
5. MARRIED

(Go to Question 12)

12. Does your spouse presently live with you?
1. YES
2. NO

13. How many years of schooling 1. LESS THAN
has your spouse completed? 8 YEARS

2. 8 YEARS
3. 9-12 YEARS
"4. 12 YEARS
5. MORE THAN 12 YEARS

14. How old is your spouse? (in years) -

15. What is your spouse's 1. FULL-TIME EMPLOYED
present employment status? 2. PART-TI142 EMPLOYED

3. SEEKING WORK, NOT
EMPLOYED

4. NOT EMPLOYED AT ALL
"BY OWN CHOICE

5. OTHER, Specify
'" • be low :

Go to Question 16

16. Where do you live?
"1. IN THE BARRACKS

(Go to Question 20)
"2. ON-POST HOUSING

(Go to Question 17)
3. OFF-POST HOUSING

(Go to Question 17)

17. How many people live in your home?

18. Of all the people living in your home, how many are
your relatives?

19. Of all the people living in your home, how many are
your friends?

Go to Question 20

-4-[.i;A ._v•



20. How many days do you usually 1. 1 DAY
work in a week? (Circle your 2. 2 DAYS
answer) 3. 3 DAYS

4. 4 DAYS
5. 5 DAYS
6. 6 DAYS
7. 7 DAYS
8. 0 DAYS

21. How many hours do you usually Write your answer in
work in a day? this blank HRS A DAY

22. How many days a month do you
spend out in the field? Write your answer in this

SblanK DAYS A MONTH.

23. How many weekends a month
do you usually work? 1. NEVER WORK WEEKENDS

S2. ONE A MONTH•'3. TWO A MONTH

S4. THREE A MONTH
5. WORK EVERY WEEKEND

24. Do you have enough time to take 1. NEED A LOT LESS TIME
care of your personal neads 2. NEED A LITTLE LESS TIME
such as going to medical appoint- 3. JUST ENOUGH TIME
ments, commissary shopping, going 4. NEED A LITTLE MORE TIME
to the cleaners, getting a hair 5. NEED A LOT MORE TIME
cut and things like that?

25. Do you have enough time 1. NEED A LOT LESS TIME
to spend with family members 2. NEED A LITTLE LESS TIME
and friends? 3. JUST ENOUGH TIME

4. NEED A LITTLE MORE TIME
5. NEED A LOT MORE TIME

26. Do you have enough time for I. NEED A LOT LESS TIME
relaxation and entertainment? 2. NEED A LITTLE LESS TIME

3. JUST ENOUGH TIME
4. NEED A LITTLE MORE TIME
5. NEED A LOT MORE TIME

27. Did you go through OSUT Training?
1 . YES (Go to Question 30)

2. NO (Go to Question 28)

.?z• --5--
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28. About how many of the soldiers in your present company went
through Basic Training with you?

1. NONE
2. A FEW
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
"5. EVERYONE

29. About how many of the soldiers in your present company went
through Advanced Individual Training (AIT) with you?

1 . NO,-
2. A FEW
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
5. EVERYONE

Go to Questiou 30

30. About how long have you been in your present company?

How many years? AND

How many months?

31. In the past six months, about how many new soldiers have
joined your platoon?

1. NONE
2. A FEW
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
5. EVERYONE

' 32. In the past six months, about how many new soldiers have
joined your company?

1. NONE
2. A FEW
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
5. EVERYONE

33. In the past six months, about how many new NCOs have joined
your your company?

1. NONE
2. A FEW
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
5. EVERYONE

-6-
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__ 34. In the past Six L ,,ths, about how many new officers have
joined your company?

1. NONE
2. A FEI'i
3. ABOUT HALF
4. MOST ALL
5. EVERYONE

35. About how many field exercises have you been on?

Write the number of
field exercises in this
blank

36. Of these field exercises that you have been on, how many have
been with members of your present company?

Write the number of
"field exercises ii this
o"iaak

37. If you could, would you get out of the Army today?

I. DEFINITELY NO
2. NO
3. NOT SURE
4. YES
"5. DEFINITELY YES

38. Do you want to serve in this unit after your initial
enlistment?

SI. DEFINITELY YES
2. YES
3. NOT SURE
4. NO
5. DFFINITELY NO

39. Will you re-enlist?
. L. DEFINITELY YES

"4 2. YES
3. NOT SURE

- -4. NO
S5. DEFINITELY NOT

K? :•-7-
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40. Listed below are several reasons why you might re-enlist.
Circle THREE letters corresponding to the THREE most
important reasons for re-enlisting.

A. GOOD JOB SECURITY
B. GOOD PAY
C. GOOD MEDICAL BENEFITS AND MEDICAL CARE
D. SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
E. EARLY RETIkEMENT
F. TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES
G. FREQUENT MOVES
H. CHOICE OF ASSIGNMENT
I. WANT CHALLENGES AND DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
J. DOING WHAT I WANT TO DO
K. AWARDS, DECORATIONS, AND RECOGNITION FOR WORK DONE
L. LIKE BEING A MEMBER OF GROUP WITH DISTINCT IDENTITY
M. LIKE MILITARY LIFESTYLE
N. SERVE MY COUNTRY
0. PEOPLE IN MY UNIT REALLY CARE ABOUT THEIR WORK
P. PEOPLE IN MY UNIT REALLY CARE FOR EACH OTHER
Q. ABLE TO PROVIDE FOR FAMILY
R. AFRY REALLY CARES ABOUT MY FAMILY
S. SPOUSE WANTS ME TO STAY IN
T. JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPOUSE

41. Listed below are several reasons why you might not re-
enlist. Circle THREE letters corresponding to the THREE most
important reasons foi not re-enlisting.

A. FINDING A BETTER CIVILIAN JOB
B. POOR PAY
C. TOO MANY MOVES
D. LITTLE CHOICE OF ASSIGNMENT
E. SEPARATED FROM FAMILY AND FRIENDS
F. WANT OTHER CiIALLENGES
G. WANT TO DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
H. DON'T LIKE MILITARY LIFESTYLE
I. PEOPLE IN MY UNIT DON'T CARE ABOUT THEIR WORK
J. PEOPLE IN MY UNIT DON'T CARE FOR EACH OTHER
K. DON'T DO WHAT I WAS TRAINED FOR
L. TOO MANY ADDITIONAL DUTIES, LIKE CQ, POLICE CALL
M. TOO MANY RULES AND REGULATIONS
N. BEING TOLD WHAT TO DO
0. LITTLE PERSONAL CHOICE AND FREEDOM
P. TOO MUCH PHYSICAL TRAINING
Q. UNABLE TO PROVIDE FOR FAMILY
R. ARMY DOESN'T CARE ABOUT MY FAMILY
S. SPOUSE WANTS ME TO GET OUT
T. NO JOBS FOR SPOUSE

I.
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UNIT COHESION AND MORALE

In this next section, we ask you several questions about your
feelings coward your equipment and your unit. Read each
statement carefully, and then circle the number uorresponding to
the answer that best describes your feeling.

VERY VRY
HIGH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

I . What is the level of
morale in your company? 1 2 3 4 5

2. How would you describe
your company's readiness
for combat? 2 3 4.

3. I-low would you describe your
fellow soldiers' readiness
to fight if and when it is
necessary? 1 2 3 4 5

In the evenc of combat, how would you describe your confidence in
the following: ,

VERY VERY
HIGH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

4. your platoon leader
1 2 3 4 5

5. your Coupany Commander 1. 2 3 4 5

6. your crew/squad members 1 2 3 4 5

7. yourself 1 2 3 4 5

How would you describe your confidence in the tactical decisions
1 of the following:

VERY VERY
HIGH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

8. your Battalion Commander
1 2 3 4 5

~*'9. your Brigade Commander 1. 2 4 5

10. your Division Commander 1 2 3 4 5 -''

11. your Corps Commander 1 2 3 4 5

12. the Army General Staff 1 2 3 4 5

S13. How much confidence do you
have in your unit's major
weapons systems (tanks, ,.

oeý APCs, etc.)? 1 2 3 45
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VERY VERY
ooHIGH HIGH MODERATE LOW LOW

"-• 14. How would you rate your
1.own ckills and abilities

as a soldier (using your
weapous, operating and
maintaining your
equipment, etc.)? 1 3 4

15. How would you describe
your unit's togetherness,
or how "tight" are members

of your unit? 1 2 3 4 5

16. What is the level of

your personal morale? 1 2 3 4 5

17. How would you describe the 1. VERY GOOD
condition of your unit's 2. GOODmajor weapons systems (tanks, 3. SO-SO

APCs, etc.)? In other words, 4. BADwhat kind of sh ape a e they in . VERY BAD

18. The relationships between 1. VERY GOOD
officers and the enlisted 2. GOOD
in your unit are: 3. SO-.SO

4. BAD
"5. VERY BAD

19. How often do you worry 1. ALWAYS'
about what might happen 2. OFTEN

Sto you personally , if and 3. SOM ETIM ES
vwhen your unit goes 4. RARELY
into combat? 5. NEVER

r .
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MODIFIED FIELD FORCES QUESTIONNAIRE

We would like to know your opinions toward others in your unit.
Read each statement carefully, and then circle the number
corresponding to the answer that best describes how you feel.
There are five possible answers; these are:

Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

12 3 4 5

1 . I am proud to be in the Army. 1 2 3 4 5

2. 1 am proud of my company. 1 2 3 4 5

3. I really feel that I belong
in my company. 1 2 3 4 5

4. I am an important part of
my company. 1 2 3 4 5

5. There is a lot of teamwork and
cooperation among soldiers in my company. 1 2 3 4 5

6. Officers most always get willing and
whole-hearted cooperation from soldiers. 1 2 3 4 5

S . NCO most always get willing and
"whole-hearted cooperation from soldiers. 1 2 3 4 5

8. Outside normal company duties,
soldiers in my company woull do
most anything for their officers. 1 2 3 4 5

9. Outside normal company duties,
soldiers in my company would do
most anything for their NCOs. 1 2 3 4 5

10o. What I do in the Army is worthwhile. 1 2 3 4 5

11. I get praise and recognition when I
do a particularly good job. 2 3 45

12. in my company, the best soldiers
get the "break." 1 2 3 4 5

13. On the whole, the Army gives
me a chance to "be all I can be." 1 2 3 4 5

14. The equipment of the American Army is
better than that of the Russian Army. 1 2 3 4 5

• -1i-
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I.' Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agre

A t23 45

15. My company will play a part in winning
future conflicts. 1 2 3 4 5

16. 1 have enough time to take care of my
personal needs such as gcing to medical
appointments, commissary shopping,
going to the cleaners, getting a hair cut,
and things like that. 1 2 3 4 5

S17. I have enough time for
relaxation and entertainment. 1 2 3 4 5

V 18. 1 have enough time to spend with
family members and friends. 1 2 3 4 5

19. I often have good ideas but
my leaders never consider them. 1 2 3 4 5

20. It's worthwhile to make
suggestions to my leaders. 1 2 3 4 5

, 21. My unit is really "messed up." 1 2 3 4 5

22. Compared to other units, it's difficult
to get something done in my unit. 1 2 3 4 5

23. When I first arrived, leaders
helped me a lot to get settled. 1 2 3 4 5

24. My leaders are better than
the leaders *of other units. 1 2 3 4 5

25. My unit is better than other
units in getting the job done. 1 2 3 4 5

j rr.'-\-12-
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WELL-BEING AND INTERPERSONAL SUPPORT

Now we would like to ask you questions about stresses and strains
which you may have experienced lately. We also ask you about
those people who help you when you have personal problems. Read
each question below carefully, and then circle the nuaber
corresponding to the answer that best describes how you feel.

1. During the past month, how I. IN EXCELLENT SPIRITS
have you been feeling in 2. IN VERY GOOD SPIRITS
general? 3. IN GOOD SPIRITS MOSTLY

4. I HAVE BEEN UP AND DOWN
IN SVTPýITS A LOT

5. IN LOW SPIRITS MOSTLY
6. IN VERY LOW SPIRITS

2. During the past month, 1. EXTREMELY SO, TO THE POINT
have you been bothered WHERE I COULD NOT
by nervousnesu or your WORK OR TAKE CARE OF
"nerves?" THINGS

2. VERY MUCH SO
3. QUITE A BIT
4. SOME, ENOUGH TO BOTHER ME
5. A LITTLE
6. NOT AT ALL

3. During the past month, 1. YES, DEFINITELY SO
have you been in firm 2. YES, FOR THE MOST PART
control of your behavior, 3. GENERALLY SO
thoughts, emotions, or 4. NOT TOO WELL
feelings? 5. NO, AND I AM SOMEWHAT

DISTURBED
6. NO, AND I AM VERY

DISTURBED

4. During the past month, 1. EXTREMELY SO, TO THE
have you felt so sad, POINT I HAVE JUST

discouraged, hopeless, GIVEN UP
or had so many problems 2. VERY MUCH SO

that you wondered if 3. QUITE A BIT

anyt•hlag was worthwhile? 4. SOME, ENOOGH TO BOTHER ME
5. A LITTLE BIT
6. NOT AT ALL

5. During the past month, 1. YES, ALMOST MORE THAN I
have you been under or COULD BEAR OR STAND
felt you were under any 2. YES, QUITE A BIT OF
strain, stress, or pressure? PRESSURE

3. YES, SOME MORE THAN USUAL
4. YES, SOME BUT ABOUT USUAL
5. YES, A LITTLE
6. NOT AT ALL

F• -13-



6. During the past month, 1. EXTREMELY HAPPY, COULD

how happy, satisfied, or NOT HAVE BEEN MORE
pleased have you been with SATISFIED OR PLEASED
your personal life? 2. VERY HAPPY

3. FAIRLY HAPPY
4. SATISFIED, PLEASED
5. SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED
6. VERY DISSATISFIED

7. During the past month, 1. NOT AT ALL
have you had any reason to 2. ONLY A LITTLE
wonder if you were losing 3. SOME, BUT NOT ENOUGH
your miad, or losing control TO BE CONCERNED WITH
over the way you act, talk, 4. SOME, AND I HAVE BEEN A
think, feel, or of your LITTLE CONCERNED
memory? 5. SOME, AND I AM QUITE

CONCERNED
6. YES, VERY MUCH SO AND

I AM VERY CONCERNED

8. During the past month, 1. EXTREMELY SO, TO THE
have you been anxious, POINT OF BEING SICK
worried or upset? OR ALMOST SICK

2. VERY MUCH SO
3. QUITE A BIT
4. SOME, ENOUGH TO BOTHER ME
5. A LITTLE BIT
6. NOT AT ALL

S9 . During the past mon th, 1. EVERY DAY
have you been waking up 2. MOST EVERY DAY
fresh and rested? 3. FAIRLY OFTEN

4. LESS THAN HALF THE TIME
5. RARELY
6. NONE OF THE TIME

10. During the past month, 1 ALL THE TIME
have you been bothered by 2. MOST OF THE TIME
any illness, bodily 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME
disorders, pains, or fears 4. SOME OF THE TIME
about your health? 5. ^ LITTLE OF THE TIME

6. !JNE OF THE TIME

11. During the past month, 1. ALL THE TIME
has .our daily life been 2. MOST OF THE TIME
full of things that were 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME

Sinteresting to you? 4. SOME OF THE TIME
5. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6. NONE OF THE TIME

-14-
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12. During the past month, I. ALL OF THE TIME
have you felt downhearted 2. MOST OF THE TIME
and blue? 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME

"4. SOME OF THE TIME
5. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6. NONE OF THE TIME

13. During the past month, 1. ALL OF THE TIME
have you been feeling 2. MOST OF THE TIME
emotionally stable and 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME
sure of yourself? 4. SOME OF THE TIME

5. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6. NONE OF THE TIME

14. During the past month, 1. ALL OF THE TIME
have you felt tired, worn 2. MOST OF THE TIME
out, used-up, or exhausted? 3. A GOOD BIT OF THE TIME

4. SOME OF THE TIME
5. A LITTLE OF THE TIME
6. NONE OF THE TIME

For each of the four scales below, note that the words at each
end of the 0-to-lO scale describe opposite feelings. Circle the

:>~ number along the line which is closest to how you have generally
felt DURING THE PAST MONTH.

15. During the past month, how concerned or worried about your
health have you been?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
NOT AT ALL VERY CONCERNED
CONCERNED

16. During the past month, how relaxed or tense have you been?

"0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
VERY RELAXED VERY TENSE

17. During the past month, how much energy, pep, vitality, have
you felt?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
NO ENERGY AT VERY ENERGETIC
ALL, LISTLESS DYNAMIC

18. During the past month, how depressed or cheerful have you
been?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
VERY DEPRESSED VERY CHEERFUL
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19. Not counting checkups, I. NONE
how many times during 2. ONCE
the past year did you see 3. 4-5 TIMES
a doctor for a problem 4. 5-10 TIMES
you had? 5. MORE THAN 10 TIMES

20. During the last year, 1. NEVER
how often have you taken any 2. RARELY
medications for a nervous 3. SOMETIMES
condition? 4. OFTEN

5. ALWAYS

21. During the last year, how 1. NEVER
often have you been unable 2. RARELY
to work or carry out your 3. SOMETIMES
usual activities because of 4. OFTEN
health problems related to 5. ALWAYS
worry and nervousness?

22. Do you discuss your
personal problems with
family members?

1. NO (Go to Question 27)
2. YES (Go to Questions below)

23. Who do you talk to most? 1. WIFE/HUSBAND
2. MOTHER/FATHER
3. SISTER/BROTHER

' 1j4. OTHER RELATIVE

24. How much did it help to 1. MADE THINGS MUCH BETTER
talk with these family 2. MADE THINGS BETTER

w members about your 3. MADE NO DIFFERENCE
14 problems? 4. MADE THINGS WORSE

5. MADE THINGS A LOT WORSE

25. How satisfied are you 1. VERY SATISFIED
with the help that you 2. SATISFIED
get from these family 3. NOT SURE
members? 4. DISSATISFIED

"5. VERY DISSATISFIED

"26. About how many of these 1. ALL OF THEM
family members who 2. MOST
really help you come 3. ABOUT HALF
to you when they have 4. A FEW
personal problems? 5. NONE OF THEM

Go to Question 27 -6
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27. Do you discuss your
personal problems with
your friends?

1. NO (Go to Question 32)

2. YES (Go to Questions below)

28. Who do you talk to 1. MALE FRIENDS IN SAME UNIT
most? 2. MALE FRIENDS IN OTHER UNIT

3. CIVILIAN MALE FRIENDS
4. FEMALE FRIENDS IN SAME UNIT
5. FEMALE FRIENDS IN OTHER UNIT
6. CIVILIAN FEMALE FRIENDS

29. How much did it help 1. MADE THINGS A LOT BETTER
to talk with these 2. MADE THINGS BETTER
friends about your 3. MADE NO DIFFERENCE
problems? 4. MADE THINGS WORSE

5. MADE THINGS A LOT WORSE

30. How satisfied are 1. VERY SATISFIED
you with the help 2. SATISFIED
that these friends 3. NOT SURE
provide you? 4. DISSATISFIED

5. VERY DISSATISFIED

31. How many of these I. ALL OF THEM
friends who really 2. MOST
help you come to you 3. SOME
when they have 4. A FEW
personal problems? 5. NONE OF THEM

Go to Question 32

32. When you experience 1. NEVER
personal problems, how 2. RARELY
often do you gain 3. SOMETIMES
strength or comfort from 4. OFTEN
religious beliefs and 5. ALWAYS
practices?

-17-
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COMPANY PERCEPTIONS

Now, we would like to ask you some more questions about your
unit. Below appear statements that you can agree or disagree
with. Carefully read each statement and then circle the number
to the right of the statement that best describes your feeling.
There are five numbers corresponding to five possible answers;' these are.,

Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I . This company is one of the best in the
US Army. 1 2 3 4 5

iXio. 2. People in this company feel very close
to each other. 1 2 3 4 5

0... 3. The officers in this company really seem
to know their stuff. 1 2 3 4 5

4. I think this company would do a better
job in combat than most other Army units. 1 2 3 4 5

do a good job. 1 2 3 4 5

6. The NCOs in this company really seem to
know their stuff. 1 2 3 4 5

7. I really know the people I work with. 1 2 3 4 5

8. There are many people in this company
who are just out for themselves and don't
care about others. 1 2 3 4 5

9. 1 spend my after-duty hours with people
in this company. 1 2 3 4 5

10. My closest friendships are with the people
I work with. 1 2 3 4

11. The officers in this company don't spend
enough time with troops. 1 2 3 4 5

12. 1 am impressed by the quality of leadership
in this company. 1 2 3 4 5
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Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

12 3 4 5

13. If I have to go to war, the soldiers I
"regularly work with are the ones I want
with me. 1 2 3 4 5

14. The NCOs in this company don't spend
,h enough time with the troops. 1 2 3 4 5

15. I really like the work 1 do. 1 2

"16. I think this company's job is one
of the most important in the Army. 1 2 3 4 5

. 17. I would go for help with a personal
problem to people in the company chain-: of -command. 1 2 3 4 5

18. 1 have a let of confidence in our weapons. 1 2 3 4 5

19. 1 have real confidence in otur company's
"ability to use our weapons. 1 2 3 4 5

20. 1 think the level of training in this
company is very high. 1 2 3 4 5

21. If I have to go into combat, I have a lot
of confidence in myself. 1 2 3 4 5

22. In this company, people of different races
mix during duty hours. 1 2 3 4 5

- ~ 23. In this company, people of different races
mix after duty hours. 1 2 3 4 5

24. Most of the people in this company can
be trusted. 1 2 3 4 5

25. 1 want to spend my entire enlistment
in this company. 2 3

26. My superiors make a real attempt to treat
me as a person. 1 2 3 4 5

A. 27. People in my company would support me
in difficult situations. 1 2 3 4 5

"28. As time goes on, people in this company
will get even tighter. 1 2 3 4 5

.'I)
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Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

12 3 4 5

29. I like being in this company. 1 2 3 4 5

30. In this company, you don't have to watch
your belongings. 1 2 3 4 5

31. In this company, people really look out
for each other. 1 2 3 4 5

32. I think we are better trained than most
other companies in the Army. 1 2 3 4 5

- 33. The officers in this company would lead
well i2 combat. 1 2 3 4 5

34. The NCOs in this company would lead well
in combat. 1 2 3 4 5

35. Soldiers in this company have enough
skills that I would trust them with my
life in combat. 1 2 3 4 5
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SQUAD/PLATOON PERCEPTIONS

E4n AND BELOW COMPLETE THIS SECTION.

F5s AND ABOVE GO T •. '', "FAMILY LIFE."

Ihe questions below ask you about your feelings toward vcur squad
and platoon. Read each statement carefully, and then rcle the
nuober cor-esponding to the answer that best describes how you

i• f 1 'l. There are five possible answers; these are:

Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
SDisagree Agree

23 4

' . I like being in Lhis platoon. 1 2 3 4 5

i2, lke being in this sgu.d. 1 2 3 4 5

3. - spend ' lot of time wilh members of
aiy sjAd _?rer duty hour,. 1 2 3 4 5

4. I spend a lot of time with members of
;. my •la? ":to after duty hours. 1 2 3 4 5

5. Aft-. -%ity hours, blacks tend co hang out

with blacks, ead ehites 1vith whites,
and so .;n1 3 4

6. V-. zsquad. leader i.• ý ¢fen iniluded in
after-duty acti.i' •. of other squad
Laemb a- 1 2 3 4 5

7. 1 cat go to most peoj.1e in my squad
for help when T Lave a per.•onal problem,
Ike•. being in debt.

-) 8. I can gc to most people in my ylatoonL ~Vfor help when I have n personal problem,V like beivg ii, debt 1 2 3 4 5

-'" 9. Most peuple in my squad would
I enud ae w.orey in an emergency. I 3 4 5

- • .0. A os-t pt-pl(ý in my platoon would
leud a !-ne• in an emergency. 1 2 5

11. My platoon s•cgeaut talks to me
persunali-y outside-normal duties. 1 2 3 4 5
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Strongly Disagree Can't say Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5R

" "2. My platoon leader talks to me
personally outside norwal duties. 1 2 3 4 5

13. The company commander talks to me
personally outside normal duties. 1 2 3 4 5

14. My officers are interested in my
personal welfare. I 2 3 4 5

15. My NCOs are interested in my
personal welfare. 1 2 3 4 5

16. My officers are interested in what I
think and how I feel about things. 1 2 3 5

17. My NCOs are interested in what I
thin-and how I feel about things. 1 2 3 4 5

18. My squad leader knows his(her) stuff. 1 2 3 4 5.

" 19. My platoon sergeant knows his(her) stuff. 1 2 3 4 5

20. My platoon leader knows his(her) stuff. 1 2 3 4 5

21. 1f we went to war tomor , I would
feel good about going wi~i my squad. t 2 3 4 5

4 22. If we went to war toworrow, I would
4-,% feel g(od about going with my platoon. 1 2 3 4 5

"23. Most soldiers ir. my platoon would do
a good job if they were givea a squad of
soldiers and told to take charge of them
in a .=ombat mission under enemy fire. 1 2 4 5

24- Officers in my ccmpany are the ki.id I
would want to serve under in combat. 1 2 3 4 5

2&., NCOs in my ccmpan, are the kind I

would want to se ve under in combat. 1 2 3 4 5

26. My leaders expect too much from me. 1 2 3 4 5

A
6 , 27. Mcst company leaders have confidence

in 'y abilities. 1 2 4 5

28. My chain-of-command works well. 1 2 3 4 5

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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FAMILY LIFE

These questions are only to be answered by wacried iadividuals.
Please rate how you feel about each of these issues as they
affect your own life. There are five poszible answers; these arelisted below. Circle the number corresponding to the answer that
best describes how you feel about each aspect of your life.

Completely Somewhat Can't Say Somewhat Completely
Dissatisfied bissatisfied Satisfied Sati&fied

3 2 3 4 5

1. Marriage ........ ........ ............ 1 2 3 4
A 4

2. Family life .......................... 1 2 3 4 5

3. He&Ith .................................... 4 2 3 4 5

4. Neighborhood ......................... 1 2 3 4 5

5. Friendships ......................... 1 2 3 '4 5

6. Community ............ ............................ 1 2 3 4 5

7. Housing .............................. 1 2 3 4 5

8. Standard of living ................... 1 2 3 4 5

9. Family Income ... .......................... 1 2 3 4 5

10. Amour' of education ..................... 1 2 3 4 5

11. Savings ............................. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Life a- a whole ..................... 1 2 3 4 5

13. The unit I am assigned to ............. 1 2 3 4 5

14. My duty hours ....................... 1 2 3 4 5

15. The Location ot this post ............. 1 2 3 4 5

16. My uniL's leave/time off policies... 1 2 3 4 5

17. My unit's training and fit-ld
exercise schedule ................... 1 3 4 5
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Completcly Somewhat Can't Say Somewhat Completely
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied

S2 3 4

18. The concern my unit has for
families ............................... 1 2 3 4 5

19. Army pay and allowances ............. .. 2 3 4 5

20. The Army way of life .................. I z 3 4 5

21. The respect the Army shows wives .... 1 2 3 4 5

22. The Job security in the Army ........ .1 2 3 4 5

23. The acandard of living in the Army.. 1 2 4 5

24. The Army's retirement benefits ...... .1 2 3 4 5

25. The family life you can have in the
Army ..................... .......... 1 2 3 4 5

26. How my wife would feel if I decided
to make the Army a career ........... . .2 3 4 5

27. If you could get cut of the Army tomorrow, would you?

Definitely No Not Sure Yes Definitely
No e S

2 3 4 5

-24-
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If you are currently living with you wife answer questions 28
through 38. If you are not currently living with your wife, you
are finished with the survey.

Below are listed several potential helpers. When you are away
from home (for example, in the field), who *.an your wife count on
for help? You should answer by using one or five numbers on the
scale below to indicate on whom your wife can depend:

Definitely No Not Sure Yes Definitely
No Yes

12 3 4 5

28. Some other wife in your unit.......... 1 2 3 4 5

29. A neighbor (someone other than another
wife in your unit) ..................... 1 2 3 4 5

30. A friend (someone other than another
w.Lfe in your unit) .................... 1 2 3 4 5

3.Someone in your chain-of-command
(like the Rear Detachment, Battalion,
etc.) ............................... 1 2 4 5

32. A loctl military agency (like the
Chaplain, Army Community Service,
etc.) ............................... 1 2 3 4 5,

33. Has your wife made any friends 1. NO
among the wives of soldiers from 2. YES
your uait? (Circle only one number)
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These are some questions about the community where you live.
There are five possible answers to each question; these are

I listed on the scale below:

Strongly Disagree Can't Say Agree Strongly
Disagree Ag ree

12 3 4

Using the scale above, circle the number that best describes how
you feel about each statement.

34. People here have no say about what
actions this community takes ......... 1 2 3 4 5.

35. My role in this community is
active and involved ................... 1 2 3 4 5

"36. We can trust our community leaders.. 1 2 3 4 5

37. If there were a serious problem in
this community, the people here could
get together and solve it ............ 1 2 3 4

38. If I had an emergency, even people I
F do not know in this community

would be willing to help .............. 1 2 3 4 5

p~-26
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VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT

1. NATURE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of t,,.s research is to assess the psychological and

behavioral effects of new unit organization on soldiers.
2. BENEFITS OF THE STUDY

You will have no direct benefit from this study. Information gathered in
this study will help Army leaders determine positive and negative consequeoces
of new unit organization, training and deployment for the benefit of future
soldiers and units.
3. DURATION OF THE STUDY

-The study requires administering this questionnaire to soldiers of
selected units five times over a three year period.
4. RISKS, INCONVENIENCES, AND DISCOMFORTS

Taking this survey involvis no known risks, inconveniences, and
discomforts.
5. CONFIDENTIALITY OF RESEARCH RESULTS

All if tormat-n about you and your answers obtained from this
questionnaire will be treated as confidential medical iLformation and
protected by the Privacy Act statement of 1974.
6. SAFEGUARDS

Taking this survey involves no known health risks which require
safeguards. Results that are reported will be done in such a way that your
answers given here cannot be. associated with your name or any other
identifying information.
7. ALTERNATIVES TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY

-you consedit to portcicpate, you will receive no pay or nio special
tre&tment for parcicipatiot:. In addition, if rou consent to participate, you
agree tha. your answers can be used by the staff of the Walter Reed Army

J Institute of Kesearch in order to assess the effects of new unit organization.
You do have zhe right to withdraw consnt to participate in this study at

any time. 1i you decline to participate or leave the study, this will in no
way count against you, and you will incur no l.oss of benefitz to which you are• entitled.

8. COST TO YOU FROM4 PARTICIPATING
11Tho only cost to participating in this study is the time it takes to fill

'-"4.• out the questionlaire.
9. NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS IN THE STUDY

Ovez--e three year period, approximately 50,000 soldiers will have been
sutveyed.
10. VOLUNTEER STATEMENT

I ha'evby vo.untWee' Lo participate in the New Manning System Field
Evaluation being conducted by the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,
Washington, D.C.

(Partic.¼.pant 's Signature) (Date)

(Principal Investigator's Signature) (Date)
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PRIVACY ACT

1. AUTHORITY FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION
10 USC 176, 10 USC 3012, 10 USC 5031, and 10 USC 8012.

2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE FOR WHICH INFORMATION IS INTENDED TO BE USED
The purpose of requesting information is to assist the Army in

understanding the psychological and behavioral issues that affect soldiers and
unit readiness.

3. ROUTINE USES OF INFORMATION
The information obtained in this survey will be combined with data

o1btained from other soldiers and their families participating in the New
Maianing System Field Evaluation study. The entire set of information will be
analyzed by the Department of Military Psychiatry, Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research and then be used by the Office of the Deputy, Chief of Staff for
"Personnel to evaluate psychological and behavioral effects of the New Maning

4.1 System on soldiers, their families, and communities. Your name and Social1',i Security Number will be used by researchers as a means of tracking changes in
attitudes of soldiers over time. Your name and Social Security Number williki ' also be used to match information obtained in this questionnaire to other data
sources. Results of this study will be reported in such a way that you are
not personally identified nor your answers associated with your name.

4. MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE AND THE EFFECT ON THE INDIVIDUAL NUT
"P•V I--• ThI- NFORMATION

The disclosure of the requested information and participation in this
study is voluntary. Nothing will happen to you if the requested data are not
furnished.

This form along with a copy of the Volunteer Agreement will be retained
by the principal invescigators as evidence of your participation in this
research project as required by AR 70-25. All information of personal rtaaure

Swill be compiled in statistical form along with an anonymous identification
code so that your answers cannot be traced back to you. A copy of this
Privacy Act statement and Volunteer Agreement can be obtained from the person

ce, administering the survey questionniare.

You have read and understand the Privacy Act statement above:

(Signature)

(Social Security Number)

(Today's date)

"." ;Jdl

QUESTIONNAIRE NO.
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THE NEW MANNING SYSTEM FIELD EVALUTION: SOLDIER SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRES

In this memorandum, we will inform you of the procedures involved in
getting the questionnaires to you, the mechanics of administering the
questionnaire to soldiers, and finally procedures for returning the completed
questionnaires.

Receipt of the Questionnairis

SYou should receive a shipment of uncompeleted (blank) questionnaires from
Soldier Support Center. This box will contain the following elements:

5 •(1) uncompleted (blank) questionnaires;
(2) extra copies of the Privacy Act and Volunteer Agreement statements;
(3) rfaturn mail label; and
(4) Data Collectors Observation/Reaction Sheet.

If you do not receive these elements, please contact Mr. Law Wright, US
Army Soldier Support Center, ATTN: ATSG-DSA-NM, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN
46216 (AUTOVON 699-4784) or CPT James Griffith, Ph.D., Department of Military
Psychiatry, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C. 20307-
5100 (AUTOVON 291-5312/5261; Commercial 202-427-5312/5261).

Coordinating the. Where and When of Questionnaire Administration

As you are aware, one of the most important aspects of any study like
thus is to maintain the goodwill of leaders in those units which are
surveyed. We therefore strougly suggest you coordinate the time and location
of the qnestiuonaire administration at the convenience of each unit's First

-C Sergeant at least four weeks prior to the requested date. You can draw on the
Concept Paper (see enclosure) which outlines the nature and purpose of the
study to emphasize the importance of this research effort.

It is imperative that you not administer the questionnaire immediately '
after major unit events (e.g., right after ARTEPs, coming in from the field),
or during nonduty and. odd duty hours (e.g., before breakfast or after supper)
or on weekends.

Our goal is to achieve a 100% sampling of all soldiers available for duty
, on the day that the survey is administered. At a minimum, 80% of the entire

unit should be surveyed. Achieving the required 80% sampling may require a.--
make-up session. Only one make-up session should be held even if the 80%
sample is not obtained. Our past experience has shown that visiting a unit
more than two times during a data collection period jeopardizes cooperation
and rapport with unit leaders.

Procedures for Administration: Directions and Informed Consent

Depending on time constraints, you may wish to start with a very brief
summary of the study's aim; this can .be gleaned from a concept paper which you
will be sent to you prior to the first questionnaire administration.

w-
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"Express our gratitude to the soldiers for their participation in this
important study. e.g., "Without your help, Army leaders will not know how to
"improve the quality of life of soldiers."

Have each soldier page through the questionnaire instrument to ensure
that all pages are present; TOTAL PAGE COUNT - 28.

You then should read aloud the Instructions (p. 2).

,•,• You then should move to the back two pages of the questionnaire
instrument. Read the Volunteer Agreement statement first ,p. 27). Have the

V soldiers sign it, and tell them that this page and the last page will be
physically separated from the questionnaire instrument so that no one will be
able to associate their names with the information they give on the
questionnaires. Next, read the Privacy Act statement (p. 28). It is very
"important that soldiers provide their Social Security Number, as data like PT
scores, marksmanship scores and so on obtained through other sources (for

L example, through TCATA) will be matched against the information they provide
S* in the questionnaire instrument. Again, emphasize confidentiality and the

fact that this page too will be physically separated from the questionnaire
instrument. Demonstrate to soldiers that both the Volunteer Agreement and
Privacy Act statements (pp. 27-28) will be physically torn from the
questionnaire instrument and placed in your brief case or some other container
separate from the completed questionnaires.

Ask if there are any questions.

Mention to soldiLZs that blank copies of the Volunteer Agreement and
Privacy Act statements can be obtained from you. You will be provided with
blank Volunteer Agreement and Privacy Act statements in the box you receive.

General Information Section

1 To eliminate time-consuming data cleaning and keypunching error, soldiers
should complete Item I in the "General Information" section ac correctly as
possible. Company or Battery should be indicated as "A," "B," "C," or
"HHC." Battalion should be indicated as "l," "2," or "3." Regiment should be
indicated on the thirA& line next to the word "Regiment." Make sure that
soldiers do not place something like ""2/85" in the Battalion blank; this
should be "2 Battalion" and "85 Regiment." Please bring this to the soldiers'
attention.

-X.. E4a and Below Who Complete tI- Quest-toniaire. .. i. .. .... .o na '

Make an announcement that only E4s and below take the "Squad/Platoon
C" Perceptions" Scale; indicate page numbers (pp. 21-22). All other soldiers

M(Es and above) should proceed to the "Family Life" section (p. 23) after
having reached the "Squad/Platoon Perceptions" Scale.

-2-
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Married Soldiers Completing_ the Questionnaire

All married soldiers should complete the "Famly Life" section of this
questionnaire (pp. 23-26). Soldiers not currently living with their wives
should not complete the last few questions in the "Family Life" section
(namely, Questions 28-38 on p. 25-26). In other words, married soldiers not
currently living with their wives are finished with the survey at Q(uestion 27
(p. 24).

Verification of Respondent's Answers

When you receive the completed questionnaires, you should make every
0 attempt to quickly page through the entire questionnaire instrument to ensure

that soldiers have not failed to complete whole sections when they should
have. You also should pay particular attention to key soldier information,
for example, the soldier's unit, rank, and especially, the Social Security
Number on the Privacy Act statement. If the soldier does not fill out
his(her) Social Security Number for fear of reprisal, emphasize the
confidentiality of results.

Data Collectors Observation/Reaction Sheet

Because of resource constraints, our staff cannot be at every
administration of the questionnaire. You will be our "eyes" in the field by
making observations. Please fill out the Data Collectors Observation/Reaction
Sheet (enclosed) and note any current events that might bear on data analyses
and interpretation of results (e.g., recent change-of-coumand, recent
"community catastrophe, etc.). This information will then be included in our
data analysis.

Return of the Completed Questionnaires

When returning the questionnaires, we ask that you return the following
in the same box (or similar box) in which the questionnaires arrived:

(1) the completed questionnaires;
(2) uncompleted questionnaires;,
(3) Privacy Act. statements;
(4) Volunteer Agreement statements;
(5) current unit alpha roster (having Social Security Numbers, rank,

marital status and number of dependents);
(6) and the Data Collectors Observation/Reaction Sheet.

These six elements should be distinctly separated and demarcated in the
box. Ensure that no soldiers are present when you enclose both the completed
questionnaires and the Volunteer Agreement and Privacy Act statements. After
these elements are placed in the box, package the box and securely fasten the
address label to the outside; this label was sent along with the uncompleted
questionnaires.

K: -3-
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Reporting of Results

You, the data collectors, wi~ll be informed of results of the NNS Soldier
ýj Study. The enclosed Concept Paper describes the nature and purpose of the

---study so that you will be able to explain these aspects to inquisitive
soldiers. Brief reports of results will then follow for your information as
well as for inquiring soldiers.

'-4
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Chapter VI

THE NEW MANNING SYSTEM AND FAMILY ISSUES

1. Introduction

- ka. HQDA (ODCSPER-DAPE-PSB Ltr 5 Aug 85) has asked WRAIR
to address three family issues 2s part of our NMS study
efforts. These issues are as follows:

(1) The adequacy of existing Army family support
systems to meet the special needs created by the COHORT system,

(2) The role of the family in the development of unit
cohesion and readiness in COHORT units.

(3) The identification of COHORT impacts on nonCOHORT
personnel and their families at the installation and community
levels.

b. This section addresses the first issue by reviewing early
NMS family policy and program initiatives, highlighting
information from two WRAIR NMS family studies, and by commenting
on WRAIR's initial involvement in the current battalion rotation

4II initiative. The second HQDA issue is discussed in terms of
WRAIR's ongoing family research activiti.es and includes some
preliminary findings. WRAIR has only limited information on the
third HQDA issue. Observations (Lewis, 1985) (f one COHORT
company's movement and integration into an OCONUS community
provide the basis for comment at this time.

42. Family Support and COHORT

a. The development of unit-family relationships.

(1) The current attention being given to the cotation
of soldiers and families in COHORT battalions is important, and
the issues are complex. It is just as important, however, to
remember that rotation is juse one event in the "Unit L) recycle"
which includes forming, training, sustatining, and deploy,'ing
combac units. In some units (and higher ccmmand3), irdividuals V1

talk about their unit "COHORTing," when .n realit:" Lhey describe
only the actual rotation of their unit to an overaeas station.
Attention is exclusively event-focused and individuals have lost

Al sight of the larger context within hihich various NMS lifecycle
events occur. They have also lost sight of tea cpportunities the
COHORT unit lifecycle provides for tho development and
maintenance of unit-famil7 relationhilps.

_-- (2) Our concern for the needs of COHORT families should
consider more than just the experience of ceLtain unit-related
events. We also need to focus our attenLion on the context of
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these experiences. For example, the stability and predictability
of a COHORT unit's lifecycle provides an ongoingopportunity for
the development of family bonds well as family identification
with the unit and with the unit's mission. The development of
such bonds and unit loyality should help to buffer these families
from some of the stressful life occurrences that are a normal
part of a military lifestyle (eg., frequent field duty, training
deployments, overseas rotation, and the normal fears that family
members have for the well being and safety of their husbands and
fathers when faced with potential or actual combat deployment).

(3) As previously reported (Martin, 1985), our initial
research suggests that this bonding and identification can
enhance the general well being and life satisfaction of unit
wives. WRAIR research findings from a sample of COHORT companies
suggest that this bonding and identification does occur when
units take advantage of the full COHORT lifecycle to reach out
and 3uild relationships among families and between the unit and
its families.

(4) Unfortunately, this research alro suggests that
many units are not taking advantage of the COHORT lifecycle
opportunities. Newly arriving families are often not welcomed to

Al" the unit, there is usually no family involvemert in rites which
mark the urit's establishment, and there is typically no ongoing
plan for developing and sustaining family involvement in unit
based activities.

(5) As with unit training, leaders do not see these
1W) units any different than traditional individual replacement
X• units; they have no vision of how to capitalize on COHORT unit

stability. Military training activities in COHORT units often
remaia fixed on the next task (e.g., ARTEP, NTC, REFORGER, etc),
and not on enhanced opportunities for progressive individual and
cross training, or even less "days in tht field." In the same
way, unit-family relationships often center on the narrowest
aspects of critical events like obtaining passports for an OCONUS
move. Units fail to build on the opportunities theso lifecycle
events present for the continuous involvement of family members
in planning and carrying out unit-based responses to normal
military family life demands, such as preparing for an extended
field exercise.

b. Formwl family supports

(1) In 1982, The Adjutant General's Office (TAGO),
acting as the official proponent for NMS family issues, developed
an elaborate model for ensuring formal support servi.es for the

family members of soldiers assigned to COHORT units. This unit
lifecycle model cente,.-ed on th'e enhancement of famfly-uni:-

community relationships. It was designed to capitalize on the
ilersonnel stability of these units as well as the anits'

";K redirtable schedules. Under the auspice of the Army Community
UNervice Division at TAGO, an effort was made to implement a "Long
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Range Family Support Plan" (LRFSP) in FORSCOM and USAREUR NMS
COHORT units.

(2) When the LRFSP was originally developed, the hope

was that the local catalyst for this initiative would be a Family
Support Officer (FSO) designated for each parent regiment.

Subsequently, modifications were made to the implementation of
the regimental aspects of the NMS, and the FSO position (or

something comparable at the brigade or division level) never
materialized. Without an FSO, the coordination of the LRFSP
initiatives became the responsibility of the local Army Community
Service (ACS) Officers. Based on our limited observations,
FORSCOM and USAREUR ACS programs have lacked the staff, command
support and interest in assuming the responsibilities necessary
to implement the LRFSP as it was originally conceived.

(3) With the decision to develop an NMS COHORT
Battalion Rotation initiative, HQDA adopted the original LRFSP as

the New Manning System Family Support Plan (NMSFSP).As with the
earlier initiative, this plan directed ACS to be the focal point
for NMS family support services and the local ACS officer to bee
the point of contact for coordination and planning of all support
to NMS families. In addition, a HQDA ODCSPER Policy Letter (4
June 1985) directed senior COHORT Commanders to appoint a Family
Services Support Officer (FSSO). The FSSO is to develop a Unit-

Family Support Plan in addition to his/her other duties. The
policy letter also required the FSSO to serve as the focal point
within the battalion for family matters, and to serve as a
lieison to the installation ACS.

(4) During our initial contacts with 6 of the rotating

battalions and the CONUS and USAREUR communities supporting the

battalion rotation initiative, we found a general lack of

awareness of the existence of the NMSFSP among both command and

community officials. We have not seen an FSSO and we have not

found an ACS program that has undertaken the role as focal point

for NIMS family support initiatives.

(5) This does not mean that the units and/or
communities have been ignoring the family issues associated with
battalion rotation. In fact, most units and installations have
spent considerable time and energy on issues that relate to
family movement overseas and back to CONUS. In most cases a
division staff officer, and the battalion S-I and/or Chaplain are

A. playing critical roles in this planning process. in some cases,
7 there has been a key installation staff officer assuming

responsibility for the coordination of many other family support
issues.

(6) Although situations are continually improving,

there appear to be two deficits in planning formal family support
of the battalion rotation initiative:
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(a) There is no assurance that an appropriate
staff officer at the unit and installation levels has been
appointed to coordinate all aspects of family support for
battalion rotation. Ideally, these individuals should have had
access to "lessons learned" from the numerous company level
rotations that have already taken place as part of the NMS.
There should also have been information available to the officers
coordinating rotation planning at the unit and installation from
some of the other battalion (and above) deployments that have
taken place in the Army over the past few years. Instead of
developing everything from step one as if nothing came before, we
should have been able to build on past experiences. At this
point we have not been able to do this. An "institutional
memory" Just does not exist. The concern now is to insure that
we create this memory as a resource for future rotations.

(b) While most commands/units have paid a great
deal of attention to the "logistical" aspects of moving families
to and from USAREUR, less attention has been paid to some of the
"people" aspects of the rotation.For example:

-- Only a few units have actively sought to
involve family members in the rotation planning process. Units
are not taking" advantage of the experience that exists among
family members. For example, soldiers and their wives who have
lived in the gaining commands/communities or who speak the local
language could play a role in the preparation of other families
for the rotation. Units are also missing the opportunity to use
these preparations as a vehicle for bringing families together
around a common life experience. Such collective activities
provide the opportunity for self-help initiative- and the
promotion of bonds among families and between tV unit and its
families.

-- There have been many command and community

plans developed in support of the family aspects of rot'ation, but
very little of this information has reached the soldier and his

wife and children. While it is true that prematurely providing
"facts" only to change them a few days or weeks later can be very
damaging, it is even worse to let ignorance and rumor prevail.
Some units have recognized that their families can tolerate an "I
don't know" as long as they feel that their leaders are working
on the issues and keeping them informed. Units that have held

family briefings, and or mailed family newsletters directly to
unit wives, have significantly reduced fears, rumors and stress,
and have at the same time fostered a positive mindset about the
rotation. This sharing of information has also been an important

contribution to the development of positive unit-family
relationships.

M-- ost units have not been taking advantage

of the pre-rotation period to better prepare family members for
|•, overseas living. For example, this would be an ideal time for
1% the unit, in coorperation wit~l the local Education Center, to
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sponsor cultural and language training progtaiý*. Many of the

units will be experiencing long field trainiog exercises during
the months prior to rotation. Thia provides an ideal time for
these kinds of family rotation preparations. A cooperative

-effort between various community agencies like the Education
Center and the unit might provide these wives with some positive
experiences: a chance to get to know one another, a needed

opportunity to get out of the house and awa:y from their children
for a few hours a week, an opportunity to gain a positive
attituds about their new community, and some practical skills
that will ease their transition Into a new culture.

-- At present, there is limited coordination
between the battalions who are switching locations, but no
coordination at all among other rotating battalions. Each of
these units is going through the same learning process, and
developing plans for disseminating information, involving wives'
groups, or developing a family support plan. Although each
location requires some unique considerations, the majority of the
planning issues are the same. A conference for some of the
planners, like staff officers and key unit wives, would be very
helpful and would allow the opportunity for sharing useful

information and ideas. For examplet one group of wives started a
"USAREURIZATION" program for wives. The information they have
prepared would be useful for all wives moving to Europe,
regardless of location. Sharing this information among the CONUS

battalions would save considerable time and effort at other
locations.

(c) In addition to all of these informal and

formal support issues, there are some policy-driven issues that
seem to be having an important impact on married soldiers and
their families (in some cases these impacts also extend to single
soldiers). Each issue warrants some individual discussion.

-- In recent interviews with unit cadre and
first-term soldiers (including single soldiers) from rotating
COHORT battalions, continual mention was made of the problem
married first-term soldiers face in deciding about extending
their enlistments in order to take their spouses on a command-
sponsored OCONUS tour. Most of the soldiers faced with this
decision feel that they are not being fairly treated because thi.s
situation was not explained to them when they enlisted (obviously
it is not possible to know what was or was not promised by the
individual recruiters). Regardless of the decision they plan to
make, there is almost a universal feeling that this situation is
blackmailing them into extended military service. They also teel
that iL interferes with their future plans, like continued
civilian education.

-- Even worse, many of these soldiers believe

that if they take their wives to USAREUR at their own expense,
the wives will not be eligible to use any government
facilities. While the source of this misinformation is not
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clear, it appears that some of it has originated from inaccurate
and.incomplete unit briefings as well as from comments made by

I unit NCO cadre members. Both the feelings of being coerced and

the belief that benefits will be unfairly taken away, are blamed

on COHORT. This has set many first term soldiers against any
thought of reenlistment.

-- While it may be very difficult to justify
providing COHORT first term soldiers with an 18 month accompanied
OCONUS tour, it is critical that they receive a complete, factual

presentation of the options from which they have to choose. It
is also important that these types of Army policies be explained
to the soldiet in a way that clarifies the fact that they have
nothing to do with a COHORT unit assignment.

-- A continual complaint among first-term
COHORT soldiers, especially career-oriented married soldiers, is
their perception that they are prohibited from any other Army
training. While the teality (which is known by very few first
term soldiers) may be that some opportunities are available
(e.g., OCS, West Point, etc.), the perceived lack of training
opportunities like ranger school create the belief that being a
COHORT soldier prevents one from getting all the promotion

enhancing training that other soldiers can obtain. If we can
.•-assume that relatively few soldiers are actually going to apply

COHORT soldiers does nothing more than create an unnecessary
psychological sense of discrimination and fosters negative
feelings about COHORT.

"-- The perceived lack of training

opportunities has an added Impact on married soldiers because of
the negative feelings about COHORT that are fostered among their

wives. Based on our experience with the wives of first-term
soldiers, it is clear that their perceptions of how their

husbands are treated by the Army (the unit) are the primary
source of their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with Army life.

They see the Army as more than benefits. For many of these young
families, joining Lhe Army has been an opportunity to make
something of their lives. Something as simple as the perceived
denial of career-enhancing the individual soldier would ever

apply or not, becomes a cornerstone of the wife's belief that the
Army is trying to her husband from bettering himself and is often
one of the she gives for encouraging her husband to leave the
Army after his initial enlistment.

il" 3. The Family And The Development Of Unit Cohesion And Unit
Readiness

a. Previous WRAIR research suggests the importance of family

issues to soldier and unit ceadiness. Soldiers experiencing
family-relatea problems have been observed to lose duty time,

demonstrate reduced performance, and seem to be at risk for
physical and behavioral difficulties. Family problems have baen
a major cause of soldiers' failure to complete field training
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exercises, and information from the Israeli Defense Force
suggests that soldiers with family problems are at higher risk
for breakdown in combat (Noy, 1978).

b. Studies also suggest that families play an important role
in promoting unit cohesion and in maintaining unit readiness. In
a study of married soldiers, Schneider and Gilly (1984) reported
that wives' support for their husbands'careers played an
important part in husbands' decisions to remain in the service.
In a study of Special Forces troops and families (Manning, 1985),A an important relationship was found between spouses' marital
satisfaction and health perceptions. Current civilian literature
(Barling, 1984) also indicates that husbands' job satisfaction is
correlated with wives' reported marital satisfaction. Such
relationships are especially important to the military if spouse
adjustment and satisfaction in turn play a role in soldiers'
retention, stress resistance and willingness to fight.

c. Until now all these relation.nips have been based on
observations taken at only one point in time, so it has noL been
possible to attribute causal relationships between these family

issues and soldier-unit issues. All we know is that one seems too
be related to the other.

d. The current soldier and family related research
initiatives aL WRAIR will provide the kind of panel data taken

WAIL over time that will allow better understanding of the nature of
these relationships. In addition, our research efforts should

"4 allow us to gain an appreciation of how unit and installation
functioning relates to family functioning, an area of concern
that until now has received little if any formal scientific
attention.

e. Based on current research observations, it is apparent
that the more cohesive and better perform ng units have active
family participation in unit-sponsored a ivities. Family
members in these units tend to be involved with one another and
are often a source of mutual support in times of crisis. An
assumption to be tested is a belief that such family
participation and family bonding is a direct result of leadership
initiatives at the company and battalion level.

4. Real and Perceived Impacts of COHORT Initiatives on nonCOHORT
Families

a. To date, the only information WRAIR has on this subject4 ;comes from a study of the OCONUS rotation of one COHORT company
into a small USAREUR community. Based on this study (Lewis,
1985), it appears that the rotation of a COHORT unit can haveboth actual and perceived negative consequences on nonCOHORT

families in the same command. The actual impacts come about from
the demands placed on the installation support system by the
rotating unit. In a small community with limited resources, the
services required can severely tax the capabilities of the
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Zj existing staff. When the rotating COHORT unit receives priority
"on the use of installation services and facilities, it can have a
direct negative effect on other community residents who also have
need. for the same services.

4 b. The perception of "special treatment" for COHORT unit
members and their families will continue to be important
especially in smaller communities. In a large community, units
the size of a battalion can arrive and depart with little public
notice. However, in a small command, such an event would be the
"talk of the town."

c. Based on our limited experience, it is important that the
COHORT unit not receive assistance that has a direct negative
impact on other community residents (e.g., moving nonCOHORT
families out of temporary quarters to make room for incoming
COHORT families). When special treatments are provided (e.g.,
assistance in locating economy quarters), it is critical that
local residents receive factual information about these actions

0 through the community public information system. This
information must provide a reasonable explanation for the special
COHORT actions and should demonstrate to all residents the need,
and potential generalized value of these initiatives for all Army
families.

d. WRAIR's current battalion rotation research will provide
considerable information about COHORT impacts on noICOHORT

3residents. Initial information from this aspect of our NMS
l research activities will be available by the third quarter of FY

86.

NOTE: The references cited in this chapter are available from
WRAIR upon request.
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Chapter VII.

NEW MANNING SYSTEM LIGHT INFANTRY ISSUES

1. Introduction

a. This report describes results of the reconnaissance
phase of interview and observation conducted at the 7th Infantry
Division (Light) and Fort Ord, California, during Fiscal Year

1985. It also projects the direction of research activities in

the near future.

b. While the primary theme of the report is a study of the
impact of COHORT (Cohesion, Operational Readiness, and Training),
OSUT (One-station Unit Training), and other New Manning System
initiatives at Fort Ord, other factors--such as the Light Fighter
conzept, revised FM 22-100 on "Military Leadership" and the Chief
of Staff's 1985 White Paper on "Leadership," and the growing role
of military families--clearly influenced the performance,

satisfaction, career-planning, and day-to-day lives of Fort Ord
soldiers and their families. Where possible, the report
identifies which factors are operative and postulates cause and
effect.

c. The report has three sections: Methodology, Research
Issues, and Study Projections.

2. Methodology

a. The two primary methods of data collecting used in the
LID evaluation were naturalistic observations and interviews.
Naturalistic observations consisted of two phases. Phase one
involved informal introductory interviews with senior commanders
and staff officers to explain the purpose of the study, solicit
their cooperation, and refine the relevant concepts for later
attention; phase two included interviews and participant
observation. The second method of data collecting was open-ended
individual and group interviews of soldiers and family members.
These interviews provided contextual themes and background
information concerning soldier and family adjustment in relation
to the unit, the post, and the division. Interviews focused on
and defined specific aspects of soldier life, such as structure
of the work day, recreational activities, behavioral norms and
expectations of soldiers and leaders, soldiers perceptions of
fellow soldiers and leaders, relational patterns among soldiers
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and soldiers' families, and their perceptions of unit

organization, command climate, and unit performance. Family
interviews examined family stress, family cop1 .ng patterns, trends
toward mutual aid and support, group organization, and uses of
community support services.

b. During the reconnaissance phase, the research team
focused in three main areas: (1) the concentrated study of one
COHORT battalion early in its life cycle; (2) the sti'y of the
interface among soldiers, their units, their families, and

•.. community support systems; and (3) the comparative study of the
N relationships among leaders and their soldiers in several COHORT

and nonCOHORT battalions and companies. Thus far, all activities
studied have been combat arms units or post facilities directly
concerned with family matters, such as the Army Community
Services and the Post Housing Office.

c. As a means of formalizing the research partnership
between the WRATR and the 7th ID(L) and Fort Ord, representatives
of WRAIR proposed and the Commanding General, 7th ID(L) and Fort

Ord, approved the formation of a Study Advisory Group (SAG) and
secured a charter for the SAG as an official Fort Ord

command/advisory committee. The purposes of the SAG are to
advise on, support, and review the HQDA-directed research through
and interactive process that includes reviewing drafts of written
reports and observations, discussing tne implications of the
study findings for the Division and the Army, offering comments
on concept papers, and proposing topics for further study.

N
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a. Issue: Relationship Between COHORT and Military
(Light).,
Effectiveness and Efticiency in the 7th InfantrLy Division

(1) Observations: Commanders at brigade, battalion, and-I! company levels report that COHORT units under their command
reached exceptionally high levels of mW'itary proficiency and
readiness for combat in very short periods. Some specific

'I examples are:

(a) One infantry battalion, and one artillery battery,
, were able to go from completion of OSUT throvu7h completion of

company/battery ARTEP in 90 days.

(b) A brigade commander reported that one of his
battalions, composed of mature (more than one year into the
COHORT cycle) COHORT companies, performed exercises as well as a
Ranger battalion. One battalion commander described his
battalion as approaching Ranger standards, and another said his
battalion was better prepared for combat after 90 days of
"training than any units of the 82nd Airborne jivision at any
stage of training. (He had served five years in the 82nd.)

(c) Artillery commanders in two battalions reported that
their units could deliver fire within 30 seconds after receipt of
the observer's fife request, and error rates were of the order of
one per 200 to 300 missions. Team work and speod in occupying
position were judged exceptional by senior commanders.

The commanders interviewed cited three factors as contributing to

the remarkable competence of their subordinate units.

L -- The COHORT system.

- Accretive training. Commanders reported
that their COHORT units surpassed in 60 to 90 days the competence
of individual replacement units, and kept on improving.

- Mutual support. Commanders and junior4 leaders said that in COHORT units all of the soldiers have a
stake in supporting the development of one another's military
proficiency, and help each other.

- Expectation to fight as a unit. Commanders
.ad NCOs felt pressure from the junior members of this unit to
teach them progressively more advanced combat techniques.

41
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S-- The command Climate in the 7th Infantry

Division.

-TrusL. Commanders said they trusted their

go superiors, felt they were trusted, and as a consequences could
forget about covering their asses" and get on with the business
Sof preparing for war.

- Innovation. Coimmna.iers said their

superiors supported them in experimental approaches and would
tolerate mistakes of growth" as the price of creativity.

- Security. Confident that they would not be
relieved for trivial or peripheral issues, commanders and leaders
reported that they felt secure enough to allow their subordinates
to learn by doing, with minimal supervision.

Communications. Commanders believed they
could tell their superiors the unvarnished truth without being
punished or criticized.

- Enthusiasm. Interviewees described the
command climate in the division as "revolutionary," .a vision
come true," and "an opportunity to be part of a really superb
military unit."

-- The soldiers in first-term COHORT packages.

- Intelligence. Commanders and first
"sergeants said first-term soldiers are dramatically more
intelligent than the men they had led five years ago.

- Motivation. Commanders, first sergeants
and section/squad leaders reported that their men clamored for
additional training and studied manuals when off duty.

V- Professiondl competence, Officers and NCOs
said they entrusted privates With independent tasks and could
count on excellent results.

- Horizontal bonding. Junior officers and
NCOs said COHORT soldiers policed each other's conduct, helped

'- each other to learn and adapt, and supported each other's
•" grievances.

i Vii-8
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(2) Discussion: The salient preliminary finding is that
the COHORT infantry and artillery units in the 7th ID(L) are, in
the opinion of their commaisders, remarkably competent, spirited,
and cohesive. The officers and NCOs interviewed during the
reconnaissance phase of the research (N - 60, in all 4 COHORT
battalions and in 5 battalions composed of COHORT companies) were
unanimous in praise of the motivation, enthusiasm, and
intelligence of the COHORT soldiers. The research team confirmed
by participant observation the strong motivation and enthusiasm
of most infantry and artillery soldiers during physical training
and field exercises.

(a) It is reasonable to expect higher intelligence
among the COHORT soldiers in 1985 compared to recruits five years
ago. New accessions in mental categories I and II rose from
15.2% of the total in 1980 to 37.1% in 1984. Concurrently, new
assessions in category IV fell from 50.1% in 1980 to 10.2% in
1984. The 7th ID(L) clearly has more capable personnel than did
units five years ago, but there is no evidence that the soldiers
received by the 7th ID(L) are different from those received by
other commands in 1984-85.

(b) Several officers and NCOs, particulariy in
artillery units, commented that their COHORT soldiers were poorly

Strained during OSUT. However, the same leaders reported that
their men learned very quickly and were soon able to function
without supervision. The research team, in q-iestioning a very
small number of privates selected at random, found that their
military knowledge of tactics, techniques, and the purpose, use,
and maintenance of equipment, was equivalent to that of squad
leaders/section chiefs in other divisions.

(c) The COHORT system received praise from 19 out of 20
infantry and artillery commanders interviewed. The one officer
who criticized COHORT said it was defective because the
logistical system did not provide the necessary supplies,
equipment, furniture and barracks necessary to support the!•:" arrival of a large number of men at one time--issues extrinsic to

the COHORT system. Other criticisms concerned the quality of
NCOs and opportunities for career development outside the unit--
issues that involve fine tuning of the system, not the basic
philosophy of COHORT.

i .(d) The COHORT system, according to commanders and NCOs
C in the 7th ID(L), delivers substantially more than was expected

of it. Expected were the possibility if accretive training and
strong horizontal bonding among junior enlisted personnel.
Unexpected benefits include a powerful and continuing collective
demand for progressively more advanced and sophisticated

-• training, mutual support In learning military tasks, collective
concern for troubled individuals, and group pressures against
misconduct. The cumulative effects of these processes are likely
to be even stronger cohesion in combat than was anticipated.
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(e) The extent to which horizontal cohesiveness is
harnessed to institutional goals appears to be a function of the
credibility of the mission, the perceived competence, concern,
and honesty of leaders, and the readiness of leaders to trust
their subordinates. Evidence from other commands, and
preliminary observations in the very few units of the 7th
Infantry Divisio,: in which the leadership is deficient,
indicates that COHORT soldiers become extremely competent even
under weak, indifferent, or authoritarian commanders, but they
may be alienated from those commanders. The presence of several
battalions of bright, eager soldiers organized under the COHORT

"k principle and led by competent, concerned, forthright officerE

offers an opportunity to study the processes by which superb
units are created and sustained.

(3) Future Research: What began as an evaluation of the
COHORT unit replacement system has become a more important and

•t* 4 complex investigation of the fundamental human dynamics of
military excellence.

(a) The central questions are:

How did the units in the 7th ID(L) become so good?

Why did-it happen to the units in the 7th ID(L) and

not to units in other commends?

4 -- Can the processes be replicated in other commands
and other locales?

-- Are the levels of excellence in the 7th ID(L)
sustainable?

(b) COHORT, an influx of talented soldiers,
implementation oi the Chief of Staff's new leadership model, and
growing emphasis on integrating military families are four

positive factors affecting military efficiency in the 7th
!D(L). Each affects the success of the others. It will be
possible, by using multivariate research techniques supported by
on-site.observers, to identify the processes by which the four
factors interact to foster military efficiency. The research
resources are already in place and functioning, the necessary
liaison has been established with commanders at all echelons, and
the primary research fields are identified.
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b. Issue: Leadership in the 7th Infantry Division (Light).

(1) Observations: Many commanders are practicing a style of
leadership characterized by caring, trust, and open communication
"with their subordinates. This style of leadership, which was
found to be associated with esprit and efficiency, took a variety
of forms:

(a) Trust. Most of the commanders and NCOs interviewed
said they would give a subordinate a job and let him do it,
without telling him how to do it. Later they would use the After
Action Review technique to elicit self-assessment and self-
criticism.

(b) Respect. Though no leader mentioned respect for
his subordinates specifically, the research team observed
evidence of it in collegial interactions between battalion and
company commanders, between officers and NCOs, and between NCOs
and privates. In these interactions men of differing ranks were
friendly, professional, and candid in discussing a problem, task,
or experimental approach. Several subordinates mentioned that it
was important to them to have leaders who would listen to their
ideas and suggestions.

(c) Predictability. A few battalion and brigade
commanders expreosed the view that if their men know what is
coming it gives them a sense of control over their lives. They
took pains to see that their subordinates had their own copies of
training schedules, and did everything they could to avoid
changes. Company and battalion commanders were uneasy that a
higher headquarters would pull the rug out from under them by

issuing capricious last-minute directives that would compromise
their efforts to give their men knowledge of future activities.

(d) Protection. Several battalion and brigade

commanders assumed responsibility for protecting their
subordinates against last-minute changes, encroachments on
training time, harassment by higher echelon staffs, reporting and

other non mission-related requirements, and criticism for
innovation.

(e) Candor. Several company, battalion, and brigade

commanders, and some sergeants major, first sergeants, and
platoon sergeants, emphasized the importance of accepting bad
news from subordinates in a non-punitive manner, and of telling
subordinates the whol: truth. They described honesty as the

foundation of trust between echelons, and as essential to their
getting accurate feedback from below.

(f) Caring. All commanders and senior NCOs interviewed
mentioned their commitment to caring about the personal and

familial welfare and the professional development, of their
subordinates. TAe research team observed a great many instances
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of effective, genuine caring behavior by company commanders,
NCOs, and squad/section leaders. The team also observed that in
COHORT units command treatment of one soldier's personal problem
(e.g., sending or not sending a man home from an FTX when a
family member is seriously ill) becomes a source of satisfaction
or grievance for all of his fellows.

(g) Sharing hardships. Though interviewees rarely
mentioned it, the research team observed that all officer and
most NCO leaders took part in any physical training, field
exercise, or deprivation of food, water, sleep, or comfort that
their subordinates experienced.

(2) Discussion:

(a) The research team derived from its observations of
leadership styles a continuum of "autonomy--authoritarianism.',
Leaders close to the autonomy end of the continuum were more
psychologically secure--they could handle the uncertainty
entailed by trusting their subordinates, they did not need to be
reminded of their superior position by deferential acts, and they
were prepared to resist demands by higher headquarters that would
distract their subordinates from the mission or disorient their
programs. Their respect for their subordinates stemmed from
knowledge of the subordinates' capabilities, and from awareness
that their success as leaders was a function of their
subordinates' performance. Preliminary observations indicate
that autonomous leaders are associated with superior units.
Officers perceived as being autonomous leaders also gave the
impression of being comfortable in their roles and enjoying the
experience of command.

(b) Leaders close to the authoritarian end of the
continuum supervised their subordinates closely, called for
frequent reports, preoccupied themselves with details, and were
impatient with subordinates' ideas. These leaders, in their
leadership behavior, betrayed personal insecurity. As they felt
their moral authority erode, they fell back on formal
authority. The leaders most vulnerable to authoritarianism were
squad/section leaders who felt the pressure of gifted privates
overtaking them in professional knowledge. Authoritarian
behavior in the few units in which it was observed stifled
initiative, shut off communications, ruptured trust, and set in
motion series of mutual reenforcing events that destroyed
vertical cohesion.

(3) Future Research:

(a) The central research questions on leadership are:

-- How did the autonomous leaders who have command

integrity get it?
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.% -- Does the Army have or can it develop enoughautonomous leaders to lead all its units?

S-- Can an authoritarian leader be developed into
i-T an autonomous leader? If so, how?

-. How do junior enlisted men view leaders

perceived by the research team as being autonomous?

Which echelons of leadership are most critical?

(b) Evidence from comparative analyses of units in the
7th ID(L) and COHORT units manncd by recent accessions in other
commands indicates that leadership is the factor that makes the
difference between ordinary units and outstanding units. The
command climate, and the commanders selected for the 7th ID(L),
may differ markedly from the climate and the leaders in other
divisions. The research team will devote its main effort to

I ktfinding out, through serial surveying, longitudinal observation,
concentric interviewing of subordinates of commanders and leaders
at both ends of the continuum, and detailed biographical study of
those same commanders, why the leaders in the 7th ID(L) are so
remarkably effective. The research team will solicit ideas on
these central research questions from leaders in the 7th ID(L)
through a concept paper.

(c) The question of what constitutes a familial crisis
warranting sending a soldier home from a field exercise is
vexing. The research team will monitor this issue in an effort
to define boundaries of compassionate concern and the training
mission, and to identify ways in which commanders can receive
messages from their troops about who has a real problem and who
is trying to manipulate the system.

VII-13
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-Ac. Issue: Leadership and Time Management in the 7thI Infantry Division (Light).

(1) Observations: Management of soldiers' time is a delicate
factor affecting morale, esprit, and vertical cohesion. The
problem has several facets:

(a) Most soldiers of all ranks said they were willing
to put in the time required by the mission.

(1) Junior personnel expressed an expectation that
their leaders would manage the garrison work in such a way that
it could be done in the minimum time.

(c) Junior enlisted personnel, and the wives of
soldiers of all ranks, complained bitterly about garrison work
hours being extended beyond the predicted limits.

(d) The most bitter complaints concerned being held on

post after the assigned work had been completed--because others
were still working, or just in case another task came up.

(e) A few battalion and company commanders expressed
concern that sudden directives from higher headquaters to keep
their men on duty beyond the schedule time could discredit them
as officers who cared for their men.

(f) The research team observed one brigade commander
turn down a divisional staff officer's suggestion that a garrison
activity be scheduled on a Saturday with the words, "I'm not in
the business of working my men on weekends."

(2) Discussion:

(a) The tempo of training and the frequency of field
exercises in the 7th ID(L) is so intense that days in garrison,
and the off-duty hours associated with those days, are jealously
prized.

(b) The research team formed a tentative impression
that soldiers would respond positively to legitimate emergencies,
but were able to tell when overtime was brought on by
mismanagement, lack of planning, or a superior's fear of being
found lacking in zeal. Closely related to, but possibly separate
from, the question of the number of hours required in garrison
was the predictability of those hours--especially to family men
and their spouses.

(3) Future Research: Observers with units and the
family/community team have begun to collect data systematically
on soldiers' and spouses' attitudes toward overtime work. The

research team will solicit the ideas of soldiers and spouses
through a concept paper.
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d. Issue: Leadership and Collective Behavior in COHORT '0

Units. ,,

(1) Observations: COHORT soldiers usually police each
other's conduct, but when they do misbehave they do so in
groups. This arouses the spectre of mutiny, and several
commanders expressed concern on the following points:

(a) One battalion commander said he never had a single
soldier go AWOL; they always went in groups, A review of 'WOL in
other battalions revealed similar patterns. In one company, 14
men planned to go AWOL together, with their weapons. Their
platoon sergeant detected the plot and intervened.

(b) One commander noted that misconduct involving drugs
and prostitution requires a cohesive group if it is to be carried
out without detection.

(c) Two commanders expressed concern that the bonding
generated by the COHORT system provides a seed bed for criminal
conspiracies.

(d) Some commanders have decided to experiment with
what one calls controlled indiscipline. Their view is that
future battlefields will require junior enlisted soldiers to
fight as small groups or individuals, and that uniformity and
strict adherance to regulations is less important than initiative
and self-reliance. Essentially the commanders are raising the
question whether organized violation of certain regulations is
damaging to the foundations of Oiscipline in the traditional
sense or enhancing to discipline in another sense.

(2) Discussion: Commanders report that the COHORT system
generates strong horizontal cohesion, and the research team
confirmed their observations. This cohesion can be used against
command as well as for it. In other commands there have been a
few situations in COHORT units in which the first-term soldiers
united against specific abusive officers or NCOs, but have
remained loyal to the Army and the mission. Instances of mass
AWOL may indicate that leadership is deficient. The motivation
behind misconduct in a COHORT unit may be different from that in
an individual replacement unit. In the example cited above of 14
soldiers going AWOL, the platoon sergeant stopped the misconduct
but did not investigate the reasons behind it. Reevaluation of
the concepts of conspiracy, mutiny, and the criminalizing of some
military offenses in specific settings may be indicated. Some
misconduct, such as members of a COMORT wrecking a bar that had
defrauded soldiers or fighting members of another unit, could be
manifestations of the combat effectiveness of the unit.
Community relations, the reputation of the Army, and the
possibility of injuries must, of course, be considered.
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(3) Future Research: TIhe research team w!11 assemble
comparative data on misconduct and punishments in COHORT and
individual replacement units, then present the issues to

officers, NCOs, and first-term soldiers in the 7th ID(L) in a
concept paper for their consideration. Interviewers will collect
data from soldiers who engage in misconduct, and from their
families, to discover their motivation. These data will then be
compared with data on the command climate in the soldiers' units.
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e. Issue: Problems Peculiar to Phases of the COHORT Life

V Cycle.

An_ (1) Observations: Commanders of battalions with mature
COHORT companies reported that there are variations in

1.Z motivation, discipline and performance at various points in the
lives of COHORT units. They mentioned the following issues:

y (a) Discipline.

-- Two battalion commanders described the
following cycles: a surge of enthusiasm and commitment for 6 to
9 months followed by a slump during which there is widespread
misconduct, theu partial recovery to a plateau with intermittent
pulses of misconduct.

:-- Two company commanders said they each
experienced a pulse of misconduct after the initial training
phase. The men, suddenly allowed off base, discovered drugs,
liquor, and women downtown and lost their self-control.

(b) Training.

•-- Two company commanders commented on training
their cadre personnel before the COHORT troops arrived. One had
only five days to shake down his cadre, and as a result the NCOs
were not prepared. His training program failed and had to be
redone. The other commander had his NCOs on hand for five months
and they went stir-crazy. Three commanders of COHORT battalions
said they had their cadre personnel for three months, and this
period was ideal.

-- Two commanders of battalions with mature
companies described their plans for training during their
companies' final 18 months. Both said they believed that
intellectually and professionally challenging and interesting
experiences were essential Lo sustain the enthusiasm and skills
of their men. One had laid out a varied and progressively more
sophisticated program that was costly in transportation. The
other had a program that appeared to be repetitious, though
innovation at company and platoon levels might make the training
progressive. A company commander said that the primary obstacle
to progressive training was lack of funding for air
traiusportation.

S-- Battalion and company commanders of mature
units noted that in their definition of progressively more
demanding training they did not intend to increase physical
denands. They said advanced training should be interesting,
challenging, and professional, but not be at the hell-for-leather
pace of the initial training-up program. These commanders
perceived that their men will work hard but are not iuterested in
exhausting themselves physically over and over again. Their men
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are concerned with safety and are aware of the heightened risk of
injury when fatigued.

-- Several wives complained that their husbands
were so exhausted that they went right to sleep in the evenings
and slept most of the day on weekends.

(2) Discussion: The ability to predict cycles in a COHORT
unit, and to eitner implement counter-cyclic programs or
accommodate down-cycles by scheduling non-critical activities, is
necessary to sustain combat effectiveness, and to avoid burning
units out. No one has yet described or charted the cycles in the
life of a COHORT unit. Counter-cyclic programo might include
less concentrated initial training so that soldiers could get
acquainted with temptations in town more gradually. Howevewr, an
intense period of training followed by an intense period of
misconduct may be more conducive to combat effectiveness.

(a) Training programs proposed by battalion commanders
for the last 18 months of their COHORT units include mountain,
jungle, and arctic exercises, maneuvers against armies of other
countries, advanced aerial or seaborne assaults, insertion into
unfamiliar terrain, and exercises requiring prolonged independent
action by small units. Most of these are costly. Junior
commanders and lezders at c3mpany, platoons, and squad level may
suggest exercises of progressive sophistication that could be
supported with local resources. If funding cutbacks curb
commanders' adventurous training programs, the burden will fall
on the leaders. There will be temptation to fall back on more
testing of physical limits, more meticulous housekeeping, and
eyewash. These measures would destroy the sense of professional
pride in being supremely capable of performing a difficult and
essential mission--the pride that provides the psychological
driving force behind the eagerness to learn and readiness to
expend effort observed in the 7th ID(L).

(b) Training programs that progressively degrade the
physical condition of soldiers are directly counterproductive in
terms of combat effectiveness. Fu-ther, physically exhausting
programs, or programs that keep units in the field for long
periods, may erode the support of families, and indirectly lead
to soldiers coming to resent their units. The Army and the
family are in direct competition for the soldier's time and
energy. Each must be accommodated.

(3) Future research: The foremost research task is to
observe and chart the cycles in the lives of COHORT units in the
7th ID(L) and other commands. The research team will derive a
provisional model of the cynles by observing different units in
their first, second and third years, and by making use of
institutional memories--the recollections of men who have been
with older 1.nits from the beginning. To verify and refine the
model, the research team will circulate it in the form of a
concept paper to senior and junior leaders.
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(a) Respondents will be asked to confirm or modify the
1ý. rmodel based on their perceptioný:, and to suggest counter-cyclic,

accomodating, or enhancing measures. As commanders respond to
cycles in their units, the research team will record what works
and fails, as demonstrated by unit performance, attitudes, and
misconduct, and will circulate a second concept paper to

stimulate further thinking.

(b) The research team will observe programs of training
for mature units, and record the effects on performance,
attitudes, and discipline. The team will chart the limits of
junior leader creativity at different levels, and identify
resources that could enhance that creativity. In situations in
which funding reductions provoke makework and sterile testing of
physical. limits, the research team will record the consequences
to vertical cohesion, and soldier will. The team will circulate
a concept paper on this topic as a means of cross-pollenating
ideas and generating new ones.

" .1N(c) The research team will compare patterns of wives'
reports about their husband's exhaustion (from interviews by the
family/community team) with patterns of unit activity (from
training schedules), and with patterns of soldiers' and spouses'
attitudes toward the Army and the soldiers' units (from soldier

surveys a-d spouses' surveys).

Jl
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f. Issue: Effects of the COHORT System on Junior Officers'
Careers.

(I) Observations: There is no coherentv program for training
lieutenants.

(h) The divisional Directorate for Plans, Training, andMobilization staff operates a five-day orientation program for
new lieutenants.

(b) Battalion commanders each have initiated some

program for training their lieutenants as a group. These
programs vary from occasional lectures to the battalion commander
organizing his lieutenants into a provisional platoon to practice
basic tactical maneuvers.

(c) None of the company commanders interviewed had a

plan for training lieutenants.

(2) Discussion: WRAIR has investigated training of
lieutenants in units in other commands. In some companies the
commander, or the first sergeant, or one or more platoon
sergeants undertook to train lieutenants, usually on a sporadic
basis. In most units the expectation was that the lieutenants
would train themselves. Company commanders said they were
preoccupied with learning their own jobs. In f.he 7th ID(L)

training of lieutenants is no worse than it is in other
commands. In some companies the platoon sergeants insist on
running the platoons, and the lieutenants are left in limbo. The
7th ID(L) cannot afford to have leaders in trainee status.

(3) Future Research: The research team will replicate in the
7th ID(L) the WRAIR interview program carried out in USAREUR
(company commanders, first sergeants, lieutenants, and platoon
sergeants) to identify the processes by which lieutenants beccme
functioning parts of their companies. The findings will be laid
out in a concept paper for general distribution to company
officers and NCOs to stimulate discussion and interaction between
units and the research team.

I.
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g. Issue: Effects of Assignment Policies on Senior NCO
Careers.

(1) Observations: Policies and procedures for assigning
senior NCOs have led to dissatisfaction among NCOs and to a
disproportionate percentage of reliefs for cause.

(a) Senior NCOs reported, and their commanders

confirmed, that many of the NCOs had been assigned or diverted to
the 7th ID(L) on short notice, without explanation, and under
threat of being barred from reenlisting.

(b) Senior NCOs' spouses expressed resentment at the
lack of respect for their husbands by the Army as an institution,
and the lack of consideration for their families.

(c) Battalion and company cummanders interviewed
reported that, on the average, one out of three men assigned as
first sergeants and platoon sergeants were replaced. Two company
commanders had to relieve half of their senior NCOs.

(d) Commanders in one battalion believed they could not
transfer NCOs who were promoted by DA to grades for which there
were no vacancies in the unit. One company had seven platoon
sergeants (E-7) for three authorized positions.

(2) Discussion: Resentment among senior NCOs assigned or
"N; diverted to the 7th ID(L) arose primarily from a sudden,

unexpected assignment to duty they did not want. That resentment
could not be av aided. However, it was inflamed by the failure to
advise the affected NCOs of the importance of their assignment in
"a letter from some respected authority, such as the DCSPER or
from the Sergeant Major of the Army, and by the threat of a bar
to reenlistment.

S (a) The reasons for most of the senior NCO reliefs were
known to DA prior to their assignment to the 7th ID(L). These
included physical incapacitation, history of alcoholism,
excessive age for assignment to a light infantry rifle company,
and previous selection for elimination from the service.
Subsequent unsatisfactory performance in the 7th ID(L) degraded

V company command integrity during the initial intensive training
period, disrupted emergent vertical bonding, and presented young
soldiers with confusing role models.

(b) Most brigade and battalion sergeants major in the
7th ID(L) were active in placing NCOs promoted out of their
positions into appropriate assignments. When the brigade and/or
battalion sergeants major did not address this matter vigorously,

freshly promoted sergeants first class languished in -;quad leader
Positions or in excess status.
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(c) The consencus among commanders was that when NCOs
leave their companies because of promotion, it strengthens
the feeling of pride in the company ("our platoon sergeant is
going to take over as first sergeant of A/X/Y, and straighten out
those yardbirds"). Such transfers also provide openings for a
few NCOs to assume more responsible positions in their units
during their COHORT tours. These transfers are not seen as
disruptive. On the other hand, holding a sergeant first class in
the squad leader position is perceived as harmful to the moral of
the individual and -o the other NCOs in the company, and as a
source of tension.

(d) A member of the G-1 staff of the 7th ID(L) stated
Sin mid-July that NCOs now get 6 to 8 months advance notice of

reassignment, and that 50% of NCO's assigned to units in the the
* Division are one grade lower than the vacancy to which they are

assigned--to allow for promotions during the COHORT life cycle.
Another division staff member questioned whether thiý, was an
accurate statement of policy in early November. Whatever

* policies are finally adopted, they should consider the importance
of assigning for the start-up of a COHORT unit NOOs physically,
mentally, and morally capable of carrying through with the unit.

(3) Future Research: A comparatively small number of senior
NCOs and wives were interviewed during the preliminary phase of
this research. The number and magnitude of problems associated
with them mandates extensive interviewing. The purpose is to

4i obtain information from which to construct a comprehensive
picture of what can reasonably be expected of NCOc assigned to
COHORT units in a light infantry division, and what measures

A should be taken to assure their welfare and professional
,V development. A concept paper on these topics will be clrculated

among senior NCOs and commanders to verify its accuracy and
provoke discussion.
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h. Issue: Effects of COHORT on Junior NCOs.

(1) Observations: Junior NCOs find themselves under pressure
from superiors and subordinates, and many are unable to handle
the strain.

(a) A few commanders perceived some squad leaders to be ri
men who had developed habits of just getting by. These
commanders see such NCOs are a layer of resistance to company
commanders' erforts to develop professionalism and a sense of
mission in the first-term soldiers.

(b) Most battalion and company commanders reported
their squad leaders and team leaders to be of average or below
average ability and motivation. They cited lack of relevant
experience, histories of substance abuse, and previous selection
for elimination. One company commander said that half of his
squad leaders were either passed over for promotion or selected
for elimination.

(c) A few battalion and company commanders in mature
COHORT units said a substantial number of their squad/section
leade.s were "burned out." This type of burnout occurs when an
NCO has taught his subordinates all he knows, has run out of
ideas, and feels himself being overtaken by the bright, motivated
first-term soldiers under him. NCOs suffering from burnout are
demoralized, critical of the COHORT system, and eager to get outi
of their units.

(d) All the commanders interviewed expressed concerrn
about some aspect of personnel management policies affecting the
morale and commitment of their junior NCOs. Some junior NCOs are
beginning their third consecutive COHORT tour, and others fear
being locked in. Rampant rumors, coupled with rapidly evolving
policy, about COHORT NCOs' eligibility for schooling, choice of
assignment, and reenlistment opportunities arouse great anxiety
among NCOs already suffering from burnout.

(2) Discussion: y
jC

(a) The transition from individual replacement units,
in which NCOs are responsible only for repeated cycles of

1 elementary training, to COHORT units, in which training becomes
progressively more sophisticated for three years, is most
stressful for the first-line supervisors. In addition, the
first-term soldiers of 1985 are much more professionally
demanding than those many NCOs are accustomed to leading.
Several inevitable processes will improve the competence of the
junior NCO corps as a whole and their ability to succeed in the
COHORT environment. Those least able to adapt will be eliminated
by administrative action or by their own choice; they will be
replaced by emergent leaders from the COHORT packages. The
strain of the novelty of COHORT training programs will recede as
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duty in COHORT units becomes the common rather than the
exceptional experience.

(b) Command recognition of the changing demands on NCOs
and programs to strengthen the ability of junior NCOs to handle
the strain of duty in COHORT units are essential to the succesq
of the COHORT units. Current policies on schooling for NCOs
during COHORT cycles, reassignment and reenlistment options, and
training intensity should be reevaluated.

(3) Future Research:

(a) The research team, in its preliminary interviewing,
developed different perceptions about junior NCOs from those
reported by commanders. The NCOs the researchers observed and

interviewed were models of professional competence; they were
deeply and sincerely dedicated to the professional development
and personal and familial welfare of their men. Rather than
burning out because their subordinates were catching up with
them, they challenged their subordinates to overtake them. The
research team picked its subjects at random, without interference
by commanders, but the number was small. In 1986 the research
will increase the number of NCOs interviewed or observed, and
will sample a proportion regarding their attitudes on
questionnaires.

(b) As the team refines its understanding of NCOs'
problems and concerns, it will circulate one or more concept
papers describing them. These concept papers will stimulate
discussion among commanders, staff officers and NCOs of measures
to support the competence of junior NCOs and protect them against
burnout. The concept papers may include for consideration
summaries of anti-burnout techniques developed to support police,
drug treatment, and medical personnel.
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i. Issue: Soldiers' Misperceptions about COHORT

(1) Observations: First-term soldiers in COHORT units who
have complaints about any aspect of the Army, their units, or

arrangements 
for their families tend to see the solution as

"getting out of COHORT."

(a) Interviews with first-term soldiers revealed that
variations between battalions in policies, and absence of
information, have given rise to perceptions in some units that
being in a COHORT unit means a dearth of op~ortunities for
promotion, schooling, leadership assignments, and reenlistment
options; and that COHORT is something from which it is impossible
to escape. Soldiers see their careers being blighted fatally at
the outset while men in individual replacement units get promoted
"faster, can move to interesting assignments, and can control
their fates.

(b) Commanders and NCOs stated in interviews that their
better first-term soldiers develop into superb junior leaders.
They appoint the best first-termers acting corporals as soon as in
vacancies occur, and they promote them as soon as minimum time in
grade and service reequirements are L • Commanders look to
emergent leaders trom the COHORT packages to lead the fire teams,
squads, and sections in the next incarnation of their units.
Some commanders send every soldier for whom they can obtain a
quota to Ranger, Jungle, Airborne, BNCOC, and specialist schools.

(2) Discussion: The first-term soldiers' dissatisfaction in
the 7th ID(L) se to stem more from expectations aroused by
recruiters and from rumor than from experience. Many do not seem
to be aware of the esteem in which their commanders hold them.
Commanders vary in the energy with which they pursue career
"development opportunities for their first-term soldiers, and in
their readiness to tell their men how good they are.

(3) Future Research:

(a) The number of first-term soldiers interviewed so
far is too small to describe the origins of their discontents
with confidence. They use the COHORT system as a scapegoat; it
is essential to determine which of their complaints are produced
by COHORT policies. The number of COHORT soldiers interviewed or
observed will be expanded in 1986.

"(b) The discrepancies between the soldiers' view of how
they are treated and the commanders and NCOs' view of their value
"to the Army indicates that some commanders have not opened intra-
company communications fully. The research team will use survey
data to identify companies in which complaints' are numerous and
those in which soldiers are relatively contented, then use
participant observers to assess the quality of communications in
those units. When cause-and-effect relationships appear, they
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will be the subjects of descriptive concept papers for

circulation and discussion at company level.
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j. Issue: Factors Inhibiting the Success of COHORT Units.

(1) Observations: There are erratic but serious shortages of
mission-essential equipment.

(a) Several company and battalion commanders reported
shortages of common supply items such as rifle cleaning rods,
cleaning rod tips, poncho liners, magazines for M-16 rifles, and
2-quart canteens. Shortages were not uniformly distributed; one
company in a battalion could have a full or nearly full issue of
an item and the other companies have none. The explanation often
given to these commanders, that the item in question was "not in4I accurate. Officers added that the most serious effect of
shortages of these common items was that it damaged the
credibility of battalion and company commanders urging their
troops to extreme efforts because of the urgency of the
divisional mission. A company commander's statement to his men
that they were to be ready for immediate commitment in combat on
1 October 1985 made little sense when the only rifle magazines in
the company were a few scrounged by trading MRE rations to
garrison units.

t- ,"(b) All commanders reported non-availability of light
infantry mission-specific equipment. Training in independent
missions and night operations is degraded because squad radios
are not available, and batteries for night vision devices are too
expensive to be used for training. Commanders of mature COHORT
units said that lack of light infantry mission-specific equipment
complicates their efforts to conduct the advanced professional
exercises essential to sustain the enthusiastic commitment
throughout the 0OHCRT life cycle.

(c) Brigade, battalion, and company commanders cited
rigidity of COHORT personnel management policies as detrimental

A to the efficiency of their commands. Some voiced a need for
provisions to transfer soldiers out of COHORT units in such
exceptional situations as promotion into excess status or
selection for OCS or the USMA Preparatory School. Others
-•enorted a need for small packets of soldiers to restore the

"A] rirle strength of units that started with understrength first-
"0. term COHORT packages and that lost additional personnel through

injury, elimination proceedings, or promotion. Commanders
reported that COHORT units can assimilate privates from OSUT more
easily than experienced soldiers. The latter tend to disrupt the
networks of vertical cohesion between cadre NCOs, emerging
leaders from the COHORT, and the bulk of the COHORT soldiers.

I (2) Discussion: The universality of these problems, and the
"Catch-22 situations in which they place commanders, identify them
"as issue. overdue for action by the DA staff. They are extrinsic
to the COHORT principle, but they compromise the successful
implementation of that principle.
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(3) Future Research: The research team will use data
"analysis techniqes to identify relationships between shortages of
equipment or personnel on the one hand, and psychological
readiness on the other. Concurrently, the team will observe
commanders' efforts to work around the shortages. In its reports
the team will continue to identify extrinsic factors that affect
the successful implementation of the COHORT principle.
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k. Issue: Accouterments and Bonding.

(1) Observations: Commanders.at all levels value the
use of accouterments and other symbolic items to enhance
soldiers' identification with their units. The ways in which the

AV 1 items are expressed often depend upon the level of the
organization and the willingness of leaders to tolerate
variations within the bounds of un: .tormity of appearance and
standards of behavior.

(a) In one brigade consisting of three battalions
of the same regiment, the leaders (especially the officers) use
regimental items of identification such as a distinctive
authorized belt buckle to focus a sense of belonging and a
history of continuity at the brigade level.

(b) Battalions encourage their members to purchase
(at their own expense) distinctive tee-shirts, shorts, or jackets
with the unit's crest and name. In several One-station Unit
Training (OSUT) packages, the trainees themselves arranged for
the design and ordering of the clothing before their arrival at
Fort Ord. The officer-NCO cadre already at Fort Ord were later
expected to conform to the troops' selection.

(c) One battalion commander researched the motto
of his battalion's regiment. Finding the phrase to be both
archaic and misleading to the modern soldier, he sought and
received permission Lo redesignate his battalion motto using a
word that he believed clearly embodies the "light fighter"
ethos. Thig same word (synonymous with "assault" or "charge")
is used by the battalion in rendering salutes.

(d) At levels below battalion, symbols often take
the form of distinctive attitudes and public behavior rather than
of items that are worn or appear in writing. One company
commander and his first sergeant, for example, have focused on

•,a4• the importance of displaying "motivation" to distinguish their
company from the others. As a result, the company has the

N reputation for being the noisiest and most enthusiastic during
physical training. All officers and NCO's in the unit are
expected to perform and teach this characteristic to soldiers:
leaders who do not conform, regardless of other demonstrated
traits of competence or acceptance by their troops, are pressured
to change.

(e) Introducing uniqueness that may cause
confusion in tactical situations is discouraged. Staff officers
noted that commanders often prohibit platoon and squad leaders

from employing platoon- or squad-specific ways of wearing the
"cat eyes" on the back of helmets.

(f) Commanders at all levels, NCO's, and many of
the first-term soldiers express a hope that the Division adopt
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accouterment distinctive to "light fighters." They suggest a
piece of cloth similar to the "Ranger" and "Special Forces" tabs
or a beret. Almost all interviewees agree that this distinctive
item should not be given automatically to all who are assigned to
the Division, such as privates newly arrived from Basic Training;
otherwise, the accouterment would have no more meaning than a
medal awarded without the meritorious deeds. Suitable points in
the train-up cycle are especially those involving the successful

ir completion of an exercise such as Rites of Pasqage.

V (2) Discussion: The use of accouterments, symbolic
items, and distinctive behavioral practices is common within the
Army. They are effective in marshalling psychological
identification with a group. Initial impressions are that the
important elements in understanding the use of symbolic items and
practices include: the timing of introduction; the
organizational level of the unit involved; the meaning to
soldiers according to rank; and the potential for conflict with
requirements for uniformity and standardization.

(3) Future Research: Research needs to be directed at
different levels in the Division, and will focus oi who initiates
and is affected by the symbols, how the process occurs, and what
impact these symbols have upon individual stress and group
cohesion. While identifying additional items and practices, the
research team will broaden the focus to include studying aspects
of symbolism that allow a comparison of public and private
behaviors and expressions. This further analysis will assist in
understanding the contributions of symbolic items and practices
in strengthening or weakening unit cohesion in combat and in
other situations of severe stress.

S
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"I. Issue: Constraints to Familial Adaptation to Army Life
in the 7th ID(L) MOORT Units.

(1) Observations: Spouses and family members express needs
for prompt, accurate and usable information on the COHORT system,
on Light Fighter initiatives, on the timing of scheduled
exercises and field duty for 7th ID(L) units, and for updates on
changes affecting soldier family life at Fort Ord. WRAIR
reconnaissance interviews and observations at Fort Ord show that:

(a) Spouses of enlisted men know relatively little about
the concepts underlying COHORT unit formation and Light Infantry
objectives. However, wives and family members acquire individual
and shared perceptions of the effects of these initiatives on
their lives via accumulated daily experience and verbal exchanges
over time, as well as through unit messages.

(b) Spouses express strong needs to know the timing and
length of field exercises away from Fort Ord, and changes in Army
policies or Light Infantry requirements.

(c) Enlisted men and their wives point out that advince
communication from commanders to families helps control rumors
"and minimizes false or negative impressions of COHORT, Light
Infantry, and Army life among family members.

(d) Newsletters by Family Support Groups and unit briefings
to families are valued by many wives as sources of accurate

* information. However, commanders are reluctant to publicize
dates of proposed field training far in advance, since these
schedules may be revised by higher headquarters.

(2) Discussion: The essence of these findings is that
smoothly organized communications from commanders ru family
members can alleviate the build-up of anxieties atmong spouses and
reduce family member uncertainty about separation from the
soldier in the field. Spouses and children find it easier to
adjust to trying situations if they learn about events well in
advance and can plan to make accommodatioas at home. Positive
outcomes are reduction in feelings of stress and decreased
resistance by spouses to heavy training demands on soldiers.
Identification by family members with the goals and demands of
the soldier's unit is enhanced by increased awareness of the

•. nature of COHORT and knowledge of advance training plans for
their soldier's Light Infantry unit, especially at the battalion
and company levels. Their felt needs may, at times, conflict
with the uncertainty factors faced by a commander in planning

field exercises, and a commander's desire not to be placed in a
position of having to 'change his mind' and appear indecisive.
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(3) Future Research: Family/unit research will concentrate
(i on gaining in-depth understanding of the changing perceptions by

spouses and family members of 7th ID(L) unit activities as the
soldiers progress through training into readi iss status and as
units mature. Research inquiries will be aimed at: eliciting
formal and informal sources of information to families; assessing
the effectiveness and accuracy of each channel of communication;
observing two-way communication between family members andmiltary representatives of their sponsor's units. Research will
include assessment of the networks of interpersonal information-
sharing among unit spouses. The study will also assess the
circulation and impact of rumors and gossip about unit activities
and the Army that may mislead or upset family members
Sunnecessarily. Modes of effective rumor control by commanders
will be analysed. Detailed household and group participant-
observation will be performed to compare family behavior whileunits are in garrison to behavior during field exercises and in
response to alerts and fly-aways. (See Soldier/Unit Issue i.,
above.)

.4"
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m. Issue: Opportunities for Family Member Adjustment to
7th ID(L) and Fort Ord.

"(1) Observations# Unit welcoming receptions and orientation
of soldie families at Fort Or by military units serve a
cohesion-building purpose and help reduce familial stress.44• However, these COHORT unit activities are not well integrated
with installation agency orientation assistance and housing
referral functions.

. I(a) Interviews with spouses and soldiers suggest that unit-
sponsored receptions for enlisted men's families upon their
arrival at Fort Ord stimulate positive responses and imp-oved
capacity by family members to adapt to difficult living
conditions.

(b) Interviews also indicate that absence of welcoming
attention by unit leadership for new families makes some spouses
feel isolated. This is associated with the emergence of negative
dttitudes toward life at Fort Ord and about COHORT Light Infantry
among some spouses.

(c) Units actively seek to meet arriving family members at
key locations, including, the Monterey airport, the Fort Ord Bus
Depot, on-post guesthouses, infantry unit dining facilities and
learning centers, unit day rooms, and barracks' courtyards.
Sites used for large group receptions include, post theaters,
clubs, picnic areas, recreational sites and Chapels. Unit-
sponsored tours of installation facilities and adjacent civilian
-esources also emerged as ways of providing organized welcoming
and familiarization.

(d) 'amily arrivals tend to coincide with first-term COHORT
soldier arrivals. This facilitates group reception efforts by
unit cadre. However, when individual families arrive at
different points in time, spouses report that welcoming functions
are often absent or disjointed. Officer and NCO cadres do not
report as COHORT packages and their families arrive
sporadically. Welcome efforts by partially formed units are

.i" problematic for newly arriving cadre households.

(2) Discussion: WRAIR surveys of spouses and married
soldiers demonstrate statistically significant positive effects
from personalized welcoming efforts by the military units. These
efforts promote more successful short-term adjustment and better
long-term adaptation by soldier households to the Army way of
life. (See J. Martin, Chapter V1, this report.)
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(a) At both CONUS and OCONUS sites, favorable first
impressions and early acquaintance with other married couples in
the unit have been shown to improve spousal and child adaptation
during the course of the unit life-cycle. Unit group hospitality

4 and initial assistance with 'settling-in' problems promote two-
* -way interchange of information and improved spousal

identification with the soldier's unit and with the Army
installation. These positive mindsets tend to persist and help
buffer stresses that emerge over time for family members and
soldiers. Results are improved soldier-family morale, and better
performance and retention rates. Cohesion within units is also
enhanced by sincere demonstration of caring for family needs from
the outset by commanders, senior NCOs, and their spouses.

(b) Conversely, surveys and interviews indicate an absence

of welcoming attention has deleterious effects on family member
stability and adaptability. Decreased self-esteem and negative
attitudes toward unit and installation are linked to reduced
household coping ability and increased family stress problems.
These factors also adversely affect soldier morale, trainability
and readiness to fight, and diminish vertical cohesion and
retention rates.

(c) WRAIR interviews demonstrate psycho-social isolation.
among some newly arrived spouses at Fort Ord. Spouses from all

0 -?1ranks who felt unwelcomed gave generally negative views of COHORT
Light Infantry, Fort Ord and the Army. These mindsets may
persist throughout the tour even as living conditions aztually
"improve for affected individuals.

(d) Lack of attention to spousal and children's needs on
arrival and no opportunities for get-togethers with other unit
family members have negative effects. Isolated spouses are far
less likely to bond together with other unit spouses. Their
participation rates in unit-sponsored activities for families
later on are low. Concomitantly, spousal and family member

interest in fitting into the military community of the
installation is diminished by newcomer feelings of discomfort
vis-a-vis military units and shyness toward wives of other unit
soldiers. Receptions and informal gatherings tend to break the
ice and provide opportunities for developing awareness of mutual
interests, and for creation of friendships among spouses and
family members. Unit-planned social activities increase the
bonding between families. These interactions improve vertical as
well as horizontal cohesion among soldiers through their
spouses. Welcoming gatherings provide opportunities for unit
"Family Support Groups to make announcements, obtain addresses of
new families, and distribute telephone tree lists. These actions
reinforce face-to-face familiarization among spouses and children

x across ranks within the unit, increasing ease of communication.
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(3) Future Research: There are two major gaps in the

welcoming process which call for research effort, as follows:

C(a) Units are hard-pressed to provide warm welcomes to
families that trickle in during the arrival period. Good results
are found with unit-sponsored group activities for multiple
arrivals early in the COHORT unit life cycle. Families coming in
at odd times appear to fall through the cracks of existing
reception efforts. Prompt reception methods that do not overtax
unit resources are needed. It appears that a key facility for
receiving newcomers is the installation guesthouse where families
stay for up to a month or more upon arrival at Fort Ord.
Research will focus on how the guesthouse can be used to createE[i initial good impressions among family members.

(b) Unit-to-family welcoming efforts need to achieve
improved coordination with installation agency-based orientation
and in-processing services. At times the formal in-processing
procedures and informal unit welcoming activities overlap but do
not connect; in other cases they conflict, and cause confusion
amongst new family members about household living conditions.
Research will focus on areas of coordination between military
unit and installation agency efforts, e.g., ACS orientation
procedures versus unit provision of information, or Housing
Office assistance vis-a-vis unit efforts to find apartments for
soldier families on the local economy. A concept paper on this
issue will be circulated for review by unit and installation
personnel.

°Q
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n. Issue: Predictability of Soldier and Unit Work Hours.

0~(1) Observations: Predictability of soldier working hnL'rs in

garrison helps maintain family morale and spcusal support for
"heavy military demands on soldier time.

(a) Enlisted and officer wives express a need to be able to
anticipate garrison work hours on a daily and weekly basis in
order to plan family meals and other off-duty activities.
Soldiers maintain that while details extraneous to 7th ID(L)
training needs have been minimized, they experience the 'hurry up
"and wait'syndrome at the end of the duty day.

(b) Some spouses lack confidence in the predictability of
garrison work schedules or in the reliability of scheduled duty
hours.

(2) Discussion:

(a) Quality time for soldiers to spend with their family
members is treated as a very scarce resource by spouses,
especially due to the large portion of time spent by units in the
field. The opportunity to utilize evenings and weekends,
holidays and leave, and compensation and recovery time in a
planned way is often more important to wives and children than
their stated preference for shorter workdays by the soldier's
unit.

(b) Although commanders are interested in shortening
workdays, all too often intervening factors within the chain of
command force elongation of the workday. Repetitive loss of
anticipated off-duty time raises levels of uncertainty and
distress unnecessarily, resulting in loss of trust in commanders
and a decline in morale by soldiers and family members. These
conditions contribute to destabilization of family interaction
patterns at home and increase family stress.

(3) Future Research:

(a) Research on the issue of military unit predictability
will focus on the distinction between quality time needed by
soldiers with family members and the quantity of time required by
7th ID(L) units in training and garrison duty.

It is expected that married men, especially those in early stages
of conjugal relationships, will experience the greatest spousal
demands on their time. However, more seasoned cadre whose
families have adapted to Army work schedules should exhibit
effective ways to cope with Army time constraints. Comparisons
will be made across the rank structure in this study. (See
Soldier/Unit L-sue c., above.)
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(b) A second major issue for future research is the

operational reality that could facilitate more regular and
shorter work hours in garrison. Multiple requirements on unit
commanders tend to delay departure from duty at the end of the
day. Research will address how COHORT soldiers respond to the

pressures of long duty hours. This is critical since early
release from duty can become a reward for unit performance.
However, equity in duty time across companies is also an isaue;
fairness norms are often set by the group process itself.
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o. Issue: The effect of TDY Separations on Family
Stability.

(1) Observations: Separations due to field exercises of 7th
Light, Infantry units affect family stability. Research team
interviews at Fort Ord and Fort Hunter Liggett show that field
duty time can impair family member relationships with soldiers
and upset household functioning. Causes of separation stress are
of three main types:

(a) Too frequent separations have cumulative effects on

family functioning.

(b) Soldier 'absences during major family crises or critical
life changes cause distress.

(c) Long duration field stays disestablish the role played
by a soldier in his household, causing re-entry problems, and may
overwhelm spousal coping capacity.

(2) Discussion: WRAIR survey data and interviews demonstrate
the potential for adverse impacts due to military field time
demands that absent the soldier from his nuclear family.
Examples of this effect appeared during the training period for
7th ID(L) COHORT units, mainly among recently married enlisted
soldiers with wives and very young children. In several cases
wives were unable to handle household crises alone, or women in
late stages of pregnancy were put at risk. A few were upset by
incidents of telephone harrassment or 'peeping toms' during their
husbands' field absences*

(a) Immediate or extended family deaths or serious
illnesses add stress to the situation for soldiers in the
field. However, commanders have responded by quickly returning
men with family emergencies to Fort Ord and providing passes to
help alleviate these concerns. Battalion command policies on
what constitutes a family emergency were found to vary
considerably. COHORT soldiers' desire for equitable treatment of
individuals tests the limits of each commander's policy on
excusing a soldier from field exercises for family or personal
problems.

(b) When field time is recurrent and frequent, as required

in the training cycle of the Light. Infantry, evidence from
previous WRAIR research suggests that cumulative disruptions of
household life may seriously degrade marital bonds and parental-
child rapport. Well-spaced periods of unit activity in garrison
permit a recovery phase that is also beneficial to family
functioning. Off-duty recovery time is also a way used by some

commanders to help soldiers reintegrate into their family life.
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(c) Some commanders encourage education of all family
members, as well as soldiers, on how to prepare for departure andfor re-entry from the field. Downtime and off-duty time permit
recovery of family solidarity through shared activities. Skill
in use of downtime may be enhanced through unit-sponsored
information and outreach education efforts directed at family
members.

(3) Future Research: Light Infantry commanders have various
ways of handling separation and re-entry problems to buffer their
soldiers and family members against disabling effects of
stress* The research team will monitor the impacts of these
interventions through longitudinal survey measures of spousal
attitudes as well as soldier perceptions. A concept paper will
describe unit innovations for overcoming TDY separation stress.
The concept paper will be circulated among commanders, as well as
married soldiers and their wives, to stimulate emergence of a
broadened recognition of separation stress and tools tocounteract it.

""T
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p. Issue: Family-to-unit Bonding and Family Support
Groups.

(1) Observations: Unit-sponsored Family Support Groups (FSG)
can strengthen "soldier will" by alleviating family distress.
Participation in Family Support Group organizations is contingent
on an atmosphere of openness that de-emphasizes hierarchical rank
differences among spouses. Successful Family Support Group
integration with military units requires persistent command
backing at each organizational level.

(a) Interview data suggest that COHORT battalions and
company units provide a favorable climate for the emergence of
family support activities volunteered by unit spouses.

(b) Family-to-unit bonding and cohesion among spouses does
not occur spontaneously within units. Planned activities,
calculated to generate reciprocal sentiments, are essential to
help family members idei.tify with their sponsor's Family Support
Group, and to help them understand its potential role in their

41 lives.

(c) Wives of enlisted men express strong feelings about
their status in FSG functions. They are wary of situations where
wives of officers and NCOs "wear their husbands' rank." However,
when wives of leaders do not participate, FSG activities
languish. Two-thirds of married soldiers in COHORT units are
junior NCOs. They also have the largest family size. Their family
needs include increased social support. About a quarter of 7th
LID families are those of first-term enlisted men. They also
experience many problems which can be addressed with the help of

a unit Family Support Group.

(d) Data from interviews shows that willingness to

participate in a unit Family Support Group's activities depends
on creation of a sense of mutual reciprocity and non-judgemental

confidentiality about each family's personal problems.

(2) Discussion: Heavy users of FSG referral and direct

assistance are not usually the same spouses who volunteer for
group activities. The main receivers of support action are wives

of junior NCO and enlisted men with children, who live off-post
and have no local ties. The main contributors are usually wives

tseasoned to Army life, living on post. This asymmetric
'•. interactive situation creates strains within developing Family

Support Groups. Those who are willing to contribute expect more
mutuality of effort from recipients.
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(a) The Light Infantry COHORT unit is well-situated to
undergird [he development and maintenance of functional Family
Support Groups through initial command sponsorship and personal
support by commanders' wives at each level. Commanders' wives
usually recogn4.e the value of projecting an inviting and
democratic atmosphere in the process of establishing and
advancing FSC objectives. If perceived as "rank-free" in style,
FSG groups receive more participation from enlisted spouses.
Domination by a psrceived "wives chain of command" works against
this goal.

(b) The unit Rize and composition best able to operate

effectively as a group of spouses is the company. A COHORT
company usually iur.!1,.des at least three dozen resident married
soldiers at Fort 01.d. But, the tightest inter-family links
usually emerge betwca spouses of soldiers in the same platoon of
similar rank. Companyl.-ivel 1ISG formation generates group
cohesion across ranks as wzll as within ranks when organized with
sensitivity to the feelingsi of enlisted men's wives.

(c) Command emphasis from the division level (provided
informally through leadership by the division commander's wife
and battalion commanders' wives) provides a positive climate for
the creation and stimulation of Family Support Groups at the
battalion level and below. A battalion commander's commitment to
the promotion of functional family support organization and
coordination with his staff is critical to the growth andsurvival of this largely voluntary organization. The company
commander and first sergeant and their wives are also crucial.
But, if FSG support comes only at the company level, turnover in
leadership, variations in l.velb of voluntary interest by
members, or personality clashes may result in problems. Problem
areas may be inactivity of company FSG memberships or conflict
between FSG volunteet -nd the chain of command over the proper
role of the FSG. Assertive FSG members may challenge commanders
to negotiate policy changev. The operations of the FSG council -
composed of company representatives at the battalion level -

serves a stabilizing and focusing function to stimulate FSG
consistency across companies and to channel the perceived
concerns of spouses to the appropriate level of command.

(d) The authorized purpose of the FSG is to assist family
members with information and limited types of personal help, and
to provide a support network for family members while units are
away at field duty. However, some FSGs expand service activity
beyond Army-authorized scopes of work and responsibilities. This
may lead to improvements in family-unit cohesion in some cases.
It may also contribute to conflict or confusion amongst members
or sub-groups if FSG goals and mandates are not clearly
communicated to unit and family members.
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(e) It is not uncommon that many single soldiers living in
the barracks benefit from various Family Support Group activities
aimed at offering morale support to all unit soldiers. These
include cakes and cookies at the barracks when soldiers come back
from the field, and FSG and unit planned social gatherings.
Single soldiers may be requested to provide labor and resources
to assist with FSG functions at unit facilities, e.g.,
babysitting services, preparation of flyers and written
announcements, and help with FSG dinners and party preparations.

(f) Monetary donations by single soldiers at FSG-sponsored
unit events tend to become significant budgetary resources for
the organization. Significant in-kind donations by married

soldiers' wives take the form of baked goods and services such as
sewing tags and patches on uniforms. These reciprocal exchanges
build the basis for family-unit goodwill and social support if
there is consistent command backing for the Family Support Group
efforts.

(3) Future Research: A major goal of WRAIR future research
will be to assess the linkages between "soldier will" (and unit
preparedness for combat) and Family Support Group effectiveness
in reducing the stress on family members and building group
morale. Developments in new and mature FSG organizations at Fort
Ord will be monitored to test the impact of these linkages.
Concept papers on these subjects will be prepared and circulated
to unit FSG members and the Study Advisory Group.

(a) The dynamics of FSG formation, and the functional
requisites for maintenance of FSG usefulness across the life-
cycle of COHORT unit~s, will be major research areas and the
subject of concept papers and reports. Key objectives for
analysis will be to assess the relationships between family
coping capacity and stress reduction through family-te-unit
bonding. The linkage of these processes to command and community
domains will be studied. (See Family/Unit/Community Issue q.,
below.)

(b) Data on NCO family members' links to FSG activities are
as yet scanty. Future research will specifically address the
stresses experienced by these types of families. Analysis will
be performed in tandem with observation of' the stress experienced
by NCOs in garrison and in the field. (See Soldier/Unit Issue
h., above.)
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q. Issue: The Family Support Group At the Interface
Between Command and Family.

(1) Observations: In the 7th ID(L), the family support
group (FSG7 is visibly promoted by top command as a vital bridge
between Army families and the unit. In each unit, the FSG also
may be required to link models of expectations and behavior
rooted in divergent traditions.

(a) Commanders at most levels recognize that when a
light fighter trains fifty percent of the time in the field and
therefore away from his family, the family needs access to
reliable sources of practical information, emotional supoort, and
basic social services. The FSG, an organization that is created
anew in each newly formed unit, is an officially endorsed
auxiliary to the unit that is designed to provide, or to
facilitate acquiring, the necessary information, support, orservices. To accomplish these tasks, the FSG works in concert
with the unit families, command, rear detacbment command, and
Fort Ord community services.

(b) Brigade and battalion commanders at Fort Ord praise
the ability of FSG's, in general, to handle routine referrals for
information and assistance. This frees up command to concentrate
on mission-related planning or on personnel actions that require
command decisions. In several battalions, the roles of the
Sl/Rear Detachment Commander and of the Chaplain have evolved
into consultants to battalion FSG's, as anticipated in the Fort
Ord FSG regulation.

(2) Discussion: In the past, a traditional military
command structure typically ignored the importance of family
relationships. In that environment, the two institutions of the
Army and the family competed for the individual soldier's limited
time, energy, and devotion. The FSG may be seen as one attempt
to bridge these competing institutions. Supportive services,
such as the Army Community Services and more recently the Family
Support Group concept, were created to actively alleviate the
stresses on families so that families can support the Army's
basic readiness mission.

(a) Paradoxically, as FSG's demonstrate proficiency in
handling family crises and in planning successful morale-
enhancing activities, some commanders may begin to perceive the
FSG as a threat to their authority. The sense of threat Is
heightened if the women express opinions about matters that
involve traditional command perogatives, such as requesting
written command policies on predictable and equitable work
schedules or desiring to negotiate acceptable reasons for
excusing soldiers from garrison or field duty to attend to familyneeds.
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te(b) On the other hand, the commander and senior NCO at
the company or battalion level who do not feel threatened by the
activities of their FSG can draw upon support of unit wives as
morale boosters for all the soldiers. The short-term effect is
that the unit leaders can develop .a group of advisers and extra
hands to tackle salient unit-family issues; the long-term effect
for the Army is a demonstrated higher retention rate among their

•,'• troops.

(3) Future Research: The research team will continue to
follow the development of several family support group efforts at
the battalion and company levels. In addition, the team will
observe the FSG program ao an example of a high-priority command-

I N,4 endorsed community service project designed to support and
complement the Light Fighter thrust in the units.
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NT.

r. Issue: Fort Ord Community and Command Social Context.
i i

(I) Observations: National and regional media frequently

broadcast news coverage on the living conditions of soldiers and
their families at Fort Ord. This magnifies public interest in
their situation and contributes to a "spotlight effect",
amplifying Department of the Army concern about the appropriate
development of the Light Infantry divisicns and of COHORT.

(2) Discussion:

(a) 7th Light Infantry commanders view their units as
"W"W prototypes for the Army of the future. They attempt to achieve

training perfection and to project a sharp professional public
image. These efforts at 'overachievement' or 'eliteness' may
become powerful stressors on enlisted soldiers and their family
members. In turn, family members may develop distorted
perceptions of the deficits in their quality of life and degree
of household distress in this pressure-cooker atmosphere.

(b) The spotlight also falls on installation agencies at
Fort Ord which manage the infrastructure and provide benefits to
soldier families. These include the housing office, the
engineers, the shopping facilities, the health-care system and
the social and welfare services. Conflicts between installation
and division or incongruities between fast-developing combat
units and more stable installation agencies may be highlighted by
the glare of publicity.

(3) Future Research: WRAIR plans to study the human
responses to this spotlight effect at Fort Ord as part of its
"analysis of soldier and unit performance. The issue of family
resilience in coping with the special conditions of life at Fort
Ord. in the COHORT Light Infantry will be examined as part of the
social context, a major element in our study. Data analysis will
combine community relations and group symbolic expressions,
studied by interview and observation, with survey results on
individual attitudes and perceptions among soldiers and their
spouses. (See D. Marlowe, Chapter IV, this report.)

k-MI
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4. Study Projections

a& During the reconnaissance phase of the evaluation of the
Light Infantry Division, the research team developed a list of
topics that appeared suitable for development as "concept
papers," defined here as essays or information papers written
around specific themes that revea something new about the Army,
or shee new light on a traditional idea. Thesc topics appear
below :a two categories--soldier/unit themes an,

family/unit/community themes--with topics in order of research
priority.

b. Soldier/Unit Themes:

Unit welcome to soldiers

Accouterments and unit symbols

NCO problems in COHORT units

Soldier recovery periods, downtime, and burnout

Command integrity

Junior enlisted soldier career information and options

Unit life-cycles

Group misconduct in COHORT units

S>Role relationr and teaching-learning rapport among
NCO's and officers; training new lieutenants

Predictability in COHORT units and optimizing duty time

Impression management: looking good vs. being good

COHORT units and the "spotlight effect" on soldiers

c. Family/Unit/Community Themcs

Unit information transmission to families

Unit welcome to family members

Quality family time

Health, social services, and benefits available:

integration with unit to meet family needs

Activist vs. passive agency and unit approaches to

familial problems of soldiers
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C. Family/Unit/Com~munity Themes (cont.)

Spouse employmint and volunteer work among COHORT unit
spouses

Daily life activities of COHORT soldier family members,
family stress, and coping skills

Functioning and innovation in family support groups

Housing dilemmas on- and off-post for COHORT families

COHORT units and the "spotlight effect" on families
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